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Abstract
The research in linguistic aphasiology has been dominated by structuralist, rule-based approaches to 
the study of langauge. However, recent work has shown that analyses based in constructivist, usage-
based frameworks can provide explanations to patterns of language processing in aphasia that are 
difficult to accommodate in structuralist models. The present work follows up on these findings and 
aims to provide additional evidence for the benefits of the usage-based model by using data from 
Czech speakers with aphasia, an understudied language in this context. The aims of the study were 
threefold:  to  create  a  collection  of  samples  of  aphasic  connected  speech available  to  other  re-
searchers, to provide a description of the patterns of aphasic discourse production in Czech, and, 
most importantly, to show potential benefits of usage-based construction grammar for aphasia re-
search.

A corpus of the speech of eleven persons with fluent and non-fluent aphasia of varying degrees of  
severity was created. The corpus consist of more than 23000 word position produced by speakers 
with aphasia in tasks used to elicit conversational, narrative, descriptive, and procedural discourse. 
The corpus is lemmatized and morphologically tagged and the transcripts are aligned with audio 
recordings. A smaller sample of three, demographically matched neurotypical speakers is also in-
cluded. A sample of the corpus with a more detailed annotation was used in subsequent analyses.

First, a quantitative description of the micro-structure of Czech aphasic discourse production was 
carried out. A suite of measures of fluency, productivity, and well-formedness differentiated be-
tween a group of persons with non-fluent aphasia on the one hand and a group of neurotypical 
speakers  and individuals  with  fluent  aphasia  on  the  other.  Consistent  with  the  current  state  of 
knowledge, non-fluent speakers produced shorter utterances with fewer verbs and a high number of 
disfluencies and sentence fragments. A hierarchical clustering analysis that revealed several lan-
guage profiles within the fluent and non-fluent group.

The second analytical part consists of three case studies that are concerned with the role of cumula-
tive lemma frequency, relative frequency of a paradigmatic cell, and frequency of cooccurrence in 
aphasic speech production. An analysis of verb production found that lemma frequency can better 
explain observed differences on group and individual level, compared to structural complexity. Par-
ticipants with more severe word finding problems relied more on high frequency verbs and non-flu-
ent participants produced verbs with complex argument structure frames that simultaneously have 
high frequency. They also relied more on the use of the existential-presentative construction which 
is both highly frequent and partially lexically fixed. Verbs with higher frequency also induced fewer 
disfluencies.

An analysis of inflected nouns in the corpus showed that speakers with more severe aphasia pro-
duced fewer inflected word forms which was caused by their frequent use of single word utterances 
or the existential-presentative construction. Nevertheless, these speakers were able to spontaneously 
produce inflected forms that had high relative frequency or were tied to specific argument structure 
constructions.
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A third analysis of the production of prepositional phrases found that combinations of particular 
prepositions and nouns that are frequently used together were produced more fluently which points 
to the fact that such multiword units are stored as chunks and retrieved as read-made wholes rather 
than assembled from component parts during production. This was true even in phrases with preno-
minal modifiers that were overall produced with more disfluencies.

These finding demonstrate the benefits of the usage-based framework for the analysis of patterns of 
langauge behavior in aphasia and have implications for clinical practice that could benefit from in-
tegrating frequency effects in the formulation of assessment tools and approaches to therapy.

Keywords:
acquired  aphasia,  chunking,  corpus  linguistics,  discourse  production,  disfluencies,  fluency,  fre-
quency effects, inflectional morphology, usage-based construction grammar
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Abstrakt
Výzkum v lingvistické afaziologii využíval po dlouhou dobu především strukturalistické přístupy 
založené na pravidlech. Některé výsledky z poslední doby však ukazují, že konstruktivistické pří-
stupy založené na užívání jazyka (usage-based přístup) dokážou vysvětlit některá specifika zpra-
cování jazyka v afázii,  která jsou ve strukturalistickém rámci obtížně vysvětlitelná. Předkládaná 
dizertační práce navazuje na tyto výzkumy a klade si za cíl předložit další důkazy pro výhodnost 
usage-přístupu. Využívá přitom data z češtiny, která je v afaziologickém výzkumu značně podrepre-
zentovaná. Práce si stanovila tři cíle: jednak shromáždit projevy českých mluvčích s afázií, které by 
byly přístupné dalším výzkumníkům, dále podat detailní popis produkce diskurzu v afázii v češtině 
a konečně ukázat některé přednosti usage-based přístupu pro afaziologii.

V rámci  práce byl  vytvořen korpus jedenácti  mluvčích s fluentní  a  nefluentní  afázií  s  různými 
stupni závažnosti poruchy. Korpus obsahuje přes 23000 slovních pozic vyprodukovaných mluvčími 
s afázií sebranými s využitím úkolů, jejichž cílem bylo elicitovat konverzační, narativní, deskrip-
tivní a procedurální diskurz. Korpus je lematizován a morfologicky označkován. Dále je v něm za-
hrnut menší vzorek řečové produkce tří neurotypických mluvčích se srovnatelnými demografickými 
charakteristikami. Část korpusu byla opatřena detailnější anotací a využita v následných analýzách.

V první analytické části byl proveden kvantitativní popis produkce diskurzu českých mluvčích s 
afázií. Soubor vybraných proměnných popisujících fluentnost, produktivitu a gramatičnost dokázal 
rozlišit mezi mluvčími s nefluentní afázií na jedné straně a skupinou neurotypických participantů a 
mluvčích s fluentní afázií. Získané jazykové profily jsou srovnatelné s podobnými výzkumy z ji-
ných jazyků.  Nefluentní  mluvčí  produkovali  kratší  výpovědi  s  nižší  frekvencí  sloves  a  vyšším 
množstvím dysfluencí a větných fragmentů. Následná klastrová analýza odhalila v rámci skupin 
specifické jazykové profily.

Druhá analytická část sestává ze tří případových studií, které jsou zaměřeny na roli frekvence lem-
matu, relativní frekvence paradigmatické buňky v rámci lemmatu a kookurenční frekvence v jazy-
kové produkci mluvčích s afázií. Analýza produkce lexikálních sloves ukázala, že kumulativní frek-
vence lemmatu vysvětluje pozorované rozdíly mezi jednotlivými participanty lépe než strukturní 
komplexnost. Participanti s těžší poruchou lexikálního zpracování používali více sloves s vysokou 
frekvencí. Nefluentní mluvčí produkovali slovesa s komplexnější valenční strukturou, která však 
byla zároveň i více frekventovaná. Tito participanti také více využívali existenciálně-prezentativní 
konstrukci, která je vysoce frekventovaná a její lexikální obsazení je zároveň z části pevně dané.  
Ukázalo se také, že slovesa s vyšší frekvencí byla produkována s méně dysfluencemi.

Analýza skloňovaných tvarů substantiv v korpusu ukázala, že mluvčí s těžšími projevy afázie pro-
dukovali méně nenominativních tvarů, což souvisí s tím, že používali více jednoslovných výpovědí 
a existenciálně-prezentativních konstrukcí. Tito mluvčí nicméně byli schopni spontánní produkce 
vyskloňovaných tvarů, které mají vysokou relativní frekvenci slovního tvaru nebo se objevují ve 
specifických valenčních konstrukcích.

Třetí analýza se týkala produkce předložkových frázích. Výsledky ukazály, že konkrétní kombinace 
předložek a substantivních doplnění, které mají vysokou frekvenci užívání jsou mluvčími s afázií 
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produkovány s menším množstvím dysfluencí. Toto zjištění platí i pro předložkové fráze s prenomi-
nálními modifikátory, které byly všeobecně produkovány méně fluentně. Tyto výsledky naznačují, 
že  podobné  vysoce  frekventované  víceslovné  jednotky  jsou  v  jazykové  znalosti  uloženy  jako 
chunky a jsou vybavovány jako celek spíše než generovány z jednotlivých částí.

Předkládané  výsledky  ukazují  výhody  usage-based  přístupu  pro  analýzu  specifik  jazykového 
chování v afázii. Zároveň mají důsledky pro klinickou praxi, která by mohla s výhodou zařadit dů-
sledky frekvenčních efektů v jazyce při konstrukci diagnostických nástrojů a plánování terapie.

Klíčová slova:
chunking,  dysfluence,  flektivní  morfologie,  fluentnost,  frekvenční  efekty,  korpusová lingvistika, 
produkce diskurzu, usage-based konstrukční gramatika, získaná afázie
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1 Introduction
Aphasia is a condition that has been closely related to the study of the neurobiology of language 
ever since the pioneering works of Wernicke, Steinthal, or Broca. Later on it has emerged as one of 
the sources of evidence to support some of the theoretical constructs and processes hypothesized by 
theoretical linguists. However, first and foremost, it is a condition that severely impacts the quality 
of life of the persons suffering from it as well as their significant others. It is primarily for these rea-
sons that it deserves the attention of linguists. Not only can linguistics improve our understanding of 
language and its functioning by applying its models and their predictions to aphasic data, but, more 
importantly, the descriptive and analytical apparatus of linguistics can contribute to the develop-
ment of more sensitive clinical tools and, consequently, to the improvement in quality of life of the 
persons who have aphasia.

Linguistic aphasiology has formed as a field of study during the 1950s and 1960s and has been 
dominated by structuralist, “rules-and-lexicon” approaches to language. However, studies employ-
ing cognitive-functionalist, constructivist, and usage-based perspectives have started to emerge re-
cently that show promising results, indicating that some of the assumptions of these approaches 
may uncover patterns in the linguistic behavior of persons with aphasia that would not be of interest 
to structuralist  frameworks.  Similarly,  the descriptive and analytical concepts and tools of these 
approaches offer straightforward explanations to some of the findings concerning language proces-
sing in aphasia that are difficult to accommodate in structuralist frameworks.

While the interest in the linguistic analysis of aphasia has been on the rise ever since the 1960s, the 
bulk of research has focused on English in particular and a small sample of the major languages of 
Western Europe in general. Czech is particularly under-researched in this regard and the lack of lin-
guistic descriptions and analyses has hindered the development of clinical tools that would account 
for the structural-typological peculiarities of Czech. The lack of research on semi-spontaneous con-
nected speech of Czech speakers with aphasia is particularly striking.

The present work aims to address these two facts and open a new avenue of research that sets the  
course to fill this much needed gap. In order to achieve these goals, I first present a corpus of apha-
sic speech which I assembled to provide other researchers with a data set to use for their analyses, 
to generate hypotheses, and to contribute to with own data. Using this data, I proceed to provide a 
first quantitative characteristic of aphasic discourse production in Czech. Finally, I explore the way 
in which usage-based construction grammar, a framework grounded in functionalist, cognitive lin-
guistic assumptions, can be used to analyze aphasic data and serve as a means to generate conclu-
sions with important implications for clinical practice. The work is structured as follows.

In the first part, I provide a  definition of aphasia and a  basic historical overview of linguistic re-
search of aphasia (sections 2.1 and 2.2). Particular attention is paid to studies that have used aphasic 
data to provide arguments for a particular theory of language representation and processing or that 
have employed such theories to explain the processing patterns observed in different types of apha-
sia. This section is concluded with a remark on the importance of cross-linguistic research of apha-
sia. I then proceed with a general discussion of available studies of aphasia in Czech (section 2.3). 
The general introduction proceeds with an overview of the basic assumptions and tenets of usage-
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based construction gramar and, finally, with a discussion of the body of usage-based research on 
aphasia (sections 2.4 and 2.5). I conclude the general introduction with a practical demonstration of 
the way in which aphasic data can be approached using the usage-based framework.

The second part describes the construction of the corpus of aphasic discourse production and its ba-
sic characteristics (section 3). This description is followed by an analysis of discourse production of 
eleven persons wih aphasia and three neurotypical speakers using a suite of variables measuring flu-
ency, productivity, and well-formedness (section 4.2). This characteristic is followed by three case 
studies aimed to show the benefits of integrating the usage-based model, particularly different mea-
sures of frequency as the variables central to this model, in the analysis of aphasic data. Sections 
4.3.1 and 4.3.2 describe the production of verbs and inflected nouns in the corpus with special focus 
on lemma and word form frequency. The last case study (section 4.4) is concerned with the analysis 
of disfluency production in the context of prepositional phrase production, particularly in relation to 
cooccurrence frequency. The analysis of verb and noun production as well as the patterns of disflu-
ency in prepositional phrases suggest that not only does cumulative lemma frequency play a role in 
lexical retrieval in aphasia, but that relative frequency of individual inflectional variants as well as 
the probability of cooccurrence of two word forms modulates the ease of production and fluency in 
aphasia. These findings are further discussed in the context of language assessment and therapy in 
concluding remarks.

The present work is meant both for readers with background in usage-based linguistics and con-
struction grammar as well as researchers of aphasia and specialists from clinical practice. This has 
impacted the way the text is structured as I have attempted to keep the work accessible to these di-
verse groups of prospective readers. The result of this approach is that some of the sections may be 
a touch too introductory for the respective groups. Prospective readers are kindly invited to skim 
through or skip such passages altogether.
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2 General Introduction
eventualni miniodstavec kde se popise pojeti a struktura cely tyhle kapitoly

2.1 Aphasia: definition, syndromes, and symptoms
In this section, I am going to very briefly define aphasia and provide an overview of aphasia types 
as they will be presented in this work. Then I move on to the relationship between aphasia and lin-
guistics, providing arguments for a closer cooperation between the two fields. In particular, I focus 
on the discussion of agrammatic aphasia and its relevance to general models of language representa-
tion and processing.

A standard definition of acquired aphasia which is the topic of the present work states that it is an 
acquired neurogenic language specific disorder  (Hallowell & Chapey 2008). This means that the 
language capacity is affected selectively as a cognitive domain and general intellect and other cog-
nitive capacities are spared. Aphasia is caused by lesions to the brain regions that are involved in 
language processing, i.e., in particular, the so called perisylvian regions in the frontal and temporal 
lobes of the left hemisphere. This implies that the consequent language impairment is not caused by 
sensorimotor problems. Aphasia is most frequently caused by stroke (cerebrovascular accident). 
The prevalence of stroke in Czechia is between 200-300 patients per 100,000 persons (Kalita et al. 
2013; Sedova et al.  2017), the number of people with aphasia in Czechia is, to the best of my 
knowledge, not available.1 However, it  is estimated that aphasia is present in 21-38 % of acute 
stroke patients (Berthier 2005). Code and Petheram (2011) estimate that the incidence of aphasia in 
the developed world is between 0.02-0.06 % with prevalence of 0.1-0.4 %. These numbers make it 
clear that this condition, with its direct negative impact on quality of life  (cf. e.g. Carota et al. 
2001), is a topic of high importance. Other causes of aphasia include traumatic brain injuries, tu-
mors, or inflammations, aphasic symptoms may also occur in neurodegenerative diseases. However, 
most studies in aphasia research only include stroke-induced aphasia, as this patient group is much 
larger than the others and post-stroke aphasia is typically caused by well-defined focal lesions (Hal-
lowell & Chapey 2008) that provides greater methodological validity to group comparisons.

Aphasia may impact all levels of linguistic structure, language production and comprehension, and 
both spoken or signed as well as written language.2 Table  1 is an overview of typical language 
symptoms that occur in aphasia. Czech examples are provided from the corpus assembled as one of 
the outcomes of the present work.

1 The authors of AfaSlovník (Macková, Macko & Hanibalová 2020), a web-based therapy tool, claim that approxi-
mately 5000 individual affected by aphasia every year. However, no source for this figure is provided.

2 Given the incidence estimates for aphasia and the numbers of sign language users, the population of signers with 
aphasia is understandably small. See Hickok and Bellugi (2001) for an overview of aphasia in sign languages.
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symptom characteristic example

anomia lexical retrieval problem, slowed or failed 
retrieval marked by silent and filled 
pauses

a on na něho H H H on 1 se rozběhl ‘and 
he toward him H H H he 1 started running’ 
(ba2: 14; target = rozběhl se ‘start 
running’)3

circumlocution when lexical retrieval fails, the target 
word is described by means of its formal 
and/or functional characteristics

začala H musela spát ‘she began H had to 
sleep’ (aa3: 88; target = omdlít ‘faint’

agrammatism omission of function words and/or inflec-
tional morphemes that renders an utter-
ance ungrammatical

bych si n- 0.5 najít ‘(I) would f- 0.5 find’ 
(aa3: 159; target = bych si musel najít 
‘would need to find’)

paragrammatism substitution of function words and/or in-
flectional morphemes that renders an ut-
terance ungrammatical

kočka se všímla že ... ‘the cat REFL-ACC 
noticed that ...’ (pa1: 82; target = všimla si 
‘notice REFL-DAT’

phonemic paraphasia lexical retrieval error resulting in the pro-
duction of formally similar word or non-
word

venku 0.2 H byl 1 pech pes ‘outside 0.2 H 
there was 1 a dock dog’ (aa3: 187, target 
= pes ‘dog’)

semantic paraphasia lexical retrieval error resulting in the pro-
duction of semantically similar word

pes ne ale 0.2 kráva ne ‘dog no but 0.2 
cow no’ (aa4: 9; target = osel ‘donkey’)

neologistic paraphasia lexical retrieval error resulting in the pro-
duction of a formally unrelated nonword

má 0.2 má 0.5 H 3 peram ‘has 0.2 has 0.5 
H 3 peram’ (aa2: 249; target unknown)

conduite d’approche a gradual production of words or word 
fragments that are formally similar to the 
target word; typical symptom of conduc-
tion aphasia

myč moš myč 0.2 myche 0.5 myš (aa3: 
283; taget = myš ‘mouse’)

Table 1: Typical aphasic symptoms with examples from the data; participant id, c-unit id, and target word are in 
brackets.

Aphasia can be classified into different clinical profiles or subtypes based on the localization of the 
lesion and the dominant symptoms. From the anatomical point of view aphasia can be categorized 
based on the localization of lesions in the frontal (typically inferior frontal gyrus) or temporal (typi-
cally superior temporal gyrus) lobe. The most coarse-grained, behaviorally based division is be-
tween fluent and non-fluent aphasia. Fluent aphasia is roughly characterized by word finding diffi-
culties, frequent paraphasias, paragrammatic errors and comprehension problems, whereas non-flu-
ent aphasia is defined by reduced mean length of utterance, frequent silent and filled pauses, and 
agrammatic errors. Historically,  a dichotomy between motor and sensory aphasia was also used 
which is based on impaired language production and comprehension respectively. Roughly speak-
ing, frontal lesions correlate with non-fluent and motor syndromes, while temporal lesions are con-

3 The information in brackets such as ba2: 14 indicates the id of the participant and the number of utterance in which  
the example was produced. The examples were translated to correspond to the original as closely as possible. Mor-
phological segmentation and glossing is only provided when essential for the argument presented by the example.  
All the examples from the corpus presented in the text use the following notation:
• H = hesitation sound
• 0.2 = pause longer than 0.2 seconds; the following thresholds (in seconds) are used to differentiate between  

pauses are 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10
• n- = word fragment
• <cough> = all other non-hesitation paralinguistic sounds are transcribed in this way
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nected to fluent and sensory types. Despite the fact that aphasia is characterized by a great amount 
of variation, both intra- and interindividually,4 there are certain clinical profiles or prototypical clus-
ters of symptoms that frequently cooccur and that correlate with lesion sites (Hallowell & Chapey 
2008; Damasio 2008). This has led to more detailed classification systems of which the Boston clas-
sification has been the most influential. The Boston classification system of aphasia types was de-
veloped on the basis of frequent lesion-symptom mappings by the Boston group, a group of aphasi-
ologists and neurologists around DF Benson, N Geschwind, H Goodglass, E Kaplan, and others 
(e.g. Benson & Geschwind 1971; or Goodglass & Kaplan 1972a). The system, in simplified terms, 
classifies patients based on the state of the following language components: fluency, comprehen-
sion, repetition, and naming. Table 2 shows how the combination of these variables defines the sub-
types. The second influential and widely used classification is Luria’s system (Luria 1964; Valdois, 
Ryalls & Lecours 1989; Akhutina 2016) which has been used in Eastern Europe, Russia, or Latin 
America.

aphasia type fluency comprehension repetition naming

Anomic + + + −

Wernicke + − − −

Conduction + + − −

Sensory transcortical + − + −

Broca − + − −

Motor transcortical − + + −

Mixed transcortical − − + −

Global − − − −

Table 2: Aphasia types with four characteristic features; + stands for spared and - for impaired ability.

2.2 Aphasia and linguistic theory
Language is the cognitive domain affected by aphasia and it is logical that the relationship between 
linguistics and aphasia should be a tight one. However, this has not been, and to an extent is not, al-
ways the case. Before I proceed with a brief history of this relationship from the theoretical linguis-
tic perspective in the second half of the 20th century, I would like to explicitly state where the mu-
tual benefits lie for both disciplines. From both a clinician’s and an aphasia researcher’s perspective, 

4 This has led some authors to reject finer-grained classification in favor of the coarse-grained types mentioned which 
are then to be combined with detailed individual profiles (Caramazza & McCloskey 1988; Marshall 2010). For in-
stance, Ardila (2010) claims that there are only two clearly identifiable syndromes, a Wernicke-like impairment of 
paradigmatic processing and a Broca-like impairment of syntagmatic processing in the sense of Jakobson’s theory  
of aphasia (1995).
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there is a need for at least a rudimentary descriptive apparatus that is needed to describe a person 
with aphasia’s linguistic behavior. Such description can be theory-neutral, or theoretically shallow 
and only make use of a set of basic notions that would be based on a particular descriptive tradition 
of the language. To take Czech as example, this would be a basic inventory of word classes and in-
flectional categories that can be found in secondary education grammar books. This is mostly the 
case in the context of speech language therapy in Czechia.5

Alternatively, one can adopt a specific theory or model of language representation and processing. 
Such an approach has, potentially, two merits. Firstly, a model of language may serve as a basis for  
generating predictions and explanations of expected and observed linguistic behavior in aphasia. 
For instance, by adopting the usage-based model and factoring in constructional frequency, one can 
explain why some lexically specific instantiations of the passive construction may be comprehended 
with relative ease despite the fact that this structure is notoriously difficult for people with aphasia 
(cf., among many others, e.g. Caramazza & Zurif 1976; or Cho & Thompson 2010).6 Such a model 
also provides predictions with regards to the structures that can be expected to be resistant or sus-
ceptible to errors in aphasic language processing. For instance, when one looks at the production of 
Czech prepositional phrases in aphasia, which demands the retrieval of a particular preposition and 
an appropriate inflected word form of the complement noun, combinations of particular preposi-
tions and nouns that have a high probability of cooccurrence would be predicted to be less prone to 
error (cf. section 4.4.2 of the present work).

An application of a specific model of language in therapy has the potential to provide more sensi-
tive and reliable assessment and therapy tools. When testing performance on specific structures, 
such as passives or inflected forms under the usage-based model, it makes sense not only to test if a 
patient performs differently from neurotypical individuals on the structure as a whole, but to also 
factor in different levels of difficulty based on usage factors such as frequency. Under the assump-
tion that the differences between persons with aphasia and neurotypical individuals are quantitative 
rather than qualitative in nature (e.g. Gahl & Menn 2016, see also section 2.5 below), it is expected 
that instantiations of a construction that are easier to process for neurotypical speakers will also be 
less difficult for people with aphasia. I believe it has clinical value to assess the severity of impair-
ment for individual patients based on their performance on a scale of difficulty. The same principle 
may be applied in the design of therapeutic tools. While working within a very different framework 
from the one adopted in the present work, Springer and colleagues (2000), Thompson and Shapiro 
(2005), or Kiran et al. (2012) demonstrate the rationale and potential merits of employing a linguis-
tically informed approach to therapy.

From the perspective of theoretical linguistics, the use of aphasic data also has clear benefits, pri-
marily in model building and “criticism”. If we assume that one of the aims of linguistic research is 
to develop a model of language representation and processing, such models should not only account 
for data of neurotypical, adult native speakers, but also for other groups, such as children in the 
process of L1 acquisition,  non-native speakers,  or speakers with language impairments such as 
aphasia. A general model of language representation and processing should be able to explain why 

5 This information is based on my personal communication with several speech language therapists during the course 
of the project presented here.

6 See also the discussion in sections 2.4-2.6.
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certain phenomena are more prone to error in aphasia or to predict potential impairment of a lan-
guage component based on an observation of a different impaired component that is according to a 
given model subserved by the same mechanism. Aphasia has played such a role in some areas of 
psycholinguistic research where patterns of errors are used to argue for specific components of 
models of language processing (e.g. Dell et al.’s model of lexical retrieval 1997) and, most promi-
nently, in neurolinguistic research where mappings between lesion sites and symptoms serve as evi-
dence to support models of the neurobiology of language.7 However, it is still relatively rare for 
general psycholinguistics and even more so for theoretical linguistics to reflect on impaired data.  
The remainder of this section is dedicated to a brief discussion of research that used aphasic data to 
argue for a specific model of language representation and processing.

Descriptions of syndromes with the manifestations typical for aphasia and reflections of the rela-
tionship between language impairments and brain lesions appear throughout history since the an-
cient Egyptian, Greek, and Roman period (Benton & Joynt 1960; Benton & Anderson 1998; Code 
2013; Tesak & Code). The foundations of the modern scientific study of aphasia were laid in the 
19th and early 20th century with works of Wernicke, Broca, Lichtheim, and others. However, the 
descriptions and theorizing of these early researchers contain only crude and pre-theoretical con-
cepts with regards to language. This is not surprising, given that these were mostly neurologists and 
neuropsychiatrists and the fact that the linguists of the time were mostly concerned with historical 
and comparative aspects of language. A Pick was one of the first researchers of aphasia to include a 
model of language and its relation to aphasia in his work (1913).

However, it was not until Jakobson that theoretical linguistics found interest in aphasia and linguis-
tic aphasiology became one of the major branches of aphasia sciences in the second half of the 20th 
century. Roughly speaking, Jakobson’s model of aphasia (1964; 1980; 1995) was based on two as-
sumptions. First, he argued that the order of acquisition of linguistic categories is negatively corre-
lated with their disruption in aphasia such that early acquired phenomena are less impaired in apha-
sia. He also defined two aphasic syndromes based on two basic relations between components of 
language, viz. paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations. Impairment of the paradigmatic axis results 
in selection or substitution errors, whereas impaired syntagmatic relations block the ability to com-
bine linguistic  items and thus  produce coherent,  grammatical  utterances.  These  two syndromes 
roughly overlap with Wernicke’s and Broca’s aphasia respectively.

It was Broca’s aphasia that had become of major interest to linguists concerned with aphasia in the 
1970s and 80s. The then prevailing understanding was that lesions to the frontal regions of the brain 
result in motor aphasias characterized by effortful production with reduced length of utterance and 
frequent omission of function words, but spared comprehension, while temporal lesions cause sen-
sory aphasias with impaired comprehension and relatively spared production with paraphasias and 
substitution errors. Caramazza and Zurif (1976) published a paper that initiated a shift in this view 
and elevated the interest of linguists in aphasia. Caramazza and Zurif tested the comprehension of 
three groups of individuals with Broca’s, Wernicke’s, and conduction aphasia on syntactically com-

7 In fact, post mortem investigations of lesioned brain structure combined with recorded observational data of a given 
individual’s linguistic behavior were, prior to the advance of neuroimaging methods, the only source of model 
building in neurobiology of language (e.g. Wernicke 1974). 
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plex sentences with center embedded relatives that were semantically reversible, irreversible, or had 
an “improbable” interpretation (see Table 3).

condition example stimulus

semantically reversible The cat that the dog is biting is black.

semantically irreversible The apple that the boy is eating is red.

improbable The dog that the man is biting is black.

control The cat is chasing a blue bird.

Table 3: Conditions and example stimulus sentences from Caramazza and Zurif (1976)'s experiment.

They found that the performance of the participants with Broca’s aphasia was comparable to neu-
rotypical speakers on control and irreversible sentences, but dropped on reversible and improbable 
sentences where it compared to the performance of the group with Wernicke’s aphasia. Their con-
clusion was that  contrary  to  previous  claims,  comprehension in  Broca’s  aphasia  is  not  entirely 
spared and that in contexts that require a syntactic analysis for correct comprehension, such as se-
mantically reversible structures, their performance is similar to language production in that these in-
dividuals not only produce agrammatic or asyntactic structures but also show a pattern of asyntactic 
comprehension.

This conclusion was of particular interest to the generative theory, the dominant paradigm at the 
time, because it could be interpreted as a double dissociation between syntax and lexical semantics. 
Broca’s aphasia, at the time believed to be caused mainly by lesions to Broca’s area, appeared to be 
a syndrome characterized by a general impairment of the grammatical competence systems with 
agrammatic but semantically intact production (e.g. Dog chase cat for a target The dog chases the 
cat) and asyntactic comprehension (e.g. The cat is chased by the dog interpreted as cat chase dog). 
Conversely, Wernicke’s aphasia was interpreted as an impairment of lexical semantics in both lan-
guage production and comprehension with the grammar module spared. This was seen as evidential 
basis for the generativist assumption of language modularity.

Such an account was formulated by Grodzinsky and crystallized in the form of the Trace Deletion 
Hypothesis (first formulated in 1984; and 1986; for later formulations cf. e.g. 1995; 2000; or 2006). 
The Trace Deletion Hypothesis  is  a so called representational  account of agrammatic  (Broca’s) 
aphasia8 which means that brain lesions to language areas are taken to partially destroy the repre-
sentation of linguistic knowledge and language processing in persons with aphasia is thus qualita-
tively different from neurotypical speakers. This is in contrast to processing accounts which explain 
aphasic errors as caused by limited processing resources, i.e. the representations as such are intact 
but the lesions introduce increased noise and stress to the system which decreases the efficiency of 
the “computational power” allocated for language processing and results in more errors. Grodzin-

8 The discussions that emerged after Caramazza and Zurif’s 1976 influential paper have mostly revolved around 
agrammatism and agrammatic aphasia which, for the most part, overlaps with Broca’s aphasia.
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sky’s central claim is that people with agrammatic aphasia lose the ability to represent traces, i.e. 
phonologically empty elements that are claimed to be part of linguistic structure in generative syn-
tax. For instance, the subject of the sentence The glass cracked is underlyingly interpreted as a the-
matic object of the verb which is moved to subject position during the generation of the surface 
form and the sentence is in fact taken to have underlyingly the form The glassi cracked ti.9 This 
movement leaves behind a trace ti which is processed as part of the structure and cues the interpreta-
tion of the sentence. On Grodzinky’s account, traces are deleted and thus not part of the representa-
tion of syntactic structures in persons with agrammatic aphasia. For instance, Grodzinsky claims 
that semantically reversible passive structures, such as  The cat was chased by the girl are inter-
preted in agrammatic aphasia as illustrated on the right hand side in Figure  1 as opposed to neu-
rotypical processing with the trace intact shown on the left hand side. Due to missing trace, the sub-
ject NP competes for agenthood assignment with the  by phrase, because both of these syntactic 
structures are correlated with agenthood in English syntax and both referents are semantically plau-
sible agents.

The Trace Deletion Hypothesis was later complemented with an account of agrammatic production 
called the Tree Pruning Hypothesis. Friedmann and Grodzinsky  (1997) tested in a case study a 
speaker with Broca’s aphasia on a range of language production tasks and found that the participant 
made substantially more errors in tense as opposed to agreement in verbal inflection. Similar results 
were later reported for groups of speakers with agrammatic aphasia by Friedmann  (2001; 2006). 
Friedmann and Grodzinsky interpreted these observations on the basis of the relative position of dif-
ferent inflectional nodes in the syntactic tree such that the agreement node, which is lower in the hi-
erarchical structure according to generative theory, is spared in agrammatic aphasia while the tense 
node (and all the nodes above) is not available in language production which results in omission 
and/or substitution errors.

While the Trace Deletion and the Tree Pruning hypothesis claimed to provide evidence for the gen-
erative model of language (cf. the title of Friedmann’s 2001 paper “Agrammatism and the Psycho-
logical Reality of the Syntactic Tree”), this representational account has been controversial since its 
publication. The approach has been subject to criticism both from structuralist and functionalist per-
spectives. Berndt and colleagues (1996) performed a meta-analysis of 15 picture-matching studies 
of comprehension of reversible passive sentences in persons with agrammatic aphasia and found a 
proportion of the results of these studies to be inconsistent with the predictions of the Trace Dele-
tion Hypothesis and concluded that Grodzinsky’s unitary account cannot explain the variation ob-

9 In this notation, t represents the trace and the subscript co-indexes the trace with the moved phrase.
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served in agrammatic aphasia. A series of studies of online processing using eye-tracking (Dickey, 
Choy & Thompson 2007; Thompson & Choy 2009; Choy & Thompson 2010) has found that eye 
movement patterns of people with agrammatic aphasia compare to neurotypical speakers in that 
there are signs of gap processing in both groups even in structures that are comprehended incor-
rectly by individuals with aphasia, suggesting that gaps are not deleted.10 These and other similar 
findings (see Avrutin 2001; or Bastiaanse & Jonkers 2012 for an overview of linguistic approaches 
to agrammatic comprehension) has led to the formulation of many alternative accounts that employ 
the descriptive and conceptual apparatus of the generative theory but argue for a processing account 
of the deficit. A representative example is the Argument Structure Complexity Hypothesis formu-
lated by Thomspon (2003) who describes that the performance of persons with Broca’s aphasia on 
verb retrieval tasks is correlated with the number of arguments in a verb’s argument structure. She 
also found that unaccusative intransitive sentences are more difficult than unergative intransitive 
sentences. Thompson argues that the more complex the argument structure of the verb is the more 
difficult the sentence is to process in agrammatic aphasia due to higher cognitive cost of the pro-
cessing of such structures.

A very different, but also influential account was proposed by Kolk and collaborators  (Kolk & 
Heeschen 1992; Kolk 1995; Hartsuiker & Kolk 1998; de Roo, Kolk & Hofstede 2003). They pro-
posed that the features characteristic of agrammatic production are similar to elliptical structures of 
neurotypical speech and that agrammatic speech is not a symptom of aphasia but rather an adapta-
tion strategy that helps speakers deliver the intended message in the context of reduced processing 
resources. Kolk and Heeschen (1992) compare in this regard speakers with Broca’s aphasia to Wer-
nicke’s aphasia and argue that the substitutional errors and verbose, but incoherent production char-
acteristic of Wernicke’s aphasia is  precisely a result  of such a computational overload, because 
speakers with this aphasia type are not capable to adapt their production to the limited resources. 
Kolk  (1995) offers a unifying account of agrammatic production and comprehension via a slow-
down of syntactic computation and a rapid decay of results of syntactic processing.

From a more general perspective of theoretical linguistics, the (representational) accounts based on 
generative syntax have been criticized from cognitive-functionalist positions by Bates and collabo-
rators. This group of studies applied the Competition Model to the study of aphasic language which 
is, in a way, one of the first examples of a usage-based approach in linguistic aphasiology. The 
Competition Model (Bates & MacWhinney 1987; Bates & MacWhinney 1989; see also Presson & 
MacWhinney 2011 for a discussion of language disorders from the perspective of the Competition 
Model) is a cross-linguistically informed, connectionist model of sentence processing based on the 
idea that there are different semantic and morphosyntactic cues that guide the interpretation of sen-
tences.11 These cues have a certain validity, i.e. the informativeness of a given cue. Cue validity is a 
product of cue availability and reliability, which are roughly defined as the proportion of cases in 
which a given cue appears in the sentence and the proportion of cases in which the cue leads to the  
correct interpretation. Both of these measures can be computed from a corpus of sentences in a 
given language. For instance, preverbal position as a cue for subject- and agenthood is both highly 
available and reliable in English, whereas in Czech this cue has a lower validity and case and agree-

10 Gap is, in simplified terms, a less theory-dependent equivalent of trace.
11 For a brief characteristic of connectionist models of language representation and processing, see, e.g. Joanisse and  

McClelland (2015).
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ment have more value. Cues can compete or conspire with one another, e.g. both animacy and pre-
verbal position are strong cues for agenthood in English, but may come to conflict in sentences such 
as The ball hit the man. It is apparent that the Competition Model is conceptually close to usage-
based models in that it operates with probabilistically defined cues rather than rules and that it is 
grounded in performance and also emergentist in that the cues and their validity are acquired from 
linguistic experience rather than innate  (e.g. MacWhinney 2015). Bates and collaborators explain 
agrammatic error patterns in terms of limited processing resources. They claim that the processing 
of morphology, rather than syntactic structure, is selectively vulnerable in such conditions (see also 
Boye & Bastiaanse 2018, discussed below) and that cues with higher validity values are more resis-
tant.

Wulfeck et al. (1991) demonstrated such a pattern in a comparison of English and Italian speakers 
with Broca’s aphasia in a series of grammaticality judgment tasks. Speakers of both languages were 
on the whole more successful in identifying word order violations than agreement errors. However, 
the English speakers performed better on word order, while the Italian speakers were comparatively 
more sensitive to agreement errors. This pattern is predicted by the fact that word order has higher 
cue validity than agreement in English and the opposite is true for Italian. Furthermore, Bates et al.  
(1987) reported error patterns consistent with the assumptions of the Competition Model that were 
similar to Broca’s aphasia in speakers with other aphasia types and even in non-neurological pa-
tients and, moreover, Blackwell and Bates (1995) show that such profiles even occur in neurotypi-
cal speakers under cognitive strain, suggesting that, rather than a specific syndrome connected to 
defined lesion sites, agrammatic errors arise in various populations as a function of diminished cog-
nitive resources and the typological profile of a given language. In a paper with a broader scope, 
Bates and Goodman (1997) present arguments against a sharp distinction between grammar and the 
lexicon  using  data  from child  language,  neurotypical  online  processing  measures,  and  aphasia. 
Building on previous research, including the studies mentioned here, they argue against the double 
dissociation of grammar and semantics in Broca’s and Wernicke’s aphasia based on the observation 
that both agrammatic and anomic errors occur across aphasia types. Furthermore, not only agram-
matic but also paragrammatic errors occur in Broca’s aphasia and the proportion of these two error 
types is closely correlated to the typological profile of particular languages.

In a more recent example, aphasic data was used to support Boye and Harder  (2012)’s  ProGram 
theory of the division between grammatical and lexical items in language. This usage-based account 
adopts the general framework of cognitive functional linguistics but rejects the widely-held idea 
that there is not a substantial difference between lexical and functional items. Instead, Boye and 
Harder argue that there is a distinction which reflects the differences in discourse status of these two 
classes of items. While lexical items are discoursively foregrounded because they carry the core of a 
message, grammatical items are backgrounded. Boye and Harder derive implications for aphasia re-
search. from this distinction Under their model, grammatical items should be more susceptible to 
impairments of the capacity to combine pieces of information into more complex units as they must 
necessarily combine with lexical items. Furthermore, under the assumption of reduced resources, 
the ProGram theory predicts that available processing resources will be allocated primarily to lexi-
cal items as discursively more important parts of the message, which increases the probability of 
omission or substitution errors for grammatical items. These prediction have been tested on lexical 
and grammatical prepositions (Messerschmidt et al. 2018; Martínez-Ferreiro et al. 2018), pronouns 
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(Ishkhanyan et al. 2017; Martínez-Ferreiro et al. 2018), and verbs (Boye & Bastiaanse 2018). For 
instance, Boye and Bastiaanse (2018) investigated the distinction between grammatical and lexical 
uses of Dutch modal verbs and the verb hebben ‘have’.12 They tested a group of 18 speakers with 
agrammatic Broca’s aphasia and ten speakers with fluent aphasia (Wernicke’s or anomic) with the 
prediction that grammatical items are more affected in agrammatic aphasia, whereas lexical items 
are more affected in the fluent aphasias. They elicited semi-spontaneous speech and coded the verbs 
in question as used either grammatically, or lexically. The results were consistent with the predic-
tions, with more lexical uses in the agrammatic group and more grammatical uses in the fluent 
group.

In conclusion, I have argued that linguistics and aphasiology should cooperate more closely for mu-
tual benefit and I have shown this in three examples. First, the Trace Deletion Hypothesis has em-
ployed generative theory to explain the symptoms of agrammatism and used this data to support the 
generative model of language representation and processing. Secondly, the account based on the 
Competition Model shows how a linguistic theory that integrates language with domain general 
processes approaches the explanation of agrammatism and how the predictions generated by this 
model for language processing in general can be tested on aphasic data. Thirdly, the studies arguing 
for Boye and Harder’s model show how aphasic data can serve as an evidential basis for a usage-
based model of language. The usage-based studies also show that the narrowly syntactic account of-
fered  by  researchers  working within  the  generative  paradigm formulates  too  strong predictions 
about language in aphasia and that the cognitive-functional framework offers an account with more 
explanatory power that also generalizes beyond aphasia. Section 2.5 follows up on this with a more 
detailed discussion of the benefits of usage-based linguistics for aphasia research.

The studies within the Competition Model framework presented in this section also demonstrate the 
importance of linguistic diversity in aphasia research, which warrants a short comment. A vast ma-
jority of studies in linguistic aphasiology has been conducted on English in particular and western 
European languages in general. Beveridge and Bak  (2011) analyzed the languages of aphasia re-
search from the period of 2000 to 2009 and showed that 62 % of published studies were based on 
English and that Germanic and Romance languages accounted for 89 % of all papers in their sam-
ple. There has been some awareness in aphasiology toward the need for diversity in this respect (cf. 
Menn & Obler 1990’s cross-linguistic compendium of agrammatic aphasia; or Paradis 2001 which 
is a volume that contains the papers published in a special issues of Journal of Neurolinguistics on 
the manifestation of aphasia symptoms in different languages), however the dominance of English 
has not only been reduced, Beveridge and Bak conclude that it has been increasing. Similar to gen-
eral and theoretical linguistics as well as other linguistic disciplines, this is a problem, given the, in 
some respects, unusual typological profile of English caused by language external historical devel-
opments (McWhorter 2002). As will be apparent in the next section in which I briefly discuss exist-
ing linguistic accounts of aphasia in Czech, the language fits this  pattern perfectly, falling very 
much in the ‘under-researched’ category.

12 Two primary diagnostic criteria are used in ProGram to distinguish between lexical and grammatical use: only lexi -
cal items can stand alone (as in a single word utterance) and be focalized (Boye & Harder 2012: 13–18).
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2.3 Aphasia in Czech (linguistics)
Before presenting existing linguistic research on aphasia, I would like to offer a brief overview of 
the state of speech language therapy in Czechia. People with aphasia have access to speech lan-
guage therapists (SLT) both as in- and outpatients, as part of the recovery and rehabilitation scheme 
(for a brief overview, cf. also Lehečková 2012). Some of the tools used in SLT practices for assess-
ment  include the Czech adaptation of the Mississippi Aphasia  Screening Test  (Košťálová et  al. 
2008;  Košťálová  2012;  for  information  regarding  the  original  test  cf.  Nakase-Thompson et  al.  
2005); two original assessment tests developed specifically for Czech are also available. Vyšetření 
fatických funkcí  (Phatic functions assessment, Cséfalvay, Klimešová & Košťálová 2003) tests an 
array of components of language and provides clinicians with a complex profile of the state of the 
linguistic capacities and aphasia type, based on the Boston classification system (Goodglass & Ka-
plan  1972b).  Dotazník  funkcionální  komunikace  (Fucntional  communication  questionnaire, 
Košťálová et al. 2015) is an assessment of pragmatic competence and functional communication. It 
tests the ability of the examinee to use language in different situational contexts, e.g. filling in a 
form or talking to an emergency call operator. As far as therapy tools are concerned, different mate-
rials are used. Apart from educational materials for L1 and L2 speakers, there are also some tools 
designed specifically for aphasia rehabilitation. One of these is AfaSlovník  (Macková, Macko & 
Hanibalová 2020) which is a web-based application focused on lexical retrieval training that has a 
patient and a therapist module which allows SLTs to monitor the performance of their clients and to 
personalize the tasks according to clients’ needs. Importantly, this application is based on corpus 
and category norm data  (Chromý, Diatka & Džupová 2015). It  might be said that even though 
Czech persons with aphasia do have access to therapy, there are relatively few (adapted or original) 
standardized assessment tools and a lack of therapy materials developed specifically for the needs 
of people with aphasia. The Czech situation is furthermore characterized by a lack of cooperation 
between SLTs and linguists,  most SLT only receive a rudimentary linguistic training within the 
scope of a secondary education grammar book.13 As will become apparent below, there has similarly 
been little interest in aphasia in Czech linguistics.

Despite the fact that Czech entered aphasia research very early on in Pick’s research who worked 
with Czech-German bilingual  patients  (Pick 1913;  Eling 1994),  Czech is  a  relatively  under-re-
searched language with regards to linguistic research of aphasia. Helena Lehečková played a pio-
neering role in the introduction of this topic to Czech linguistics. Lehečková has published several  
papers that address the relationship of aphasiology and linguistics, arguing for a closer collaboration 
between the disciplines and drawing attention of the Czech linguistics community to the ways in 
which language in aphasia can be used in model building in theoretical and experimental linguistics  
(2016; 2009; 1985). Lehečková is also the author of the first linguistic descriptions of the symptoms 
that occur in Czech speakers with aphasia. She analyzed the recordings of connected speech of 35 
persons with aphasia that contain a picture description task, a fairytale retelling task, and talk about 
the participants’ illness. Lehečková has mostly focused on agrammatism in Czech and the ways in 
which this symptom interacts with the typological profile of a given language as well as some crude 
psycholinguistic measures. In line with the views of other authors  (e.g. Badecker & Caramazza 
1985; Heeschen 1985; or Goodglass & Menn 1985), Lehečková argues that there is no clear cut dis-
tinction between what has traditionally been defined as agrammatic and paragrammatic, particularly 

13 It should be noted that there is no official data to support this claim. It is based on informal interactions with SLTs.
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on the grounds of crosslinguistic differences in aphasic symptoms. Such proposals are primarily 
based on the observation that omissions of grammatical affixes that would result in a nonword lexi-
cal stem are unattested in aphasic speech.14 In her analyses of agrammatic errors in Czech (2009; 
2001), she focused on a group of 17 speakers with motor aphasia15 and described the loci and types 
of errors produced in connected speech. More specifically, she analyzed verbal and nominal inflec-
tional  morphology  and compared  the  rates  and  directions  of  paragrammatic  substitution  errors 
therein (e.g. singular instead of target plural, masculine instead of target feminine, etc.). She related 
(informally, without any statistical analysis) the patterns in the data to the order of acquisition and 
frequency of use based on a frequency dictionary of Czech (based on Těšitelová 1985) and found 
that the later in linguistic development a category is acquired the higher the error rate is and that 
substitution errors overwhelmingly follow the frequencies of the categories, e.g. when they made an 
error, the speakers with motor aphasia in Lehečková’s sample by and large produced the nominative 
forms instead of context appropriate cases. She concluded that Czech speakers tend to “default” to 
the masculine singular nominative in nominal inflection and to the 3rd person singular present ac-
tive indicative imperfective forms in verbal inflection in aphasia (1988). Lehečková argued that the 
results are in line with Jakobson’s reversal hypothesis (1980 see also section 2.2 above). It is worth 
noting that these findings are generally in line with the assumptions of the usage-based approaches. 
However, as discussed in detail in section 2.4, the effects of frequency and the predictions derived 
therefrom are much more complex and nuanced.

The other major contribution to the characterization of aphasia in Czech is a series of papers by 
Flanderková & colleagues  who tested  several  predictions  and findings  published for  other  lan-
guages. Hudousková et al. (2014) tested the predictions of Grodzinky’s Trace Deletion Hypothesis 
(e.g. 2000; see also 2.2). They tested six participants with agrammatic Broca’s aphasia on active and 
semantically reversible and irreversible passive sentences in a picture selection task. They found 
that participants with aphasia performed virtually at ceiling level for active sentences and that se-
mantically reversible passive sentences were on the whole more difficult than irreversible sentences. 
However, the error rates were above chance level, from which they conclude that the Trace Deletion 
Hypothesis does not hold for Czech. Apart from a low number of participants and experimental 
stimuli which is quite typical in the field, it is worth noting that the authors did not collect accept-
ability judgment rates for the experimental stimuli, nor did they retrieve corpus frequencies for ac-
tive and passive uses of the stimulus verbs, which is a variable that may play a role under the usage-
based model.

In the largest experimental study concerned with the performance of persons with aphasia on vari-
ous linguistic tasks available for Czech, Flanderková (2019) presents the results of four sets of ex-
periments motivated by various findings from the literature. Flanderková worked with a group of 15 

14 For instance, the Czech words žena ‘woman’ and duše ‘soul’ are morphologically complex and analyzable into the 
roots žen- and duš- and grammatical suffixes -a and -e, marking singular nominative word forms in feminine words. 
While the form žen is a free morpheme in Czech (it is the form of the plural genitive), duš- is a bound morpheme. It 
has long been established that bare stems that are bound morphemes are never produced by speakers with aphasia. 
It follows from this that morphologically rich languages with inflectional morphology tend to have a much lower 
proportion of omitted grammatical morphemes (for one of the first such accounts cf. Slobin 1991 and his analysis 
of the manifestations of aphasia in Turkish). It should be noted that e.g. Hudousková et al.  (2014) claim that the 
prediction in agrammatic aphasia is for lemmas such as postel ‘bed’ that do not possess a grammatical morpheme in 
their citation form to “default” to this form which effectively is an omission error.

15 No clinical details are provided in the papers.
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Czech speakers with different types of aphasia. One of the results that lend support to the impor-
tance of research on diverse languages are Flanderková’s experiments focused on the role of argu-
ment structure in verb retrieval. She tested the predictions of Thompson’s Argument Structure Com-
plexity Hypothesis (2003) using confrontation naming, picture matching, and a task where the par-
ticipants categorized verbs according to valency. Flanderková failed to find a conclusive effect of 
valency (cf. the results of the analysis in section 4.3.1). In another “typologically informed” experi-
ment, Flanderková tested the sensitivity of speakers with aphasia to information structure driven 
word order differences in Czech by having the participants choose a context appropriate continua-
tion of a miniature discourse. She found that both fluent and nonfluent speakers with aphasia per-
formed similarly and above chance level (60 % of correct responses). This is in line with previous 
research on discourse processing in aphasia that showed that discourse level phenomena tend to be 
relatively spared in aphasia.16 It should be noted that both the number of participants and the num-
ber of stimuli in Flanderková’s experiments were relatively small. The results of the verb retrieval 
experiments rely on the framework of the Functional Generative Description and the entries pro-
vided in a valency dictionary of Czech verbs,  VALLEX (Lopatková et  al.  2020). The entries in 
VALLEX are based on corpus data and the descriptions are based on the Functional Generative De-
scription framework (e.g. Panevová 1980), which is, in some respects, a formal theory with discrete 
yes-no categories, which may understandably have also influenced the results.

In conclusion, the language behavior or Czech speakers with aphasia has only attracted a limited in-
terest in the linguistic community. While there are important contributions that provide some basic 
characteristics of the manifestation of aphasia in Czech based both on observational and experimen-
tal data, more research is needed for a deeper understanding of aphasic Czech. One salient gap that 
the present work is trying to contribute to fill is the lack of discourse level and connected speech 
oriented studies. Note also that the research presented in this sections has not reflected on recent de-
velopments in linguistics. The studies by Flanderková and collaborators were modeled on various 
findings from the literature that are more or less grounded in the generative theory. These were 
combined with some of the theoretical constructs of the Prague functional-structuralist linguistic 
framework which also formed a frame of reference for Lehečková’s findings.

As a concluding remark to this section, it should be noted that I have only focused on linguistic de-
scriptions of aphasic data. That is not to say that there is a complete lack of aphasia research in 
Czechia. Practicing SLTs and graduates of SLT programs indeed publish papers, most typically case 
studies, that discuss various facets of aphasia, primarily approaches and strategies of rehabilitation. 
However, there is an almost complete lack of communication and cooperation between SLTs and 
linguists and this lack in turn, in my opinion, hinders the development of focused, more sensitive, 
and reliable assessment and therapy tools.

2.4 Usage-based linguistics: a brief introduction
The present work adopts usage-based construction grammar as a model of language representation 
and processing and uses this conceptual framework to describe some aspects of connected speech 

16 Typical problems in discourse production and comprehension involve referential tracking problems (e.g. introduc-
tion of pronominal referents with no clear preceding antecedents) and the processing of implicit information (e.g. 
Ulatowska, Allard & Chapman 1990).
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production of Czech speakers with aphasia. In this section, I describe the foundational assumptions 
and concepts of usage-based construction grammar.

The term usage-based model was first used by Langacker (1988) and refers to the general idea that 
usage matters in language. In more specific terms, usage-based construction grammar understands 
language knowledge as a network of constructions that is shaped by communicative pressures and 
cognitive capacities via usage. It is part of a family of functionalist and cognitive linguistic ap-
proaches to language and shares with them, among many other assumptions and concepts, the cog-
nitive commitment, i.e. the idea that generalizations and explanations in linguistics should not be 
cut off from other disciplines, but rather integrate the findings from other fields of cognitive science 
(Lakoff 1990; Divjak, Levshina & Klavan 2016; for recent representative studies see Schmid 2016; 
Divjak 2019; Goldberg 2019; or Diessel 2020).

The term usage-based refers to the idea that language structure is directly affected by usage and that 
structure and systematicity in fact emerge from usage.17,18 Individual language users possess a repre-
sentation of language and grammar which is directly based on their linguistic experience which con-
sequently modulates mental grammars throughout lifespan. Several important points follow from 
this general assumption. Firstly, performance factors that have been viewed as secondary and unim-
portant in the study of language competence in generative grammar are an integral part of the us-
age-based model of language because these forces directly shape language structure. To provide a 
very simple example, take the irregular English plural mice which has not been regularized due to 
the conserving effect of high frequency, which ultimately reflects the facts of the world people talk 
about more (cf. e.g. Bybee 2006; or 2010).

Secondly, the use of large amounts of authentic language data and robust empirical methods is an 
integral part of the approach. In other words, usage-based analyses make use of large corpora of 
written, spoken, and signed language but also experimental methods and, increasingly, the combina-
tion  thereof  (cf.  a  representative  example  of  studies  reprinted  in  Janda  2013;  and  Divjak, 
Dąbrowska & Arppe 2016 for the discussion of corpus and experimental data). For instance, Klavan 
(2012) analyzed the factors favoring the selection of an adpositional phrase or the locative case in 
Estonian and used a rating task that was designed based on a previous corpus analysis to validate 
the corpus data and compare it with behavioral data (see also Klavan, Pilvik & Uiboaed 2015; Kla-
van & Divjak 2016; Klavan 2017; or Klavan & Veismann 2017). This requirement appeared origi-
nally as a reaction to the use of introspection and informal acceptability judgments of made up ex-
amples typical for (early) generative analyses (cf. Dąbrowska 2010 for arguments against introspec-
tion; or Gibbs 2006; and Willems 2012 for a discussion of the merits and disadvantages of intro-
spection within the context of Cognitive linguistics).

Thirdly, the idea that mental grammars remain dynamic and may be “updated” during each and ev-
ery usage event implies that the language knowledge of individual members of a given language 
community need not  and, in  fact,  should not  be identical.  For  example,  Street  and Dąbrowska 

17 Language is in this respect viewed as a complex adaptive system (Beckner et al. 2009), i.e. a system that emerges 
from localized interactions of agents who employ different strategies to achieve their (communicative) goals and 
adapt these strategies for future interactions based on the outcomes of past experience.

18 The following is based on the claims presented e.g.  in Tummers and colleagues  (2005), Bybee  (2010), Taylor 
(2012), Diessel (2015), and Goldberg (2019).
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(2010) compared a group of postgraduate students and participants with non-graduate education and 
in a picture selection task testing the comprehension of the passive and the universal quantifier con-
struction in English. While the postgraduate participants performed at ceiling levels on all sentence 
types, the lower education level group performed at ceiling only in the control condition (simple 
transitive sentences). This difference can be explained by different language experience in both 
groups  (see also Dąbrowska 2012 for a review of studies demonstrating differences in individual 
mental grammars; or Verhagen 2020; and Barking, Backus & Mos 2022 for recent examples of 
studies with similar conclusions). Related to this, the usage-based model takes the position that the 
major driving force in language change are adult users.

Lastly, the usage-based approach refuses claims of (strong) innateness. Rather than assuming that 
certain linguistic abilities are innate as claimed in generative grammar, usage-based linguistics ar-
gues that there are certain aspects of neurocognition that are fine tuned to language (e.g. in auditory 
processing) but that linguistic categories or other aspects of language structure are not innate but 
rather emerge during acquisition thanks to domain general processes, such as statistical learning, 
chunking, categorization, or analogy (Thompson & Newport 2007; Christiansen & Chater 2015). In 
a representative study, Dąbrowska and Lieven (2005) analyzed the development of syntax in two 
English children based on transcripts of spontaneous speech. They argued convincingly that the data 
was better characterized not in terms of innate abstract categories but rather in the usage-based per-
spective, with children arriving at syntactically complex structures and abstract categories by em-
ploying two simple operations (juxtaposition and superimposition) on an inventory of lexically spe-
cific constructions.

The basic unit of language representation in usage-based construction grammar is a construction. 
Constructions in the technical sense are defined as direct pairings of form and function (meaning) 
with function potentially integrating semantic, contextual, and pragmatic meanings as well as world 
knowledge (Goldberg 1995; Croft 2001; Fried & Östman 2004). Constructions have different levels 
of inner complexity and schematicity. A construction may comprise a single word or several words 
with varying levels of syntactic complexity, while schematicity ranges from lexically specific con-
structions with limited compositionality to fully abstract schemas. Thus, pes ‘dog’ is a single word 
lexical construction, pod psa ‘under the weather’ is a fully fixed lexically filled non-compositional 
construction which, however, is also an instantiation of a more general pattern [pod N-ACC] which 
in turn is an instance of a more abstract construction [[SPATIAL PREPOSITION] [N-ACC]GOAL]. Starého 
psa novým kouskům nenaučíš ‘you can’t teach an old dog new tricks’ is an instance of an idiomatic 
construction which allows for some lexical and/or morphosyntactic variation,19 and,  finally,  Jiří 
vyvenčil psa ‘Jiří walked the dog’ is a largely compositional instantiation of the transitive construc-
tion [N-NOM]AGENT [V] [N-ACC]PATIENT. Word internal structure is also conceived of in constructional 
terms (e.g. Booij 2010a; 2010b; or 2018). Thus, the Czech place/container nouns of the type botník 
‘shoe cabinet (lit. shoe place)’, kurník ‘hen house (lit. hen place)’, or rybník ‘pond (lit. fish place)’ 
can be rendered as instantiations of an abstract pattern [[X]Nník]N with the meaning component 

19 Some of such variations attested in syn v9 include: Starého komunistického psa holt novým kouskům nenaučíš. ‘You 
just can’t teach an old commie dog new tricks’,  Starý pes umí nové kousky ‘An old dog has learned new tricks’, 
naši lídři připomínají staré psy, kteří nemají snahu učit se novým kouskům.  ‘our leaders resemble old dogs that 
show no effort to learn new tricks’, or Staří psi předvádějí staré kousky ‘Old dogs perform old tricks’. These varia-
tions show that the use of the “skeletal” elements  starý ‘old’,  pes ‘dog’,  nové ‘new’,  kousky ‘tricks’, and  naučit 
‘teach’, or paradigmatically related words suffices to evoke this idiom (cf. Fried 2013 for a similar analysis).
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[[CONTENT]ník]CONTAINER. Even abstract grammatical constructions such as various argument structure 
constructions retain some semantic value which constributes to the meaning of the construction. 
This is why a speaker of Czech would probably not have problems understanding the sentence 
Kouzelník zmizel králíka ‘The magician disappeared the rabbit’ even though it would be considered 
ungrammatical or borderline acceptable, because the verb zmizet ‘disappear’ in normally used only 
intransitively in Czech. Similarly, a speaker’s experience with the Czech transitive construction, to-
gether with world knowledge, contributes to the fact that a sentence such as Páže zraní laň will be 
without additional context arguably interpreted as ‘The squire will hurt the doe’ with páže ‘squire’ 
being the subject and agent of the sentence despite the fact that the opposite is also plausible due to  
non-rigid word order and case syncretism of the nouns. This assumption is closely related to the fact 
that grammar and the lexicon are viewed not as two distinct categories but rather as a cline with 
prototypical grammatical morphemes on the one end and prototypical lexical morphemes on the 
other (but cf. Boye & Harder 2012 who argue against this view).

Constructions are represented in language knowledge in a network (of networks) in a multidimen-
sional conceptual space. The networks are organized based on overlaps of function and/or form 
(Fillmore 1988; Goldberg 2019; Diessel 2020). Language processing operates on this network of 
constructions. During every usage event, language users compare the incoming linguistic data and 
context  (linguistic  and  situational)  against  their  previous  language  experience  (Christiansen  & 
Chater 2015; Christiansen & Chater 2016; Chater & Christiansen 2016). Based on this experience, 
they select the most plausible interpretation of the linguistic signal. Similarly, during language pro-
duction, such signal is selected based on previous usage events that best fits the context and the 
goals that the speaker wishes to achieve in interaction.  This accumulating language experience, 
combined with memory processes and the ability to recognize similarities and apply analogy lead to 
the clustering of constructions with function and/or form overlap and gives rise to generalizations 
(Perek & Goldberg 2017; Goldberg 2019). Ultimately, then, it might be argued that categorization is 
at the very heart of language processing under the usage-based model. It follows from these as-
sumptions that categories in usage-based construction grammar are prototypical in nature  (in the 
sense of Rosch 1973), with more central and peripheral members  (Taylor 1995; Divjak & Arppe 
2013; Ramscar & Port 2015). These clusters and generalizations are also an alternative for gram-
matical rules that are postulated in structuralist approaches (Dąbrowska 2004; Bybee & McClelland 
2005; Abbot-Smith & Tomasello 2006; Kapatsinski 2012). Taylor (2012) provides two metaphors to 
compare the families of rule-based and usage-based approaches. Language in the structuralist and 
generativist approaches is compared to a combination of a dictionary and a grammar book: when a 
speaker wants to produce a form they look up the lemma in the dictionary and apply an appropriate  
rule based on the grammar book. On the other hand, language in the usage-based perspective is 
more like a mental corpus with rich representations, contextual information, and a great deal of re-
dundancy. To extend the metaphor a little further, when a speaker plans to produce an utterance we 
can imagine them to query the corpus to arrive at the most appropriate framing of the utterance 
based on the query and the distributional characteristics of possible solutions given the context.

Frequency of use plays a crucial role in these processes and has become one of the central and most  
studied notions in usage-based linguistics (Bybee 2007; Divjak 2019). High frequency and, conse-
quently,  repeated processing leads to stronger memory traces and routinization. Highly frequent 
items are faster and easier to access and have increased probability of phonetic reductions due to 
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greater overlaps of articulatory gestures. Importantly, different kinds of frequency influence lan-
guage representation and processing in slightly different ways. Token frequency is responsible for 
ease of retrieval. A host of studies has demonstrated that highly frequent words are responded to 
faster  in  tasks  such  as  word  identification  or  lexical  decision  (among  the  first  e.g.  Howes  & 
Solomon 1951). Type frequency has been demonstrated to play a role in productivity and in lan-
guage change (regularization, analogical leveling) (e.g. Baayen 2009). Finally, relative frequency of 
constructional variant or a specific paradigm cell has been demonstrated to play an important role 
via probabilistic processing (Bod, Hay & Jannedy 2003; Bod 2006; Levshina 2018). This, in simpli-
fied terms, means that speakers have access to collocational preferences of words or structures. For 
instance, Garnsey and colleagues (1997) used English verbs that are biased either toward taking a 
direct object, or a complement clause, based on the relative frequencies of the complements (e.g. 
The neighbor wrote the letter. vs  The neighbor assumed (that) the letter was fake.). They investi-
gated the effect of these biases on the resolution of temporarily ambiguous sentences of the type 
The neighbor wrote the letter  was fake. and found a processing advantage for the complement 
clause biased verbs. Furthermore, when two or more words (or morphemes) occur frequently to-
gether they may be represented and retrieved as a whole rather than being assembled anew during 
each usage event (Bybee 2010; Arnon & Cohen Priva 2013; 2015; Verhagen et al. 2018; Onnis & 
Huettig 2021). All of the assumptions mentioned in this section show that accounts of structural and 
processing phenomena are primarily made on the basis of domain general cognitive processes that 
interact with linguistic representations (which are coded in a specific format (Hagoort 2013) in us-
age-based linguistics rather than language specific mechanisms as argued in generative theory. As 
will be discussed in the following section, there are good reasons to believe that the mechanisms 
outlined here can provide more accurate descriptions and analyses of aphasic data.

2.5 Usage-based approaches to aphasia
Apart from the studies grounded in the Competition Model mentioned in section 2.2, linguistic re-
search of aphasia has been until relatively recently dominated by rule-and-lexicon structuralist ap-
proaches that have stressed the role of structural complexity in aphasic processing. However, in re-
cent years, analyses of language in aphasia started to emerge that adopt the usage-based approach. 
These studies have focused on the role of performance factors, mainly frequency and increasingly 
also the probability of occurrence of inflected word forms and/or cooccurrence of words in con-
structions,20 but also age of acquisition effects (e.g. Brysbaert & Ellis 2016), or processing strategies 
grounded in world knowledge.21 These studies suggest that the application of the usage-based per-
spective has the potential to open new avenues of aphasia research and provide accounts of lan-
guage in aphasia with more explanatory power. This follows from the fact that the usage-based 
model is performance oriented and draws attention to such phenomena as frequency of use, similar-

20 While the frequency effects of single words have been generally accepted and investigated in aphasia research (cf. 
Howes 1964; Kittredge et al. 2008; Nozari et al. 2010; or Bastiaanse, Wieling & Wolthuis 2016) , there has been a 
lack of interest in frequency-driven probabilistic processing of multiword units despite the fact that their impact on 
language representation and processing in neurotypical speakers has been demonstrated repeatedly (Gahl & Menn 
2016). 

21 This line of research adopts the noisy channel/rational inference approach which stresses the importance of plausi-
bility of interpretation derived from meaning and world knowledge in agrammatic comprehension (cf. Gibson et al. 
2016; or Warren, Dickey & Liburd 2017). This approach is outside the scope of the present work and will not be ad-
dressed in detail.
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ity, world knowledge, textual and situational context, or recency and gives space to inter- as well as 
intra-categorial differences.

The research of Susanne Gahl was one of the first examples of applying the usage-based framework 
to aphasic data. In a series of papers, Gahl (2000; 2002; Gahl et al. 2003) investigated the role of 
verb frame frequency in sentence processing by persons with aphasia. Specifically, Gahl  (2000; 
2002) focused on the frequency of transitive and intransitive uses and its role in sentence compre-
hension. Based on corpus frequencies, she identified ten verbs with a transitive bias (e.g. boil) and 
10 verbs with an intransitive bias (e.g.  melt) and used these verbs in transitive active, intransitive 
active, and passive sentences with plausible or implausible semantics (e.g. The cook melted the but-
ter vs The butter melted the cook). These stimuli were used in a plausibility judgment task with a 
group of 18 persons with aphasia (six participants with Broca’s, four with Wernicke’s, two with 
conduction, and six with anomic aphasia) and five neurotypical speakers. The results confirmed the 
predictions of Gahl’s Lexical Bias Hypothesis that, just like in neurotypical speakers, the perfor-
mance of persons with aphasia is modulated by relative frequency. Participants made more errors in 
the sentences that did not match the verb bias. This finding was confirmed in a follow up study with 
eight persons with aphasia (Gahl et al. 2003) This study also confirmed that the effect of verb bias 
was present both in participants with fluent and non-fluent aphasia. A similar effect concordant with 
the Lexical Bias Hypothesis was also discovered in reading, using the self-paced reading method 
(DeDe 2013a). Furthermore,  DeDe  (2012; 2013b) found that persons with aphasia make use of 
these verb biases in the resolution of temporarily ambiguous sentences (e.g. transitive-biased While 
the parents watched, the baby sang a song vs. intransitive-biased  While the parents danced, the 
baby sand a song). DiLallo and colleagues  (2017) also found this effect in language production. 
They analyzed data from AphasiaBank  (MacWhinney et al.  2011) and found that speakers with 
aphasia produced more intransitively biased verbs and that agrammatic production was more fre-
quent in contexts of mismatch between sentence structure and verb bias. Anderson (2017) investi-
gated the interplay between verb lemma frequency and the frequency with which a given verb ap-
pears in a (argument structure) construction. Anderson used a verbal fluency task that elicited verbs 
using simple clausal frames composed entirely of function words (e.g.  She [ V ] at me. to elicit 
verbs such as  smile,  point, etc.) with a group of four speakers with aphasia and a grammaticality 
judgment and sentence completion task with a group of 14 persons with aphasia. She found that 
verb-less, semantically “hollow” argument structure constructions did indeed evoke corresponding 
verbs. Furthermore, an interaction of lemma frequency and construction frequency was a predictor 
of the performance of participants with aphasia in both the grammaticality judgment and the sen-
tence completion task.

Hatchard and Lieven (2019) used relative frequency of word forms to describe errors in a corpus of 
Cinderella retellings by 12 people with aphasia. In contrast to the studies mentioned above, they fo-
cused on the production of singular and plural noun forms and conducted a qualitative analysis of 
agrammatic errors in the data by using the concept of dominance, i.e. the proportion of singular and 
plural uses of a lemma in a corpus, to see if word form frequency could influence the nature of er-
rors. They found an interesting pattern where several of the participants with aphasia produced the 
pluralized forms shoes or slippers in a context where the singular was appropriate. Importantly, this 
corresponds to corpus data that shows that both of these lemmas are plural-dominant. This study 
shows how observational  data  can  be  approached  within  the  usage-based  framework  and how 
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(semi)spontaneous connected speech in combination with the descriptive and analytical apparatus 
of usage-based linguistics can complement experimental research and generate hypotheses. As will 
become apparent, the present work adopts a similar approach.

In a related study, Hatchard (2021) analyzed a corpus of Cinderella stories produced by six speakers 
with aphasia with regards to the production of verbs and verb containing multiword units. In her 
analysis, Hatchard applied the usage-based construction grammar perspective to derive predictions 
with regards to connected speech production in aphasia. She analyzed the number and diversity of 
verbs in her corpus and focused on the length, complexity (number of verbs and clauses), and well-
formedness of “strings” (roughly comparable to c-units  but designed with the characteristics of 
aphasic speech in mind). Based on the ressults, Hatchard argued that particular aphasia types or lan-
guage profiles are better conceived of as points on a continuum rather than discrete categories. She 
also  found  that  more  severe  cases  of  aphasia  are  characterized  by  a  lack  of  constructional 
schematicity and a  reliance on lexically specific constructions,  possibly represented holistically, 
with relatively higher frequency (measured as corpus attestation).

A similar  finding was also  reported  by Zimmerer  et  al.  (2018).  Zimmerer  and colleagues  pro-
grammed a tool for automated analysis of formulaic language, the Frequency in Language Analysis 
Tool. This tool extracts the frequency of uni-, bi-, and trigrams from the spoken part of the British 
National Corpus and computes several indices of formulaicity. In their proof-of-concept comparison 
of groups (ten participants each) of neurotypical speakers, persons with right hemisphere damage, 
and persons with fluent and nonfluent aphasia, they show that the production of people with aphasia 
is  characterized  by  the  use  of  high  frequency content  words,  and by reliance  on frequent  and 
strongly collocated bigrams and trigrams. Folowing up on these results, Bruns and collaborators 
(2021) developed an intervention program that trained participants on 12 high frequency construc-
tions with various interactional functions. The program used structural priming in a word monitor-
ing game that used self-voiced auditory stimuli. The paradigm encouraged participants to apply su-
perimposition by combining trained constructions (such as I like CDs) with the generalized schema 
[person] like [thing/person/place/activity] and semantically appropriate complements to create new 
instances such as They like the house. While the results of the case series with five individuals with 
aphasia were mixed, Bruns and collaborators conclude that some of the participants benefited from 
this program.

To conclude this section and relate it to the discussion of lingustic theory in the context of aphasia 
from section 2.2, I would like to take a closer look at a paper by Gahl and Menn (2016) (henceforth 
GM), which appeared in a special issue of the journal Aphasiology focused on the role of frequency 
and other “usage” variables in aphasia research. GM provide a review of studies of aphasia that em-
ploy usage-based approaches and argue for the use of frequency-based probabilistic data in aphasia 
research for the reasons discussed in this and the previous section.

To show that the usage-based approach has more explanatory power, GM go on to support their ar-
gument by reanalyzing the data presented in Bastiaanse et al. (2009) (henceforth, B et al.). B et al.’s 
paper itself draws on a series of papers that present arguments for the Derived Order Problem Hy-
pothesis. The hypothesis claims that persons with agrammatic aphasia have difficulties with the pro-
duction of structures that involve movement of either the verb itself or its argument. For example,  
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based on a sentence elicitation task, Bastiaanse and van Zonneveld (2005) studied differences in the 
production of sentences involving Dutch verbs that can be used either as transitive or unaccusative, 
similar to the Czech example 1. They found that the unaccusative frames were much more prone to 
error in a group of eight speakers with agrammatic Broca’s aphasia. Crucially, the generative analy-
sis of such structures assumes that the subjects of unaccusative verbs are structurally objects (and 
themes) that are moved into an empty subject position (1.b).22

1. Transitive and unaccusative use of a verb under generative analysis:

a. Kočka rozbila hrnek. ‘The cat broke the mug.’

b. Hrneki se rozbil ti. ‘The mugi broke ti.’

The 2009 paper amends the analyses by obtaining frequency data for the structures that were inves-
tigated in the author’s previous research. They conclude that the difficulty of structures involving 
movement cannot be explained by frequency effects. For instance, their estimates of the frequencies 
of transitive and unaccusative uses of the verbs used in their experiment are on the whole compara-
ble. They also include the frequencies of transitive and unaccusative uses of the individual verbs 
and enter this factor in a regression equation, failing to find a significant effect of frequency. They 
only find an interaction effect of condition (unaccusative vs transitive) and group (agrammatic vs 
fluent). The agrammatic group was significantly more successful in the transitive condition, while 
the fluent group was slightly more successful in the unaccusative condition.

GM in their response to B et al.’s results point out that the assumptions behind the model used in B 
et al.’s analysis are not in line with the predictions made by probabilistic approaches to syntax. The 
expectation in under this model would be that the probability of success or error would be modu-
lated by the relative frequency of the respective constructions. This means that verbs that are used 
more often in the unaccusative frame would have a higher probability of correct response in the un-
accusative condition and vice versa. GM correctly note that this should be expressed in the statisti-
cal model as an interaction of condition and frequency. Alternatively, one might also conceptualize 
the model as follows, response ~ group + condition + proportion of transitive uses in corpus + cu-
mulative lemma frequency.23 GM go on to derive a different variable which is based on group per-
formances across verbs and conditions and demonstrate that there is indeed a noticeable trend in the 
data that conforms to the predictions of usage-based linguistics.

This approach is illustrated by Figure 2. I used the data presented in Tables C1 and C2 in Bastiaanse 
et al. (2009). The ratio of correct unaccusative uses to correct transitive uses for individual verbs by 
the agrammatic group is plotted against the relative frequency of unaccusative uses in B et al.’s cor-
pus. While the reanalysis presented in this section should be taken with a grain of salt because only 
aggregated data is available, it serves as a good example of the potential that the usage-based per-
spective brings to aphasia research. The various frequency effects and other similar considerations 
have the potential to provide better control over experiments, additional explanatory power, and, ul-
timately, more informed and efficient assessment and therapy tools.

22 It should be noted that the constructivist approaches do not posit movement as a syntactic (transformation) opera-
tion but use different analyses.

23 This would make sense as there are marked differences in the frequencies of the lemmas used by B et al.
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2.6 Rationale for a usage-based analysis of aphasic language: 
A practical introduction
To conclude this section, I provide two more examples from the data that this thesis is concerned 
with to show how a usage-based analysis proceeds when analyzing language data. Both of these ex-
amples come from a single recording of a male speaker (69 years old at time of recording) with 
chronic conduction aphasia (cf. section 3.3 for further details). The examples in 2 come from a sin-
gle task and complement nicely the argument presented by Gahl and Menn (2016) to provide a ra-
tionale for the analysis of aphasic data from a usage-based perspective.

2. An excerpt from transcript aa3:

1. EXP: říká(m) H 0.2 jednoduše jenom 0.2 v(o) co tam šlo 0.5 dyby ste 
mi řekl ‘I’m saying H 0.2 simply just 0.2 what happened there 
0.5 if you could tell me’

2. AA3: H 0.5 vidite 1 todle to to je 1 n- ne 0.5 pes ale 0.2 ř- 0.5 
‘H 0.5 you see 1 this it it is 1 n- not 0.5 dog but 0.2 r- 
0.5’

3. EXP: k- 1 ‘c- 1’
4. AA3: a H přitom to normalně používam 0.2 H nebo nepoužívám ale 

jako vim to 0.2 ryb- ne 0.5 ryby 0.5 byly tady ‘and H just I 
normally use this 0.2 H or I don’t use it but I know it 0.2 
fi- no 0.5 fish-PL 0.5 were there’

5. EXP: tady a tohle je 0.5 pes a 1 ‘there and this is 0.5 a dog and 
1’

6. AA3: a ‘and’
7. AA3: to neni (ryba) 0.5 H 0.5 ‘that’s not (fish-SG) 0.5 H 0.5’
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Figure 2: A graph representing a reanalysis of the B et al. study with individual verbs and a trend line. The data is 
based on aggregated results of speakers with agrammatic aphasia.



8. EXP: ko- 0.5 ‘ca- 0.5’
9. AA3: k- 0.2 koř- 1 (to) vůbec 1 to si vemu počitač H teda telefon 

‘c- 0.2 car- 1 (that) I don’t 1 I would use a computer H or a 
phone’

10. EXP: aha 0.2 ‘aha 0.2’
11. AA3: a tam si to 0.2 najdu a ‘and there I 0.2 look it up and’
12. EXP: najdete 0.2 aha ‘look it up 0.2 I see’
13. AA3: tak jako 0.2 a tim H sem 1 dyž se to stane a(le) normálně já 

nevim (jak) (se) ry- 0.5 H (to) ne tam je (ř) 0.5 ‘well just 
0.2 and that way H I’m 1 when it happens b(ut) normally I 
dunno (how) (it’s) fi- 0.5 H (that) no it has (an r) 0.5’

14. EXP: tak 0.2 ryba tu je a ‘so 0.2 a fish is there and’
15. AA3: no to ryby a 0.2 H todle je 1 r- 1 ‘well it fish-pl and 0.2 H 

this is 1 f- 1’
16. EXP: koč- 0.5 ‘ca- 0.5’
17. AA3: kočky ‘cats’
18. EXP: kočka ‘cat’
19. AA3: kočky ‘cats’
20. EXP: tak ‘yes’
21. AA3. kočky 0.2 H 0.2 kočka viděl toho (no) (to) 0.2 a sež- sežra- 

0.2 vytáh 0.2 toho ryby 0.2 toho ry- rybu 0.5 a sežral jí 
‘cats 0.2 H 0.2 cat saw-M the-M.ACC (well) (that) 0.2 and dev- 
devou- 0.2 pulled-M out 0.2 the-M.ACC fish-PL 0.2 the-M.ACC fi- 
fish-SG 0.5 and devoured-M it-F.ACC

The two phenomena I would like to focus on here are both examples of paragrammatic errors. The 
first one appears in turns 4, 5, and 21 where the participant erroneously uses a plural form of the 
lemma ryba ‘fish’ (ryby). The second error, or, rather, a cluster of errors appears again in turn 21 
where the participant produces a string of agreement errors. The past tense verb forms viděl ‘saw’, 
vytáh ‘pulled out’, and sežral ‘devoured’ as well as the demonstrative pronoun toho the-M.ACC’ all 
have masculine agreement morphology, whereas the controllers of these forms are in all cases femi-
nine (kočka ‘cat’ and ryba ‘fish’ respectively), such that the target grammatical form of the utterance 
in turn 21 would be kočka viděla a vytáhla tu rybu a sežrala jí ‘the cat saw-F and pulled-F the fish-
SG out and devoured-F it’.

While the gender mismatch would probably be explained as a reversal to a category that is un-
marked, such an explanation would not be possible in the case of the number mismatch, as plurals 
would be by default considered more marked than singulars under a structuralist analysis. Apart 
from the fact that markedness is a concept with a host of theory dependent definitions (cf. Haspel-
math 2006), it would fail to explain the number related paragrammatism. On the other hand, usage-
based linguistics provides a framework that readily offers an explanation of both of the paragram-
matisms. As shown below, the explanation is essentially grounded in the assumption that language 
users track the probabilities of different linguistic phenomena across different contexts.

Let us start with the number mismatch. There is a number of studies in the psycholinguistic litera-
ture that suggest an effect of number dominance, i.e. a high relative frequency of either the singular  
or plural word forms, in word processing (cf. e.g. Baayen et al. 2003; or Beyersmann et al. 2015; for 
the effects of number dominance in aphasia cf. Biedermann et al. 2012; or Biedermann et al. 2018). 
Furthermore, under the usage-based model, highly frequent word forms would be expected to have 
a relatively strong memory trace and thus be retrieved as wholes rather than assembled de novo, as 
would be expected by some models of inflectional morphology (e.g. Lukatela et al. 1980).
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In a  crude  and simplified  model  of  representation  of  inflectional  morphology which  draws on 
Booij’s Construction Morphology (2010a), the word ryba is an instantiation of an abstract pattern 
[[R]-a] which is associated with the meaning of singular nominative of (mostly) feminine nouns. 
This pattern is connected with the plural scheme [[R]-y]. A plural form, such as ryby might be di-
rectly represented as a fully specific construct if its frequency is considerably high, or it may be pro-
duced by taking the form  ryba and combining it with the plural pattern, employing the partially 
filled word-level construction and analogy with nouns with similar forms and/or meanings.24 The 
usage-based approach would predict that singular, plural, or both forms may be directly represented 
in one’s linguistic knowledge, depending on linguistic experience with the respective word forms. 
In the context of language impairments, it would then be predicted that the word forms that will be 
easier to retrieve and more resistant to error will be the ones that can be assumed to be stored di-
rectly and not constructed by means of an abstract schema. In lemmas that are more frequent in plu-
ral than in singular the probability that the speaker “misfires” and retrieves such a word form even 
in inappropriate contexts rises.

Table 4 shows the distribution of individual paradigmantic cells of the lemma ryba ‘fish’ in a corpus 
of spoken Czech (2017) (henceforth ORAL) with relative frequencies of the individual combinations. 
As can be seen, the plural accusative word form ryby, i.e. the one produced in turns 4, 5, and 21 in 2 
above, is the most frequent, constituting more than a quarter of the total occurrences. When com-
bined with the syncretic plural nominative form, it constitutes almost 50 % of all occurrences. The 
lemma is plural dominant, with 61.69 % of plural uses. As can be further seen in Figure 3, just three 
out of the 10 theoretically possible word forms (regardless of number-case values) make up over 80 
% of the lemma’s occurrences. It should be noted that these include both the target word forms from 
example 2 ryba and rybu. The produced paragrammatic word form ryby is more than twice as fre-
quent as the respective targets.

24 This would, for instance, rule out the hypothetical form kolegy as plural of kolega ‘colleague’, because there is a 
shared form with the pattern in question, but the meaning differs in that it refers to a male person whereas the lem -
mas that do use the plural pattern [[R]-y] and refer to human(oid) beings always denote female persons.
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word form number case frequency (pmw) relative frequency

ryby PL ACC 21.98 0.2843

ryby PL NOM 13.78 0.1783

ryba SG NOM 11.92 0.1542

rybu SG ACC 11.55 0.1494

ryb PL GEN 6.71 0.0867

ryby SG GEN 4.84 0.0627

rybách PL LOC 2.42 0.0313

rybama PL INS 1.68 0.0217

rybám PL DAT 1.12 0.0145

rybě SG LOC 0.75 0.0096

rybou SG INS 0.56 0.0072

Table 4: Frequency distribution of paradigmatic cells of the lemma ryba 'fish'; frequency is from the corpus oral.

If we assume that individual forms that have significant overlaps compete in language processing 
(e.g. Goldberg 2019), it follows quite naturally that the number mismatched, yet highly frequent 
word form might be retrieved under the assumption of limited processing resources. In this respect, 
the pluralized word kočky ‘cats’ that appears in turns 17, 19, and 21 warrants a brief discussion. The 
participant  encounters  problems  retrieving  the  lemma,  which  is  mitigated  by  the  interviewer’s 
prompt in 18. However, a plural form is produced and in 21 corrected to singular. The distributional  
characteristics of the lemma in the ORAL are markedly different from ryba. The lemma kočka is sin-
gular dominant (65 % of occurrences in singular) and the citation form kočka is the most frequent 
(34.7 %). How can this error be explained under the usage-based model? The combined relative fre-
quency of the form kočky (syncretic between plural nominative and accusative) is 26.3 % which is  
the second highest after kočka and would thus still be expected to be highly available for retrieval. 
Combined with possible structural priming effects due to the previous activation of the pattern [[R]-
y] via ryby, it is highly likely that this form had a high potential of being “misretrieved”.25 This ex-
ample is comparable to the cases discussed by Hatchard and Lieven (2019), who describe singular-
ization and pluralization errors in connected speech of persons with aphasia, as discussed in the pre-
vious section.

The situation is slightly more complex in the case of the gender mismatch tokens. Let us start with 
the past tense verb forms. These are historically perfect participles that agree with the subject both 
in gender and number. While both singular and plural is marked for gender in standard written 

25 Structural priming describes the situation where the use of a linguistic structure facilitates the use or processing of a  
similar structure due to “lingering” activation of the prime structure (e.g. Pickering & Ferreira 2008).
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Czech, the gender distinction in plural is effectively leveled in the spoken language. It should also 
be noted that the distinction between animate and inanimate masculine nouns is not expressed in 
these forms, as shown in Table 5.

singular plural (written) plural (spoken)

máma ‘mom’ zmizel-a mámy zmizel-y zmɪzel-ɪ

táta ‘dad’ zmizel tátové zmizel-i

kurf ‘briefcase’ zmizel kufry zmizel-y

kotě ‘kitten’ zmizel-o koťata zmizel-a

Table 5: Distribution of plural past tense forms with regard to gender in written and spoken Czech; on the example of 
zmizet 'vanish'.

When we look at the general frequencies of the singular masculine (animate and inanimate), femi-
nine, and neuter forms of the participle, we see that the masculine forms are slightly more frequent. 
However, this does not necessarily explain the misgendering, because as can be expected, individ-
ual verbs have different preferences, as evidenced by Table 6, which shows the overall frequency 
for all verbs in a corpus of written Czech (Křen et al. 2020) (henceforth SYN2020) and relative fre-
quencies of the three forms for the verbs vidět ‘see’, vytáhnout ‘pull out’, and sežrat ‘devour, eat’ 
that appear in turn 21.
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verb lemma gender frequency pmw relative frequency

all lemmas F 17532.8 0.388

MI 19421.8 0.429

N 8276.0 0.183

vidět ‘see’ F 396.2 0.516

MI 369.4 0.481

N 1.7 0.002

vytáhnout ‘pull out’ F 19.2 0.395

MI 27.9 0.575

N 1.5 0.031

sežrat ‘devour’ F 8.2 0.321

MI 15.8 0.620

N 1.5 0.058

Table 6: Distributions of singular past participle forms accoring to gender for all lemmas and for selected verbs.

While  vytáhnout and  sežrat have more frequent masculines, both the feminine and the masculine 
are more or less equally frequent for vidět, all of which by itself shows that these word forms may 
enter in competition. However, the situation here is a little more complex than in case of the plural-
ized noun ryba, since the verb agrees in gender with the subject. In order to account for this fact, I 
sampled 200 most frequent nouns of the feminine and masculine (animate and inanimate together) 
gender from SYN2020 tagged as subjects which cooccur with a past participle and annotated these 
for animacy.26 As shown in Figure 4, the probability of cooccurrence of a masculine participle with 
an animate subject is higher.

26 The  queries  used  to  obtain  the  data  were  [tag="NNFS1.*"&afun="Sb"&p_tag="V.FS....R.*"]  and 
[tag="NN[MI]S1.*"&afun="Sb"&p_tag="V.[MI]S....R.*"] for feminine and masculine subjects respectively. While 
there are clear differences between the structure of written and spoken corpora,  it  should be noticed that both  
sources of data are representative of the linguistic experiences of Czech speakers to some extent. Also, a quick 
query of the spoken corpus, sampling 200 most frequent feminine and masculine nouns in singular nominative 
show that the difference in animacy between feminines and masculines is somewhat lower, but still holds (47.40 % 
animate masculines vs. 38.34 % animate feminines).
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Moreover, the probability of a feminine noun’s denoting an animate referent is relatively low. Only 
11.23 % of the 1630 feminine lemmas with a frequency greater than 10 pmw in the SYN2020 and 
16.48 % out of 807 feminine lemmas in the same frequency range are animate. One more variable 
can be factored into this account, viz. the fact that kočka, the subject of the verbs in question, is an 
animal. Local and culturally important animals typically have lexemes denoting female (feminine), 
male (masculine animate), and young (neuter), e.g.  slepice ‘hen-F’,  kohout ‘rooster-M’, and  kuře 
‘chick-N’.  Gender is  assigned on purely formal  grounds for other animal lexemes,  e.g.  kosatka 
‘killer whale-F’ vs. delfín ‘dolphin-M’. I assembled a list of animal lemmas and annotated these for 
gender. One can conclude that the majority of animal lemmas is masculine (566 vs 415 feminine 
lemmas).27 786 lemmas from the list are attested in SYN2020 out of which 455 is masculine and 306 
is feminine.28

These facts can also be used in the explanation of the gender mismatch in the demonstrative pro-
noun (toho-M.ACC instead of the target tu-F.ACC). The frequency distributions of the whole class of 
pronominal demonstrative modifiers, which in Czech agree in gender, number, and case with the 
head noun, does not point at any meaningful patterns with regards to the difference between gen-
ders. The construction ta N-F has on the whole higher type and token frequency than the construc-
tion ten N-M, as well as the relative frequency of the lemmas that appear in this construction relative 
to the total number of lemmas of the given gender. The form tu is considerably more frequent than 
toho both when case and gender are taken into account and when the word forms as such are com-
pared.29 There are also no meaningful patterns of association between these demonstratives and spe-

27 The list was created by combining the Czech Wikipedia entries under the sections  Seznamy živočichů v Česku 
(https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kategorie:Seznamy_%C5%BEivo%C4%8Dich%C5%AF_v_%C4%8Cesku) and Ple-
mena zvířat  z  Česka (https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kategorie:Plemena_zv%C3%AD%C5%99at_z_%C4%8Ceska) 
with the list on the website http://www.zoologie.frasma.cz/abecedni%20seznam.html (last access 12-05-2019).

28 It should be noted that the number of masculine and feminine animal lemmas with a frequency above 10 pmw is 
comparable.

29 Based on the spoken corpus, tu has a frequency 1431.5 pmw and toho 50.9 pmw in the masculine animate accusa-
tive reading, cumulative frequency of the word form is 876.8 pmw; toho is syncretic and is also the form used for 
masculine (both animate and inanimate) and neuter singular genitive.
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cific lemmas.30 This is probably not that surprising, given the fact that the “short” forms of demon-
stratives ten, ta, to behave very much like definite articles in modern Czech (cf. Zíková 2018). Dif-
ferences in distributions thus can be said to reflect differences in the distributions of both whole 
genders and individual lemmas across cases. This in turn is connected to the functions of the cases 
and the semantics of the nouns. For instance, the low number of uses of toho in the accusative is not 
very surprising, given that this word form is only used with masculine animate nouns and that ani-
macy is strongly correlated with agentivity and subjecthood. Similarly, the high frequency of tu is 
caused by the fact that the feminine gender has the highest type frequency both in the spoken and 
written corpora and the proportion of animate referents is relatively low, as noted above. However, 
one must also take into account that both the use of tu or toho in an accusative context, such as fol-
lowing a transitive verb, are reliable cues that the following noun is the object of the verb and, on 
top of that, toho is a very reliable cue that the following noun refers to an animate being. Further-
more, the word form toho has a partial formal overlap with other adnominal modifiers agreeing with 
the head noun, e.g. mojeho/mého ‘my-M.GEN/ACC’ or malého ‘little-M.GEN/ACC’, whereas the form 
tu does not (cf. moji/mou ‘my-F.ACC’ or malou ‘little-F.ACC’).

Based on these facts, it is thus possible to propose a simple model of the situation which is firmly 
grounded in the usage-based approach. The speaker with aphasia is telling a short story with the 
support of pictures. While producing the target sentence Kočka viděla a vytáhla tu rybu, the speaker 
relies on the fact that both the agent and patient referent are animate. Under the assumption of re-
duced processing resources in aphasia, it may be less demanding for the speaker to use the mascu-
line forms. These are more strongly associated with animacy than the feminine gender, which in 
turn may reduce the uncertainty of the speaker and their interlocutor even though the produced ut-
terance is  agrammatical.  I  interpret  this  situation as  an alleviating or compensatory mechanism 
which is grounded in the linguistic experience of the speaker. This may be further enforced by the 
existence of the abstract schemas [R-a viděl] and [toho R-u] represented e.g. by táta viděl ‘dad saw’ 
and toho tátu ‘the dad-ACC’ which may be expected to be attested in the speaker’s linguistic experi-
ence, as the frequency of the masculine nouns of the type táta is not insignificant.31

In conclusion, I hope to have provided a detailed overview of the way language data can be de-
scribed and analyzed within the usage-based framework. By accounting for various measures of fre-
quency as well as the context of occurrence of the analyzed words in the discourse, it is possible to 
explain the two types of paragrammatic errors using a single general model that combines fre-
quency effects with priming and animacy effects, demonstrating some of the advantages of this ap-
proach.

30 Possible such associations were assessed by using data from both ORAL and SYN2020. I queried both corpora so as 
to obtain the frequency data for the uses of demonstrative pronouns used as prenominal modifiers. The measures of 
attraction and reliance (Schmid & Küchenhoff 2013) were subsequently obtained for this data.

31 In fact, there are four such lemmas among the 20 most frequent masculine animate nouns in oral: táta ‘dad’, děda 
‘grandpa’, brácha ‘brother’, strejda ‘uncle’.
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3 Building a corpus of Czech aphasic speech

3.1 Corpus assembly
One of the aims and outcomes of the present work was the assembly of a corpus of connected 
speech of Czech speakers with aphasia that would be available to students, researchers, and SLTs 
and would thus help to facilitate and entice further interest and research of aphasia in Czech which 
has been limited to a relatively small number of studies (cf. section 2.3). A further objective was to 
create a simple and user-friendly elicitation and transcription protocol to enable SLTs to contribute 
own data and help expand the corpus.

Collection of aphasic data is notoriously complicated and posits specific demands with regard to re-
search ethics. The target population is relatively small, highly heterogeneous both in terms of intra- 
and interindividual variation, difficult to approach, and sensitive due to reduced levels of language 
comprehension. Data collection is thus highly demanding both in temporal and personal resources. 
A possible way to partially tackle these problems is the construction and publication of corpora of 
aphasic speech, i.e. relatively large, general purpose databases that can provide researchers from 
different fields and theoretical backgrounds with samples of speech characteristic of different apha-
sia types. Such data can be used directly to produce analyses or it can serve to generate hypotheses 
and predictions that may be tested in specifically designed protocols.

Currently, there are only few corpora of aphasic speech worldwide, mostly for the English lan-
guage. AphasiaBank (MacWhinney et al. 2011) is by far the largest, most important and ambitious 
of existing corpora of aphasic speech. The corpus contains the recordings of 258 individuals with 
aphasia and is built on the CHILDES engine  (MacWhinney 2000). The samples follow a single, 
well-defined protocol and are transcribed according to the CHAT rules, with special tags for aphasic 
errors. Each participant performs a battery of tasks which target areas typically problematic in apha-
sia, such as naming or repetition. There are also samples of free connected speech. The database 
was originally developed for English, however other languages such as Spanish or Mandarin Chi-
nese have been included.  The Cambridge Cookie Theft  Corpus  (Williams et  al.  2010) contains 
speech samples of speakers with post-stroke aphasia but also other etiologies, elicited using the 
Cookie Theft picture, a stimulus picture for testing narrative discourse production in individuals 
with aphasia, which is a part of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglass & Kaplan 
1972b). Samples from neurotypical speakers are also included for comparison. A Corpus of Dutch 
Aphasic Speech modeled after spoken corpora of unimpaired spontaneous speech has also been re-
ported to be under development (Westerhout 2005; Westerhout & Monachesi 2007).32 A corpus of 
Greek aphasic speech is also being developed (Varlokosta et al. 2016). The GREECAD corpus con-
tains speech samples which are morphologically tagged and annotated for narrative structure and re-
lated discourse-level phenomena. Two relevant corpora of Slavic languages have also been devel-
oped. CliPS (Khudyakova et al. 2016; Bergelson & Khudyakova 2020) is a corpus of 39 Russian 
speakers  with  aphasia  and five  speakers  with  right  hemisphere  damage.  Both  audio  and video 

32 Note that both the Cambridge Cookie Theft Corpus and the Corpus of Dutch Aphasic Speech were reported in the  
literature to be in development, but neither project has been, to the best of my knowledge, published as of the time  
of writing.
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recordings are included in the lemmatized and morphologically tagged corpus. The lemma tier also 
includes English translations. CroDA (Kraljević, Hržica & Lice 2017) is a corpus of Croatian apha-
sic speech that was developed in accordance with the AphasiaBank standards and includes the con-
nected speech of 20 Croatian speakers with fluent and non-fluent aphasia.

3.2 Corpus design
The structure and design of the present Corpus of Czech Aphasic Speech has been informed by the 
design of available corpora of aphasic speech as well as the design of both a general-purpose corpus 
of spoken Czech (ORAL) and specialized corpora of Czech that form part of the Czech national cor-
pora maintained by the Institute of the Czech National Corpus, such as the corpus of Czech-as-sec-
ond-language (Šebesta et al. 2014).

To provide prospective users with examples of different genres, I decided to collect samples of de-
scriptive, narrative, procedural, and conversational discourse.33 The conversational discourse was 
based on three broad topics: participants’ personal or professional life, hobbies, and speech lan-
guage therapy. The descriptive discourse was elicited using four pictures with two levels of diffi-
culty. The pictures were taken from the works of Josef Lada whose distinctive style was assumed to 
be relatively easy to understand for the participants. Two black-and-white drawings were selected in 
the low difficulty condition that depict two people in a static position with no or very limited back-
ground. The high difficulty pictures were two colored drawings depicting rich scenes with many 
participants and events happening in parallel. Both of the drawings depict scenes from life in the 
countryside in the early 20th century (a hog-killing scene and a scene from a village pub with danc-
ing and music). One additional picture drawn by me was used during some of the sessions. This pic-
ture depicts a lady making a threatening gesture at a group of children after they kicked a football 
into her flowerbed. The picture was designed so that it demands participants to employ causal infer-
ence in order to fully understand and describe the picture. Three tasks were used to elicit narrative 
discourse. The lion cage scene, approximately three minutes long, was clipped from the Charlie 
Chaplin 1928 movie The Circus and used in a story retelling task. Participants watched the video on 
an eight inch tablet computer and were instructed to retell the story with as much detail as they 
would remember. The second task for narrative discourse elicitation used two three-frame comic 
strips with low and high difficulty prepared by me. The participants were instructed to create a short 
story based on the pictures. The low difficulty item used a simple background that did not change 
across pictures and the pictures in the strip showed directly following scenes in the story. The more 
difficult stimulus, on the other hand, depicts a more complicated story with two miniature story 
lines and a complex and changing background. There are also gaps in the story that require causal  
inference. Thirdly, I asked participants to recollect the events of the Velvet revolution in 1989 and 
the influence of the events on their professional or personal lives. One additional task was used dur-
ing  some  of  the  sessions  (pa1,  pa2,  pa3,  aa1,  and  aa3).  Following  the  AphasiaBank  protocol 
(MacWhinney et al. 2011), I asked participants to tell the story of the Little Red Riding Hood or, al-
ternatively, the Nativity story. However, some of the speakers responded negatively to this task and 
I decided to exclude it from the remaining sessions. Finally, to elicit procedural discourse, I asked 
participants to describe how they would prepare a simple meal of their choice or a cup of tea or cof-

33 This decision was motivated by the fact that discourse type has been shown to influence the performance of speak-
ers with aphasia (e.g. Olness 2006).
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fee. This task was later replaced with a map task to collect a more controlled and comparable pro-
duction. One additional task was initially included (only in sessions pa1 and pa2) and aimed at par-
ticipants’ (meta)pragmatic skills. The two simpler drawings used to elicit descriptive discourse are 
accompanied with short  texts jokingly explaining the depicted scene.  After finishing the task, I 
showed the pictures to the participants again, read the texts, and asked the participants to explain the 
jokes to me. However, these failed to elicit expected responses and were excluded from the suc-
ceeding sessions.

Not all of these tasks were included in every session with every participant. The structure of indi-
vidual sessions was adjusted to the severity of participants’ aphasia, their reaction to the tasks, and 
time available for the session. The tasks that were selected for the protocol for future sessions are 
the following:

• conversation (hobbies, therapy)

• retelling of the lion cage clip

• both comic strips

• two pictures (Hat behind rails and Hog-killing)

• map task

The sessions proceeded as follows. The interviews were recorded in a campus office, in SLT offices, 
or, in one case, in the participant’s home. Participants’ SLT or significant other was present during 
some of the sessions (pa1, pa2, pa3, aa3, ba3, ba4). The sessions were recorded using a Sony DCR-
SR70 video camera placed such that participants’ upper body was visible. All interviews were ad-
ministered by me. Prior to recording, I described the goals of the project, the structure of the session 
and the tasks and I explained to the participants how the data will be processed, presented, and 
stored. I also informed them about personal demographic and anamnestic data to be included in the 
corpus. This was done using an informed consent form.

The informed consent form was prepared with the aim to include the participants in the process and 
to make the form as accessible as possible. Following the guidelines from the literature (Kagan & 
Kimelman 1995; Palmer & Paterson 2011; Jayes & Palmer 2014), I used a larger font (14p.), techni-
cal language was kept to the minimum, and information was presented in bullet points in simple 
sentences (cf. Appendix 1). To further facilitate comprehension, I explained the information in the 
form also orally, checking for comprehension and answering any questions. Since there had not ex-
isted a research ethics committee at the Faculty of Arts at the time of data collection, the project 
could not receive ethical approval by the University, however, the project was reviewed and ap-
proved by attending SLTs before I approached potential participants or, in the case of the sessions 
recorded at the University Hospital Brno, by the hospital ethics committee.

After obtaining informed consent, the session started with the collection of participants’ personal in-
formation (age, education, occupational area, place of birth, region of parents’ birth, brief language 
biographies). Clinical information (etiology, time post onset, lesion localization, assessment after 
onset and at time of recording) was obtained from participants’ SLTs. The order of the component 
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tasks was not fixed but rather adjusted to the situation. Because the aim of the project was to elicit 
as much production as possible, I interfered during the tasks when participants encountered difficul-
ties to provide cues during word finding problems, to ask questions that would direct the participant 
toward the desired output, and to work collaboratively on repairs when necessary. In this way, a to-
tal of seven hours and 56 minutes was recorded with individual sessions ranging in length between 
27 and 60 minutes. The data was collected between May and September, 2015.

Prior to data collection phase, I tested the tasks and session structure in one pilot session with one  
individual with aphasia. This recording is not part of the corpus. The participant, who has fluent 
chronic aphasia with mild-to-moderate comprehension deficits, reacted well during the pilot ses-
sion. However, as described above, adjustments were made during the data collection phase in reac-
tion to participants’ behavior and specific needs during individual sessions or based on reactions 
and comments of three or more participants.

3.3 Participants
Eleven native speakers of Czech with chronic aphasia participated in the interviews. Participants 
were approached and recruited in three different places: through Klub afasie, a non-profit, outpa-
tient therapy group based in Prague, at the Písek Hospital, and the University Hospital Brno. No 
specific  inclusion  or  exclusion  criteria  were  formulated  beforehand,  as  an  opportunity  sample 
seemed as the only feasible way to recruit participants, given the specifics of the population and the 
state of the field in Czechia.34 The project and its goals were described to the SLTs of the three insti-
tutions that agreed to participate in the project and the SLTs provided contact with clients with suit-
able language profiles and expected willingness to participate. Both fluent and nonfluent patients 
were included in order to obtain a range of patterns characteristic of different aphasia types. All par-
ticipants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. General characteristics of the par-
ticipants are given in Table 7. To provide comparison with neurotypical speakers, three individuals 
with no recorded history of linguistic or other cognitive impairment who matched the demographics 
of the participants with aphasia were additionally recorded, using the three tasks that were selected 
for the analyses presented in section 4.

partici-
pant

gender age educa-
tion level

m/y of 
onset

handed-
ness

etiology lesion 
site

assess-
ment 
post on-
set

assess-
ment at 
time of 
record-
ing

aa1 M 69 S n/a/07 
(prev. 
n/a/98)

R TBI tempo-
ralne 
vlevo 
(prev 
predni 
jadra 
thalamu)

Global Anomic

34 More SLTs had been approached, however, some had not responded at all, while others had shown little understand-
ing toward the project.
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aa2 M 74 S 4/14 R iCVA povodi 
ACM 
lsin

TMA TMA

aa3 M 69 T 12/03 R TBI (subdur 
hemato
ma) 
FTPO 
lsin fol-
lowed by 
(sub-
arach 
hem-
orrh) T 
lsin

N/A Conduc-
tion

aa4 M 63 T 03/09 R iCVA 
(ACM 
sin ACI 
sin)

post-
malat-
icka 
cysta 
capsula 
interna 
sin a 
basipari-
etalne 
starsi is-
chemie 
T-O-P

TMA TMA

ba1 F 41 S 11/13 R iCVA L (P-O 
vlevo??)

nonflu-
ent

border-
line flu-
ent 
Broca’s

ba2 F 63 S 3/04 R iCVA 
(vasculi-
tis)

T-P 
vlevo

global Anomic

ba3 M 77 T 5/15 R iCVA N/A Nonflu-
ent

Anomic

ba4 M 57 T 12/02 R TBI SDH, 
ICH FTP 
vlevo

Nonflu-
ent

Broca’s

pa1 F 66 P 2/15 R iCVA frontálně 
vlevo v  
povodí 
ACM ko-
rtikálně 
+ sub-

N/A Anomic
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kort. + 
ložiskop
arietook-
cipitálně 
kor-
tikálně 

pa2 M 52 S 8/01 R hemor-
rhCVA

basal 
ganglia

N/A TMA

pa3 M 84 T 3/15 R iCVA frontálně 
vlevo v 
povodí 
ACM ko-
rtikálně 
+ sub-
kort.

N/A Concuc-
tion

ac1

ac2

ac3

Table 7: Demographic and clinical information about participants

3.4 Processing of recordings
All recordings were exported as .MPEG files, audio tracks were extracted in the .wav format. Prior 
to data collection, I decided to only include the audio recordings in the corpus. The reason for this 
was mainly practical. After discussions with SLT and first approach of prospective participants, sev-
eral expressed that they would not be comfortable if videos were to be published as part of the cor-
pus. Because it was expected that recruitment of participants would be complicated given the popu-
lation, I decided to collect video recordings to provide additional support during transcription, but to 
publish only the audio in the corpus.

The transcription was performed in ELAN (Wittenburg et al. 2006). Each recording was segmented 
into turns and these into c-units (Loban 1966), communication units which are derived from T-units 
(Hunt 1966) but do not presuppose structurally full sentences with predication, i.e. they vary in size 
from single word turns to multi-clause units with rich inner structure. c- or T-units are oftentimes 
encountered in brain damage research  (e.g. Coelho et al. 2012) and are seen as methodologically 
convenient and analytically valuable units in analyses of written and spoken discourse  (see also 
Hatchard 2021: chap. 2 for a discussion of different approaches to segmentation in clinical linguis-
tic research). For the purposes of the transcription, a c-unit was defined as a main-clause-like predi-
cation with all  dependent  predications or,  in  cases  of  a  missing verb,  as  semantically  cohesive 
wholes. Semantic cohesion was preferred over strictly formal properties in more complicated seg-
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mentation decisions. For example, false starts and clauses with reformulations resulting in a main 
clause with two or more predicates structurally, but one proposition functionally were treated as 
constituting a single segment. Silent pauses between segments were computed automatically using 
ELAN’s built in functions.

Transcription rules were based on the system used for the transcription of recordings for corpora of 
spoken Czech (e.g. ORAL). This was in part motivated by the fact that the corpus is planned to be 
published as part of the family of corpora maintained by the Institute of the Czech National Corpus.  
However, several adjustments were made due to the specific nature of the data. Specifically, a more 
nuanced transcription of disfluencies was used. Specific symbols were used to transcribe laughter, 
tuts and sighs, syllabification was also marked, and silent pauses were categorized by length. All 
silent pauses exceeding 200 ms were marked. This threshold was selected in accordance with inter-
actional research and studies of behavior in conversation (e.g. Campione & Véronis 2002; or Fors 
2011). While these results were published for neurotypical speakers and generally longer pauses and 
slower rate of speech is expected in some aphasia types (e.g. Hatchard 2021 in her analysis of flu-
ency in aphasia disregards pauses shorter than one second), it was decided to use this threshold to 
enable profiling of speakers based on pause duration distributions. Additional duration categories 
included 500 ms, 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, and 10 s. In accordance with transcription rules for  ORAL, ortho-
graphic representation was used when the speech adheres to orthoepy. Colloquial or regional vari-
ants were transcribed using the spelling system of Czech and non-phonemic lengthening and pho-
neme elision or epenthesis  were transcribed accordingly.  Phonemic paraphasias (e.g.  voicing or 
cluster reductions) and neologisms were transcribed to resemble the production of the participant as 
closely as possible using Czech orthography with some additional symbols or diacritics when nec-
essary. Admittedly, the level of phonetic detail is relatively coarse, because the corpus is focused on 
higher levels of language structure and some of the recordings were made in suboptimal conditions.

The transcripts  were subsequently tokenized and prepared for lemmatization and morphological 
tagging. This was performed with the MorphoDiTa tagger (Straková, Straka & Hajič 2014) using a 
dictionary that was used to tag ORAL.35 Given the specific nature of the data, the tagging was not 
without problems. While some of the errors were caused by differences between transcription sys-
tems and were relatively easy to correct (semi)automatically, other errors required manual correc-
tion. Most of these included verbs or pronouns that were tagged as proper nouns (e.g.  šel ‘went-
SG.M’ miscategorized as a form of a hypothetical nominal lemma Šel). This may have been in part 
due to single word utterances that occur very frequently in the data. The whole corpus has the pa-
rameters summarized in Table 8.

participant group c-units positions word tokens

administrator 4355 20437 16954

speakers with aphasia 4449 31422 23164

neurotypical speakers 279 2390 1897

Table 8: Summary of the size of the corpus; word tokens are fully formed words (including paraphasias)

35 I would like to thank David Lukeš from the Institute of the Czech National Corpus who helped me with this pro-
cessing step.
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A subset of the corpus that was mainly used for the analyses presented in following chapters was 
corrected manually (lemma and part of speech only, not the full morphological tags) and annotated 
for a host of other variables, which are discussed in the next section. The manual correction allowed 
for a comparison and estimation of accuracy of the tagger for this sample. Original and corrected 
tags and lemmas were compared for 7627 tokens in the subcorpus. It should be noted that I did not 
compare the whole 16-position tags used in the ICNC corpora, only the part-of-speech tags. POS 
tagging was accurate in 93.93 % and lemmatization in 92.22 % of tokens. There were a number of 
paraphasic tokens and tokens transcribed in a way that was opaque to the tagger. When these were 
excluded, the accuracy increased to 96.12 % and 95.08 % for POS and lemma respectively.

In case of paraphasic and neologistic tokens, I provided lemma and/or part-of-speech tags in all 
cases where a reconstruction of the target was possible. The forms *lemma or ?lemma were used for 
two decreasing levels of certainty to clearly mark reconstructed lemmas in the corpus. In a small 
number of cases, it was not possible to reconstruct the target lemma, but it was still possible to re-
cover part of speech of the paraphasic token based on the paraphasic form and the context. This was 
mostly the case in tokens bearing clearly recognizable inflectional and/or derivational morphemes 
(e.g. the past participle marker  -l). Examples 3.a-c show in sequence a token with reconstructed 
lemma and part of speech, with part of speech only, and a token where neither was recoverable.

3. Reconstruction of lemmas and parts of speech

a. votamřit (aa3: 83)  reconstructed as the verb  otevřít  ‘open’ based on formal similarity 
and the communicative context

b. nenečka (ba4: 80) lemma not reconstructed due to unclear referent and lack of formal 
similarities to existing lemmas, reconstructed as a noun based on the ending -(e)čka typ-
ical of this word class

c. peram (aa2: 249) not reconstructed due to the lack of context and formal similarities to 
existing words and morphological patterns

3.5 Structure of subcorpus annotation
A sample of the corpus data described in the previous section was selected for the analyses pre-
sented in this work. I describe the subcorpus and the annotation that was used for further analyses, 
then I characterize the subcorpus in terms of a suite variables used in the analysis of discourse pro-
duction in section 4.2. The parts of the corpus that were used in the analyses include the retelling of 
the Lion cage scene with Charlie Chaplin (henceforth referred to as CHAPLIN), the description of the 
hog-killing picture (LADA), and the story creation based on the three picture strip with cat and cake 
(COMIC). These tasks were chosen as part of the core session material and present relatively long 
samples of directly comparable speech.36 The reasons for the selection of the former two tasks was 
to include an example of both descriptive and narrative discourse. The story creation was included 
for two reasons. Firstly, participants were explicitly instructed to produce a narrative (příběh ‘story’, 

36 This is in contrast both to conversational discourse (different topics spread across whole sessions) and procedural  
discourse (not all participants saw the same stimuli).
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co se tam stalo ‘what happened’),37 but the static nature of the stimulus (as opposed to the video 
clip) resulted in the production of a descriptive text instead in some of the participants. Secondly, 
the task had proven to be quite difficult for the participants with aphasia, most likely because parts 
of the story were only implied and participants had to use causal inference to “fill in” the gaps, and 
this provides good grounds to analyze the language production in the context of a demanding task/
increased stress.

The subcorpus contains 1396 c-units produced by participants (i.e. excluding speech produced by 
the administrator) and 11366 tokens of which 7648 are fully formed words (including paraphasic 
words and neologism), 1027 c-units were produced by the administrator or another person present 
during the interview which corresponds to 5150 tokens out of which 3962 are fully formed words. 
In order to enable further analyses, this subcorpus was further processed and annotated for a suite of 
variables. A detailed description of this coding scheme follows.

The transcript, lemma, and morphological tag layers were complemented by error annotation used 
to mark and roughly classify aphasic errors. A simple coding scheme was used in which whole c-
units (instead of individual tokens) were marked for errors. Errors were categorized as form, mean-
ing, grammar, and discourse errors. This approach circumvents the question of tag placement in the 
case of errors spanning multiple words, omitted words, or errors concerning discourse coherence. 
On the other hand, the coding does not directly indicate where the error is located in the segment, 
which may be confusing in cases of multiple error occurrences. This also means that the coding is  
just a binary yes/no scheme with no indication as to the number of the given error type occurrences. 
However, given the limitations of time and personal resources, I believe that this system is clear and 
informative enough in most of the cases and erroneous tokens are identifiable easily.

A form error tag was used whenever a token deviated from the pronunciation expected in either the 
standard or a colloquial/regional variety of Czech. Such errors include phoneme alternation, dele-
tion, or addition or a completely neologistic token. Thus, in 4 the form stotole is coded as form er-
ror, while neim is not, because it is a variant occurring frequently in spoken Czech.

4. Example of pahraphasic and colloquial production

a. stotole (aa2: 382) is a paraphasic production of the target stodole ‘barn-SG.LOC’ with an 
inappropriate devoicing

b. neim ‘dunno’ (pa2: 52) is a standard reduction of the word form nevím ‘I don’t know’ 
used in spoken Czech

Meaning error tags were used in three cases. First, semantic paraphasias and circumlocutions were 
coded as such (cf. 5.a and 5.b respectively). Second, the tag was also used to mark clausal frag-
ments where a participant encountered lexical retrieval problems and, unable to retrieve the word 
successfully, voluntarily leaves the segment unfinished. This is typically marked by very long silent 
pauses and repeated hesitations, as shown in 5.c. Finally and somewhat similar to the previous case, 

37 Such instructions have been found to directly influence the nature of discourse production cf. Olness (2006) who 
found that participants produced more past tense and verbs that had a high degree of association with the storyline 
when explicitly instructed to use temporal sequencing.
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segments  with  explicitly  verbalized  retrieval  problems  and  unsuccessful  target  retrieval  were 
marked as meaning errors (5.d).

5. Examples of lexical (meaning-driven) errors

a. hledal 3  zámek nebo H ‘he was looking for 3 the lock or H’ (aa2: 29), the target was 
most likely klika ‘doorknob’ or klíč ‘key’, produced in the context of Chaplin locked in 
a cage semantic.paraphasia

b. takovej ten H 0.2 taky se na tom žehlí ‘some such H 0.2 it’s also used for ironing’ (aa1: 
118), the  target was prkno ‘board’

c. a- ale 0.2 potom 0.5 no 1 <tut> H ‘b- but 0.2 then 0.5 well 1 <tut> H’ (aa4: 78), pro-
duced while recounting how Chaplin was trying to bring a woman who fainted to

d. ale 0.2 já nevim jak se H jak se to řekne ... ‘but 0.2 I dunno how to H how to say 
it ...’(aa3: 90), produced while trying to retrieve the verb omdlít ‘faint’

Grammar error tags were used for agrammatic and paragrammatic production, such as the omission 
of a preposition and an inflectional suffix in 6.a. and the substitution of the target reflexive pronoun 
form si with se 6.b.

6. Examples of grammatical errors

a. stojí tam 0.5 H tam 0.5 stůl ‘stands there 0.5 H there 0.5 table’ (aa2: 164);  this c-unit 
was produced while the participant was describing an acquarium that was on a table, 
based on the context, the expression tam stůl is taken here to have been produced in-
stead of the target na stole ‘on the table’ and is analyzed as omission of the preposition 
as well as the inflectional morpheme

b. povídají se ‘they are talking’ (ba2: 230), while this form exists in Czech in the anti-
causative construction,  the  target  grammatical form here is  povídají si with the dative 
form of the reflexive pronoun

Finally, the discourse error tag was used in two types of local incoherence. First, the tag marks c-
units with unclear referential relations in which it is not possible to establish which entity the partic-
ipant refers to. It should be noted, though, that this can in some cases be recovered from situational  
context as the picture stimuli were present in two out of three tasks. These cases may have been 
triggered  by this  as  a  relief  mechanism.  Second,  segments  with  low information  value  (empty 
speech), typically using general all-purpose vocabulary were coded as discourse errors. 7.a. is an 
example of the former type, 7.b. illustrates the latter.

7. Examples of discourse level errors

a. to bylo dvaná- dvě hodiny / tam dávala ‘it was twel- two o’clock / she was putting in’ 
(aa3: 220-221),  the participant it beginning here to create a story and uses a pro-drop 
reference without having introduced any participants to the story previously
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b. tak tadydleten to byl tedy čárl- s- saplin 0.2 z tadytoho hlavního 0.2 jako jedinýho 0.5 
‘so this one was then Char- s- Saplin 0.2 from this there main 0.2 like only 0.5’ (pa3: 3), 
despite identifying the main character of the story the participant does not produce a 
contentful predication

The data was further processed prior to analysis. Lemmatization and morphological tagging for all 
tokens was checked and corrected manually, as already discussed, as were parts of the transcripts 
containing typing errors. Automatically created silent pauses between segments produced by the 
same speaker (intra-turn pauses) were integrated with corresponding preceding c-units. Addition-
ally, there are 563 between-turn pauses that constitute a separate tier. Segments that constituted a 
single c-unit but were split into two during transcription due to an occurrence of a backchanneling 
segment of the interlocutor, such as 8, were merged into single segments which allowed for a more 
precise computation of c-unit length.

8. Merged c-unit that was transcribed in two separate segments due to an intervening interlocu-
tor turn

a. original transciption:

aa1: 194: a: 0.5 čuchá tady pes ‘and 0.5 a dog is sniffing here’

exp: mh

aa1: 195: k podlaze 0.2 ‘the ground 0.2’

b. after merging:

aa1: 194: a: 0.5 čuchá tady pes k podlaze 0.2 ‘and 0.5 a dog is sniffing the ground here 
0.2’

exp: mh

The data was coded for a range of variables that were entered into the analysis. These variables are 
derived from various measures of fluency used in quantitative analyses of discourse production as 
discussed in section 4.2. The variables are grouped into conceptually similar clusters.

● Disfluencies and repetitions: Hesitation sounds, tuts, silent pauses, and word fragments were 
categorized  using  specific  part  of  speech tags  and counted  as  disfluencies.  Coughs  and 
laughter were disregarded. Repetitions were also included under disfluencies. While it was 
possible to extract the number of immediate direct repetitions automatically from the data, 
repetitions spanning multiple words or repeated words separated by pauses or hesitations 
were counted manually.

● Fragmentary segments: All c-units that were fragmentary were marked as such. The analysis 
took a pragmatic functional approach to what constitutes a sentence fragment, rather than a 
formal structural one  (cf., inter alii, Kynette & Kemper 1986; Walker, Roberts & Hedrick 
1988; Kemper et al. 1989). This was motivated by the nature of spoken data and, mainly, by 
the aims of the analysis. Pragmatically felicitous, functional equivalents of full sentences 
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(e.g. single word answers to questions) were treated as characteristic of general spoken lan-
guage, whereas abandoned c-units, single word utterances, or listings of nouns in the form 
of an enumeration lacking a predicate were taken as indicating language deficit.

● Length: In order to measure mean length of c-unit (MLU) and average number of disfluen-
cies per c-unit, the following values were computed: total length in tokens, total number of 
fully formed word tokens (excluding paralinguistic backchanneling tokens), and total num-
ber of disfluencies (silent pauses, hesitations, fragments, repeated tokens). Paralinguistic to-
kens such as laughter, coughs, or sighs were ignored.

● Corpus frequency data: Lemma frequencies normalized per million words based on  ORAL 
and  a corpus of written Czech  (Křen et al. 2015) (SYN2015) were obtained. Frequency of 
lemmas without corpus attestation was coded as zero and such lemmas were excluded from 
analyses of frequency.

● Grammatical tags: Simplified grammatical tags were derived, corrected, and adjusted from 
the morphological tags to differentiate between subgroups of items with different functional 
distributions within parts of speech, such that only the information relevant for the analyses 
was retained and certain items were recategorized, these tags were also designed to be “hu-
man readable”. Gender, number, and case were tagged for nouns and adjectives. Numerals 
and prepositions were not further categorized. Pronouns were categorized as personal, re-
flexive, relative, interrogative, demonstrative, indefinite, possessive, and negative, pronouns 
introducing complement clauses were labeled accordingly. Verbs were coded as past (i.e. in 
past participle form) or nonpast, imperative, passive participle, or infinitive. The verb být ‘to 
be’ which is used as auxiliary in the expression of past tense, future tense of imperfective 
verbs, passive, and the conditional was marked as auxiliary or conditional in those cases and 
as past or nonpast when used lexically in a copula construction. This coding was performed 
semi-automatically.  Conjunctions were grouped as coordinating or subordinating.  Adver-
bials were coded as adverbs proper functionally and semantically or as adverbs introducing 
subordinate clauses.38 The word tak ‘so, such’ is tagged as an adverbial in the CNC but has a 
range of different functions. Part-of-speech tag was changed to particle or conjunction when 
the word was used as a discourse marker or as a “resumptive” connective that appears in 
postponed main clauses (e.g. Když tam přišel, tak se posadil. and ‘When he arrived, he sat 
down.’). Adverbials were annotated manually in this way.

● All nouns, adjectives and numerals, and all lexical verbs (i.e. excluding auxiliaries) and all 
lexical adverbs were coded as content words. In contrast to traditional categorizations, dis-
course  markers,  interjections,  and  back  channeling  devices  were  coded  as  interactional 
words. Remaining tokens were categorized as function words. 

● Intervening segments: While the analysis is, naturally, focused on the production of the par-
ticipants with aphasia, one of the variables used for the analysis is concerned with the pro-
duction of the administrator. Specifically, administrator c-units were categorized as conver-

38 This category of adverbials functioning as complementizers is similar to the one used for pronouns. These lemmas  
form in the majority of cases a single category, but were tagged as either pronouns or adverbs by the CNC tagger. I 
did not amend this part-of-speech tagging, as this would not alter the results presented here in any way.
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sational or as intervening prompts in situations when the examiner intervened to prompt the 
participant during retrieval problems or to participate in repairs. Backchanneling and clarifi-
cations related to the tasks were categorized as conversational units.

● Error coding: Apart from category specific variables, a generalized binary variable indicat-
ing presence of any type of error was used.

● Multi-clause units: Multi-clause segments were annotated automatically, using subordinator 
occurrence combined with finite verb count, manual checks were subsequently performed.

● Modifiers: To provide an additional measure of sentence complexity in the form of the ex-
pressed non-essential information, modifiers or backgrounding devices were counted. Modi-
fiers were defined as adjectives, the pronouns with adjective morphology  nějaký ‘a/some’ 
and žádný ‘not any/none’, possessive pronouns, numerals, prepositions, relativizers, adver-
bials, and subordinating conjunctions. The total number of modifiers was reduced by one for 
predicates that according to a valency dictionary of Czech (Lopatková et al. 2020) contain 
and adverbial as part of their argument structure. It should be noted that this is just a very 
crude estimate, as it does not, for instance, differentiate between adnominally and predica-
tively used adjectives and demonstrative pronouns are not included because they are fre-
quently used in non-modifier function.

● Lexical diversity: Instead of using type token ratio (TTR) or moving average type token ra-
tio (MATTR), I decided to use zTTR, a measure that modifies TTR by comparing the value 
to  a  distribution of types and tokens in  reference texts  of the same length proposed by 
Cvrček and Chlumská (2015). The spoken corpus was used as the reference corpus and only 
well-formed types and tokens were used to obtain the measure. The values were computed 
using an on-line app provided by the Institute of Czech National Corpus (Cvrček 2019).

● Reformulations: All c-units where participants reformulated either a single word, e.g. to re-
pair a grammatical error, or the whole clause were coded as containing a reformulation.

● Story relevant vocabulary: To obtain an index of participants’ ability to use specific vocabu-
lary related to the stimuli, I obtained a list of core vocabulary items for the three tasks. The 
following procedure was used to obtain it. I created a questionnaire using Google Forms in 
which the three stimulus materials were included. Participants were instructed to describe 
the pictures and the video using eight to ten sentences. The questionnaire was distributed on-
line and 19 responses were collected. Responses were lemmatized and part-of-speech tagged 
using MorphoDiTa. A list of stopwords was used to filter out general high frequency lem-
mas.39 Lemmas that were used by more than a half of respondents, i.e. 10 or more, were la-
beled as story-relevant  and the percentage of occurrence of these was used as a very crude 
index of informativeness. The lists of story relevant lemmas is provided in section 4.2.2.7.

Processed in this way, the data was prepared for further analyses that are presented in section 4.

39 The list  was created  by the Natural  Language Processing Center at  Masaryk University in Brno, available at 
https://nlp.fi.muni.cz/trac/research/wiki/cs/StoplistZakladnichTvaru.
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4 Analyses

4.1 Introductory methodological remark
blah blah

4.2 Discourse production measures in aphasia research and 
clinical practice
Despite the fact that (interactional) discourse is the most natural form of language from the perspec-
tive of ecological validity, linguistic research of aphasia was for a long time focused on subword 
and single word and sentence level processing, while a rise of interest in discourse production and 
comprehension emerged later. This is somewhat similar to linguistics as a field in general. In their 
review of discourse analyses, Bryant and colleagues  (2016) found that the number of discourse 
analyses had doubled in the period after 1995 compared to 1975-1995 and there was a further in-
crease, particularly in treatment studies, in the late 2000s. In a follow up paper, Bryant et al. (2017) 
focused on the use of discourse analyses in clinical practice. Based on the responses of 123 SLTs 
from the English speaking world, they found that about 50 % of SLTs agreed that discourse analysis  
should be an important part of aphasia assessment in practice, however, only 30 % of the participant 
SLTs considered themselves competent to perform such analyses and only 25 % of SLTs reported 
the use of discourse analysis based on detailed transcriptions. Bryant et al. (2016) propose that clini-
cians may consider discourse analysis an important part of language profiling in aphasia but that 
there is a sense of imbalance between costs and benefits: the process of discourse elicitation, tran-
scription and coding, analysis, and interpretation of results is time consuming and oftentimes re-
quires special knowledge and the use of specialized tools. This issue has been addressed by several 
researchers who have proposed different solutions. For instance, Kim and colleagues (2019) suggest 
the use of core lexicon as a crude measure that does not require transcriptions. Casilio et al. (2019) 
show that  auditory-perceptual  ratings  may be an efficient,  reliable,  and valid  alternative that  is 
strongly correlated to quantitative measures. Lind and collaborators (2009) devised a set of “user-
friendly” linguistic indices that do not require extensive linguistic training and have the potential to 
differentiate between speakers with aphasia and neurotypical speakers.

The importance of discourse profiling in clinical practice is highlighted by recent findings regarding 
discourse processing in mild aphasia. While earlier results suggested that discourse structure (e.g. 
genre selection, basic storyline management in narrative discourse etc.) is preserved in mild and 
moderate  aphasia  (cf.  Ulatowska,  Allard & Chapman 1990’s  review),  more recent  studies have 
demonstrated that persons with mild anomic aphasia (Andreetta, Cantagallo & Marini 2012), resid-
ual aphasia  (Jaecks, Hielscher-Fastabend & Stenneken 2012), or individuals who score above the 
cutoff score for aphasia diagnosis in an assessment test (Fromm et al. 2017) encounter problems in 
discourse production and that their discourse can be characterized by a decrease in MLU, informa-
tiveness, coherence and cohesion, lexical diversity, open class word frequency, or an increase in the 
use of pronouns and formulaic expressions, compared to neurotypical speakers.
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This area of aphasia research is characterized by a great variability of approaches and methods. 
Bryant and colleagues (2016) report over 500 measures of discourse productivity in their survey of 
165 papers. Similarly, Linnik et al.  (2016) conclude that this variability in used measures is re-
flected by varying definitions and scoring methodologies which may lead to lower reliability of the 
measures. Pritchard and collaborators (2017; 2018) focused on the psychometric properties of dis-
course production measures report that there is only a limited amount of psychometric information 
available in the literature.

While most of the analyses of discourse in aphasia have been quantitative (using text based mea-
sures or expert ratings), some authors have argued for the merits of Conversation analytical meth-
ods, particularly the organization of turn taking, adjacency pair structure and the management of re-
pairs (Boles 1998; Wilkinson et al. 1998; Damico, Oelschlaeger & Simmons-Mackie 1999; Perkins, 
Crisp & Walshaw 1999). Quantitative analyses have focused on micro- and macrostructural charac-
teristics of discourse (see Armstrong 2000; Prins & Bastiaanse 2004; or Linnik, Bastiaanse & Höhle 
2016 for reviews). Microstructure analyses use a suite of measures that are based on clause- and 
word-level phenomena such as mean length of utterance, well-formedness of clauses, lexical diver-
sity, or semantic and argument structural characteristics of verbs, i.e. features that revolve mostly 
around the concepts of fluency and grammaticality. Macrostructure has to do with the organization 
of discourse and derived measures are typically based on informativeness of the text, cohesion and 
coherence, or thematic components of discourse.

Recent analyses have increasingly focused on combining these two levels of structure in multilevel 
analyses. In a representative example, Marini et al. (2011) analyzed samples of 300-400 words com-
bined microstructural measures (MLU, proportion of paraphasias, paragrammatic errors, phonologi-
cal errors, omissions of grammatical morphemes, and grammatical clauses) with macrostructural in-
dices (proportion of cohesive errors, local and global coherence errors, appropriate lexical informa-
tion  units,  and thematic  units)  to  describe  the  production  of  two individuals  with  aphasia  and 
showed that these combined measures can reveal problems that are not detected by standard general 
assessment tools. With regards to cross-linguistic variation, Prins and Bastiaanse (2004) argue that 
available results suggest that the measures in use have cross-linguistic validity.

Widely used linguistic microstructural measures include:

● MLU

● number of tokens

● number of types

● TTR (and its variations such as MATTR; whole texts or nouns and/or verbs specifically)

● number of errors of different types

● number of embedded/subordinate clauses

● semantic verb types (typically based on Halliday’s categorization (Halliday & Matthiessen 
2014: chap. 5)
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● number of predicate arguments

● propositional density (typically implementations of Brown et al. (2008)’s automated version, 
cf. MacWhinney et al. (2010))

The fact  that  there are  many different  measures  in  use has led some researchers  to  investigate 
whether some of these variables may cluster together in terms of underlying processes responsible 
for those and to assess the relative importance and contribution of those variables. In an early exam-
ple of this approach, Wagenaar and colleagues  (1975) analyzed spontaneous speech data from 74 
Dutch speakers with aphasia by using 30 different measures that were subjected to factor analysis 
and identified six clusters of variables with fluency being the primary dimension. They also con-
cluded that binary fluency classification can be made based on two variables (rate of speech and 
MLU). Glosser and Deser  (1991) submitted the performance of 44 participants (non-brain-dam-
aged, closed head injury, probable Alzheimer’s disease, and fluent aphasia) on eight variables re-
lated to syntax, lexical errors, cohesion, and coherence to a factor analysis and identified three fac-
tors with high loadings: coherence, lexical errors, and syntactic complexity. Rochon et al.  (2000) 
performed principal component analysis on nine of the measures used in Quantitative Production 
Analysis (QPA). QPA is a widely used coding scheme designed by Saffran and colleagues (Saffran, 
Berndt & Schwartz 1989; Berndt, Schwarz & Saffran 2001) to characterize the connected speech of 
English speakers with agrammatic aphasia which is focused on clause structure and grammar. Ro-
chon and colleagues identified two factors related to the production of propositional utterances and 
free grammatical morphemes. They subsequently used a cluster analysis to differentiate within a 
group of 37 speakers with Broca’s aphasia. They identified four clusters of performance that were 
directly related to the two factors. In a recent analysis, Fromm and collaborators  (2021) used the 
data of 306 speakers from AphasiaBank comprising transcripts of different discourse types and de-
tailed demographic and clinical information. They used almost 50 discourse variables as well as 
participant data in a cluster analysis to identify groups of patients with similar performance patterns. 
Importantly, aphasia type using the standard classification system was not part of the variable list. 
They identified seven clusters in the data and used cluster membership as outcome variable in a ran-
dom forest analysis with the aim to identify the variables that contributed the most to cluster assign-
ment. This procedure identified the total number of tokens produced in free speech and number of 
closed class tokens produced in Cinderella retelling as the most important predictors. Fromm and 
colleagues link these variables to productivity and grammaticality respectively. An additional con-
tributing variable was retracing (repairs and reformulations).

Following up on the literature, I present a characteristic of Czech discourse in aphasia in this sec-
tion. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first description of connected speech in aphasia for 
Czech.40 The measures and dimensions of description I used are focused on microstructure and will 
be presented in three categories that are labeled “fluency”, “productivity”, and “well-formedness”. 
The measures are summarized in Table 9.

40 A discourse analysis of the production of Slovak speakers with Broca’s and anomic aphasia was recently published 
by Kevická and collaborators (2020). They report that speakers with anomic aphasia produced less units and more 
semantic errors than both speakers with Broca’s aphasia and neurotypical participants and that there was an increase 
in the number of units and words produced in Broca’s aphasia in comparison to the other groups. Both aphasia  
types were characterized by fewer thematic units produced but use of cohesive ties was comparable to the neurotyp-
ical group.
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fluency mean length of c-unit

mean number of disfluency clusters per word

mean number of fluent trigrams

productivity zTTR

mean number of backgrounded and modifying el-
ements

proportion of multi-clause c-units

mean number of verbs per c-unit

proportion of high frequency content lemmas (> 
100 pmw in ORAL)

mean frequency of content lemmas

proportion of keywords used

proportion of content and function words

mean proportion of nouns to total number of 
nouns and verbs in c-unit

well-formedness proportion of clausal fragments

proportion of experimenter interventions

proportion of c-units with any errors

proportion of c-units with repetitions and reformu-
lations

Table 9: Measures of discourse production used in the analysis.

Participants were grouped into three groups according to fluency (fluent, nonfluent, neurotypical), 
based on SLT assessments. These groups were compared using the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis 
test followed by post hoc pairwise multiple comparison using the Dunn’s test with Holm correction 
for multiple comparisons. The results for the measures of fluency, productivity, and well-formed-
ness are discussed below with focus on group as well as individual differences.
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4.2.1 Fluency

The summary of individual fluency measures for each participant is provided for reference in Table 
10. Particular measures and individual differences are discussed below.

partic-
ipant group

number of 
c-units

token fq (in-
cluding repeti-
tions)

MLU mean 
(sd); median 
(MAD)

fluent trigrams 
mean (sd); median 
(MAD) disfluent chunks / word

aa1 fluent 103 790

7.515 
(5.886); 5 
(2.965)

3.427 (3.642); 2 
(2.965) 0.178

aa3 fluent 168 957

5.381 
(4.003); 4 
(2.965)

1.345 (1.883); 1 
(1.483) 0.352

ba2 fluent 122 663

5.254 
(3.403); 5 
(2.965)

1.189 (1.428); 1 
(1.483) 0.485

ba3 fluent 114 759
5.991 (4.97); 
5 (2.965)

1.746 (2.445); 1 
(1.483) 0.346

pa1 fluent 87 488

5.414 
(4.538); 4 
(2.965)

1.713 (2.778); 1 
(1.483) 0.236

pa3 fluent 106 806

7.057 
(5.715); 5.5 
(4.448)

2.311 (3.322); 1 
(1.483) 0.270

aa2
nflu-
ent 159 508

2.83 (2.087); 
2 (1.483) 0.208 (0.585); 0 0.702

aa4
nflu-
ent 77 225

2.714 
(1.999); 2 
(1.483) 0.286 (0.604); 0 0.560

ba1
nflu-
ent 41 157

3.78 (2.859); 
3 (2.965) 0.463 (0.869); 0 0.594

ba4
nflu-
ent 89 178

2 (1.492); 1 
(1.483) 0; 0 0.691

pa2
nflu-
ent 51 221

4.235 
(2.371); 4 
(2.965)

1.196 (1.327); 1 
(1.483) 0.241

ac1 nbd 108 915 8.065 4.167 (3.964); 3 0.169
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(5.488); 7 
(5.93) (4.448)

ac2 nbd 108 621

5.611 
(5.372); 4 
(4.448)

2.287 (2.852); 2 
(2.965) 0.239

ac3 nbd 63 360

5.571 
(2.832); 5 
(2.965)

2.778 (2.642); 2 
(2.965) 0.154

Table 10: Summary of the fluency measures for individual participants.

Starting with the three measures of fluency, the comparison of the three groups is summarized in 
Table 11, where the Kruskal-Wallis test reached significance at alpha level 0.05, the results of the 
post-hoc pairwise comparison is included. We see that all of the used measures detect group differ-
ences. MLU measured in well-formed words with excluded repetitions differentiates between the 
neurotypical speakers and the non-fluent group on the one hand and between fluent and non-fluent 
speakers on the other. No significant difference was found between neurotypical speakers and par-
ticipants with fluent aphasia. The remaining two measures (mean number of fluent trigrams per c-
unit, mean number of disfluent chunks per words) differ between the neurotypical and non-fluent 
participants. The performance of individual participants is discussed below.

variable Kruskal-Wallis (n = 14, df = 2) pairwise comparison

MLU χ2 = 9.257; p = 0.0098; η2 = 0.66 fluent x non-fluent (z = -2.566; p 
= 0.0265); nbd x non-fluent (-
2.619; p = 0.0265)

mean fluent trigrams χ2 = 0.363; p = 0.0093; η2 = 0.669 nbd x non-fluent (z = -2.88; p = 
0.004)

disfluency per word χ2 = 8.069; p = 0.0177; η2 = 0.552 nbd x non-fluent (z = 2.793; p = 
0.0053)

Table 11: Group comparisons of the measures of fluency.

4.2.1.1 MLU

Figure 5 shows the distribution of c-unit lengths in fully-formed words with excluded repetitions. 
The group pattern is clearly visible here with a typical c-unit in the non-fluent group containing less 
than five words. We see that the majority of c-units produced by ba4 were single or two word utter-
ances with the few longer segments having mostly the form of listings of nouns. On the other hand,  
participants ba1 and pa2 in the non-fluent group produced on average longer c-units with median 
values of 3 and 4 words respectively. When we look at the fluent group and the neurotypical speak-
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ers we see two slightly different profiles represented by aa1, pa3, and ac1 on the one hand and aa3, 
pa1, ac2, and ac3 on the other with the former group characterized by a greater number of longer c-
units. 

4.2.1.2 Fluent trigrams

The distribution of fluent trigrams across c-units is shown in Figure 6 (only the c-units with a length 
of 3 or more words are included, participant ba4 is excluded since he did not produce any fluent tri-
grams). It is important to keep in mind here that, by definition, longer segments have more trigrams. 
Participants with a median length of c-unit equal to 2 will naturally have produced very few tri-
grams on the whole. This is exactly what we see in participants aa2 and aa4. Participant ba1 who 
produced longer c-units also patterns here with aa2 and aa4, Similarly, when we focus on the fluent  
group of participants, we see that pa3 produced fewer fluent trigrams than aa1 even though they 
share a similar profile with regards to MLU. pa3 patterns together with ba3, while aa3 and ba2 
share both the MLU as well as the trigram profile. Interestingly, participants pa1 and pa2 pattern to-
gether here which is driven by relatively by their comparable MLUs (5.4 and 4.2 respectively) and a 
similar number of disfluent chunks per word (0.236 and 0.241 respectively).
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4.2.1.3 Disfluent chunks

The ratio of disfluent chunks to fully-formed words produced across c-units is summarized in Fig-
ure 7. The non-fluent participants have comparable results here with wider ranges of aa2, aa4, and 
ba4 compared to ba1 best explained by a difference in MLU. We also see aa3, ba2, ba3, and pa3 
emerge as a subgroup among the fluent participants with relatively comparable, average MLUs and 
a higher frequency of disfluencies. One thing that should be noted is that the disfluent chunks were 
not differentiated qualitatively with respect to the number and type of disfluency such that a short 
pause is qualitatively the same chunk as a long pause accompanied with hesitations and word frag-
ments as shown in 9. However, when these differences are taken into account the result of the group 
comparison remains the same.

9. Quantitatively different disfluency chunks were treated as qualitatively identical when coun-
ting disfluencies within c-units:

a. a neviděl že tam je 0.2 lev ‘and he didn’t see there was 0.2 a lion’ (ba2: 17), counted as 
one disfluency chunk in the c-unit

b. a potom dyž panička přišla tak 0.2 h- 0.2 ho nechal ‘and then when the his owner 0.2 l- 
0.2 left him alone’ (ba2: 65), counted as one disfluency chunk in the c-unit
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4.2.2 Productivity

The summary of individual measures of productivity for each participant is provided for reference 
in Table 12. Particular measures and individual differences are discussed below.

par-
tici-
pant

gro
up

zTT
R

pro-
por-
tion 
multi-
claus
e

number 
of modi-
fiers 
mean 
(sd)

V / 
c-
unit

N : 
N+V 
mea
n 
(sd)

log lemma fre-
quency (oral) 
mean (sd); me-
dian (MAD)

propor-
tion high 
frequency 
lemma

propor-
tion 
content 
words

propor-
tion 
func-
tion 
words

pro-
por-
tion 
key-
word
s

aa1
flu-
ent

0.58
7 0.432

0.932 
(1.352)

1.27
2

0.40
7 
(0.34
6)

5.371 (3.214); 
5.148 (3.52) 0.550 0.474 0.449 0.636

aa3
flu-
ent

-
1.49
5 0.154

0.589 
(1.04)

1.03
0

0.27
7 
(0.37
3)

6.74 (2.839); 
6.571 (3.297) 0.731 0.420 0.432 0.394

ba2
flu-
ent

-
0.62
9 0.295

0.377 
(0.753)

1.18
0

0.36
2 
(0.28
)

5.654 (3.334); 
5.481 (3.662) 0.596 0.469 0.492 0.697
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ba3
flu-
ent

-
0.43
0 0.363

0.763 
(1.222)

1.14
9

0.38
3 
(0.32
1)

5.755 (3.523); 
5.504 (4.17) 0.601 0.459 0.417 0.606

pa1
flu-
ent

-
0.08
7 0.373

0.69 
(1.113)

1.11
5

0.31
5 
(0.30
2)

5.689 (3.079); 
5.223 (3.849) 0.570 0.471 0.396 0.697

pa3
flu-
ent

-
1.10
5 0.426

1.019 
(1.421)

1.37
7

0.23 
(0.31
7)

6.587 (3.248); 
6.577 (3.441) 0.738 0.407 0.440 0.485

aa2
nflu-
ent

1.01
3 0.014

0.22 
(0.643)

0.61
6

0.54
3 
(0.43
8)

5.29 (3.45); 
4.493 (3.684) 0.494 0.521 0.304 0.455

aa4
nflu-
ent

1.38
1 0.051

0.377 
(0.762)

0.46
8

0.61 
(0.40
6)

5.583 (2.684); 
5.193 (2.567) 0.640 0.621 0.232 0.333

ba1
nflu-
ent

1.10
6 0.194

0.561 
(0.923)

0.80
5

0.60
1 
(0.28
4)

4.514 (2.66); 
4.563 (2.389) 0.490 0.623 0.321 0.576

ba4
nflu-
ent

-
2.09
0 0.000

0.09 
(0.388)

0.13
5

0.84 
(0.34
2)

3.295 (2.102); 
3.319 (2.652) 0.286 0.467 0.046 0.333

pa2
nflu-
ent

-
0.66
7 0.157

0.49 
(0.784)

0.94
1

0.42
2 
(0.34
)

5.906 (3.155); 
5.443 (3.81) 0.590 0.534 0.407 0.364

ac1 nbd
0.09
6 0.611

1.343 
(1.799)

1.47
2

0.42
5 
(0.27
4)

5.215 (3.058); 
5.178 (3.417) 0.577 0.480 0.439 0.697

ac2 nbd

-
1.53
7 0.442

0.704 
(1.292)

1.21
3

0.37
9 
(0.25
2)

5.292 (3.221); 
4.911 (3.672) 0.552 0.535 0.380 0.848

ac3 nbd -
0.22
2

0.369 0.571 
(0.911)

1.14
3

0.45
7 
(0.26

4.415 (2.954); 
4.143 (2.834)

0.424 0.528 0.417 0.788
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1)

Table 12: Summary of the measures of productivity.

Table 13 summarizes the productivity measures with group and post-hoc pairwise comparisons. We 
see that only one measure failed to detect any group differences, viz. the proportion of content lem-
mas with a cumulative frequency of more than 100 pmw in oral. Mean log-transformed lemma fre-
quency of content words was significant in the Kruskal-Wallis test but the post-hoc comparisons 
were not significant. The mean number of modifiers, mean number of verbs per c-unit, mean ratio 
of nouns to nouns and verbs in c-units and the proportions of content and function words were 
found to differentiate between the fluent and non-fluent participants with aphasia, while a difference 
in zTTR as well as the proportion of multiclause units and story-relevant vocabulary was found be-
tween non-fluent speakers with aphasia and neurotypical participants. The individual measures and 
differences between participants are discussed below.
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variable Kruskal-Wallis (n = 14, df = 2) pairwise comparison

zTTR χ2 = 6.94; p = 0.0312; η2 = 0.449 nbd x non-fluent (z = -2.55; p = 
0.032

mean modifiers χ2 = 7.55; p = 0.0229; η2 = 0.505 fluent x non-fluent (z = -2.408; p 
= 0.0481); nbd x non-fluent (-
2.269; p = 0.0481)

proportion multiclause units χ2 = 8.741; p = 0.0126; η2 = 
0.613

nbd x non-fluent (z = -2.815; p = 
0.0146)

mean V / unit χ2 = 9.257; p = 0.0098; η2 = 0.66 fluent x non-fluent (z = -2.566; p 
= 0.0265); nbd x non-fluent (-
2.619; p = 0.0265)

mean N to N+V χ2 = 9.455; p = 0.0089; η2 = 
0.678

fluent x non-fluent (z = 3.066; p 
= 0.0065)

proportion high frequency to-
kens

χ2 = 3.773; p = 0.152

mean log frequency χ2 = 6.364; p = 0.0415; η2 = 
0.397

n.s.

proportion content words χ2 = 7.354; p = 0.0253; η2 = 
0.487

fluent x non-fluent (z = 2.448; p 
= 0.0431)

proportion function words χ2 = 8.284; p = 0.0159; η2 = 
0.571

fluent x non-fluent (z = -2.867; p 
= 0.0124)

proportion keywords χ2 = 9.175; p = 0.0102; η2 = 
0.652

nbd x non-fluent (z = -2.984; p = 
0.0085)

Table 13: Group comparisons of the measures of productivity.

4.2.2.1 Lexical diversity

This corpus-based lexical diversity measure was the only one where the three different tasks con-
tained in the subcorpus were taken into account. The rationale behind this decision was that this  
measure might be considerably more sensitive precisely to the fact that the subcorpus is assembled 
from three different discourses within the interviews. Task based measures were averaged over the 
three tasks and these values were used for comparison. The average scores are plotted in Figure 8 
and measures for individual tasks are shown in Figure 9.

Note that values around zTTR = 0 are similar to corpus samples of corresponding length, while neg-
ative values indicate lower and positive values greater lexical diversity. We see a clear difference 
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between the neurotypical speakers and the participants with aphasia in Figure 8. Only aa1 has a pos-
itive value and patterns with the neurotypical group. ba1, pa1, and pa2 have values around zero, i.e. 
comparable to spoken Czech as represented by ORAL. We also see a group of aa2, aa3, ba3, and pa3 
with markedly lower lexical diversity. These are caused by two different language profiles. The pro-
duction of the nonfluent participants aa2 and ba4 is characterized by low overall numbers of tokens 
and frequent repetitions following word finding difficulties. Participants aa3 and pa3 on the other 
hand produced a large number of tokens but their speech is characterized by a frequent use of pro-
nouns and discourse markers, i.e a lower information load. These two very different profiles result 
in similar zTTR scores, given the nature of the measure. Figure 9 explains the comparatively “less 
low” lexical diversity in participant aa4 who performed “around-average” on the CHAPLIN and LADA 
task, but scored much lower on the COMIC task. A similar pattern can be seen in ba1 who performed 
similarly to the neurotypical speakers on CHAPLIN and LADA, but has a low zTTR value for COMIC. 
The performance of the other participants is relatively stable across tasks.
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Figure 8: Average zTTR scores across tasks.



4.2.2.2 Number of modifying elements

The overall number of modifying and backgrounded elements was relatively low for all partici-
pants. This can be seen from the fact that the third quartile value was equal to 1 for almost all the  
participants with the exception of aa2 and aa4 (q3 = 0) on the one hand and pa3 and ac1 (q3 = 2) on  
the other. While the pairwise comparison suggests a difference both between fluent and non-fluent 
as well as neurotypical and non-fluent participants, Figure 10 showing individual mean values sug-
gests that these differences are driven only by the performance of participants aa2 and ba4. When 
these two participants are not considered, there is no clear group pattern. We only see that aa1 and 
pa3 pattern with ac1.

A conclusion could be made that these differences may be driven by individual narrative styles 
rather than an adaptive strategy that might be expected in persons with aphasia who could be pre-
dicted to try to avoid communicating any non-essential information that could increase processing 
load. There is also a possibility that the tasks, in particular  CHAPLIN and COMIC that are more fo-
cused on conveying a story, are simply not appropriate for the elicitation of “added information”. 
The use of visual stimuli can further contribute to that, as participants may not feel the need to com-
municate information about, say, the colors of objects, as this information is visually available to 
both interlocutors. Figure  11 shows the average number of modifiers used by participants in the 
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Figure 9: zTTR values for individual tasks.



three tasks. We see that some of the participants did use more modifiers in the LADA task, as might 
be expected, given that they were asked to describe the picture in as much detail as possible. How-
ever, the general pattern, or rather, no pattern remains the same. Overall, this measure seems not to 
be very informative, at least in the context of the present sample. 
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Figure 10: Mean number of modifying elements produced across c-units.

Figure 11: Mean number of modifying elements produced in individual tasks.



4.2.2.3 Multiclause units

The overall occurrence of multiclause c-units was not very high, which is to be expected in spoken 
language which is generally characterized by less subordination compared to the written domain. 
However, we do see a clear pattern where the speakers with non-fluent aphasia produce almost no 
complex clauses with subordination, as evidenced by Figure 12. Both aa2 and aa4 produced only a 
single c-unit with subordination shown in 10. Note that aa2’s token contains the chunk myslel si že 
‘(he) thought that’ which can be expected to be quite frequent in the spoken language, the comple-
ment clause is left unfinished. The relative clause produced by aa4 is also abandoned. Note also that 
there is a good deal of individual differences visible also among the neurotypical participants. While 
ac1 produced 37 % of multiclause c-units, ac2 and ac3 produced around 20 % of clauses with sub-
ordination.

10. Multiclause c-units produced by aa2 and aa4

a. a 1 (no) 0.2 a myslel si že 0.5 H 0.5 byl 0.5 akovej ‘and 1 (well) 0.2 and he was thinking 
that 0.5 <hes> 0.5 he was 0.5 such’ (aa2: 104)

b. ano vyše? mu 0.2 na po(l)moc 1 hloj- hol- holka: která 0.2 byla 1 H 5 tak 3 hod- hoka 
holka H ‘yes came to him 0.2 to help 1 griw- gir- girl who 0.2 was 1 H 5 so 3 giw- gil 
girl H’ (aa4: 63)

4.2.2.4 Verbs and nouns

The two measures used to assess the production of verbs and nouns are summarized in Figure 13. 
Given the diagnoses of the patients it  was expected that the non-fluent participants will  on the 
whole produce less verbs as has been long established in the literature. Figure 13 shows the mean 
number of verbs in the upper panel and the mean ratio of nouns to the total number of nouns and 
verbs across c-units. Note that multiclause units are also included in these counts. The upper panel 
shows that participants are grouped based on whether they produced a verb in the majority of c-
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Figure 12: Summary of c-units with a single predication and of multiclause c-units.



units or not. This clearly differentiates between the non-fluent participants and the fluent and neu-
rotypical group. The only exception here is pa2 whose production is comparable to the fluent group. 
This pattern is also mirrored in the lower panel where we see a higher proportion of nouns in partic-
ipants aa2, aa4, ba1, and ba4. aa3 and pa3 are interesting with regard to noun to noun and verb ratio 
as they show relatively lower proportions of nouns compared to other participants. This is in line 
with the pattern mentioned above that concerns the production of fully-formed, relatively long sen-
tences with lower content value characterized by fewer nouns. A detailed discussion of verb produc-
tion is provided in section 4.3.1.

4.2.2.5 Frequency

The rationale behind the two frequency measures used in the analysis was that participants with lex-
ical retrieval problems might rely more on high frequency words that are easier to retrieve. The 
threshold for the high frequency band was 100 pmw. The raincould plot (Allen et al. 2021) in Fig-
ure 14 shows the distribution of all content lemma frequencies (log transformed) for individual par-
ticipants.41 No group patterns are visible as also suggested by the post hoc comparison. However, 
two observations deserve a comment.

41 Raincloud plots are a data visualization technique that combines the advantages of boxplots and density plots in a 
single figure that provides a detailed information about the representation of the data.
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Figure 13: Production of verbs and nouns in the subcorpus. The upper panel shows mean number of lexical verbs per c-
unit, the lower panel shows the mean ratio of nouns to the number of nouns and verbs.



First, we see that a comparatively low number of (very) high frequency lemmas was used by the 
non-fluent participants aa2 and ba4 (median frequency around 90 and 30 pmw respectively). This 
can be explained by the fact that these participants produced short utterances typically consisting of 
a noun and, in the case of aa2, a predicate. The production of these nouns and verbs was driven by 
the stimuli used in the tasks that necessarily do not depict highly frequent referents (e.g. lvice ‘lion-
ess’ or zabijačka ‘hog killing’) and the tokens were in many cases produced in collaboration with 
the administration. Conversely, we see that participants aa3 and pa3 used more high frequency lem-
mas (median frequency of 735 pmw for both participants). This corresponds to their general lan-
guage profile discussed throughout this section characterized by less specific and less informative 
language.

4.2.2.6 Content and function words

The proportion of content and function words has been a standard measure in aphasiology and is 
motivated by the observation that non-fluent speakers, in particular persons with Broca’s aphasia, 
encounter difficulties in the production of closed-class words. Czech is typologically different from 
the languages frequently studied in aphasia research in that a substantial proportion of grammatical 
morphemes are affixes and their omission would oftentimes result in nonwords, which makes para-
grammatic errors more frequent (e.g. Lehečková 2001). Nonetheless, the expected pattern is visible 
in Figure 15. In particular, the non-fluent participants aa2, aa4, and ba4 have a considerably lower 
proportion of function words; a relatively lower proportion is also visible in ba1. On the other hand, 
participant pa2 who is also classified clinically as non-fluent patterns with the other speakers. Note 
also in the upper panel that speakers aa3 and pa3 have a slightly lower proportion of content words 
which is consistent with their general language profile, as their production included a high number 
of discourse markers, pronouns, and conjunctions.
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Figure 14: Raincloud plot with the distribution of log-transformed oral frequencies of content word tokens. Boxplots are 
combined with density plots.



4.2.2.7 Story relevant vocabulary

The use of task specific vocabulary may be taken as an indicator of discourse informativeness and 
the degree of lexical retrieval problems. Participants with a production pattern characterized by 
more severe word finding difficulties are expected to produce a lower number of core vocabulary 
lemmas. Similarly, the emerging language profile of participants aa3 and pa3 characterized by re-
liance on high frequency content words and pronouns as well as on overuse of discourse markers 
can be expected to produce a lower proportion of story relevant vocabulary.

Story relevant lemmas obtained for the three tasks in the questionnaire (cf. section 3.5) are given in 
Table  14. Frequency describes the number of participants in the corpus who produced the given 
lemma.
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Figure 15: Proportion of content words (upper panel) and function words (lower panel).



chaplin comic lada

lemma frequency lemma frequency lemma frequency

lev ‘lion’ 14 kočka ‘cat’ 12 dítě ‘child’ 9

klec ‘cage’ 8 trouba ‘stove’ 10 zabijačka ‘hog killing’ 11

dveře ‘door’ 8 váza ‘vase’ 10 obrázek ‘picture’ 5

Chaplin 11 myš ‘mouse’ 12 prase ‘pig’ 11

probudit (se) ‘wake’ 6 stůl ‘table’ 4 hrnec ‘pot’ 9

otevřít ‘open’ 8 jídlo ‘food’ 1 pes ‘dog’ 8

tygr ‘tiger’ 10 květina ‘flower’ 4 řezník ‘butcher’ 9

omdlít ‘faint’ 9 žena ‘woman’ 4 Josef 3

pes ‘dog’ 11 rozbít (se) ‘break’ 8 nést ‘carry’ 8

Charlie 2 skočit ‘jump’ 4 voda ‘water’ 11

dostat se ‘escape’ 5

snažit se ‘try’ 5

spát ‘sleep’ 11

Table 14: The use of story-relevant lemmas across tasks; frequency shows the number of participants who produced the 
lemma.

As may be seen in Figure  16 which breaks down the proportion of story relevant lemma uses by 
task, participants on the whole produced a substantial number of the words that were obtained in the 
questionnaire. When we look at the non-fluent group, aa4 produced less than 50 % of the expected 
vocabulary in all three contexts. ba4 and pa2 had a low number of keywords in two of the three 
tasks. As for the other two non-fluent participants, aa2 was relatively unsuccessful on CHAPLIN and 
ba1 has a production comparable to the fluent speakers. This can be interpreted such that aa4, ba4, 
and pa2 have more impaired lexical retrieval. We also see the expected pattern for participant aa3 
was less successful in core vocabulary production. On the other hand, pa3 produced a lower propor-
tion of story relevant lemmas only in COMIC.
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4.2.3 Well-formedness

The summary of individual measures of well-formedness for each participant is provided for refer-
ence in Table 15. Particular measures and individual differences are discussed below.

participant group
proportion frag-
ments

proportion inter-
ventions

proportion re-
tracing

proportion c-units 
with errors

aa1 fluent 0.049 0.093 0.136 0.078

aa3 fluent 0.256 0.398 0.268 0.429

ba2 fluent 0.074 0.056 0.131 0.148

ba3 fluent 0.175 0.097 0.368 0.158

pa1 fluent 0.034 0.148 0.161 0.149

pa3 fluent 0.189 0.397 0.283 0.302

aa2 nfluent 0.390 0.500 0.289 0.258

aa4 nfluent 0.273 0.402 0.169 0.429

ba1 nfluent 0.122 0.146 0.024 0.171

ba4 nfluent 0.584 0.298 0.000 0.573
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Figure 16: Proportions of story relevant lemmas produced in individual tasks.



pa2 nfluent 0.098 0.547 0.078 0.157

ac1 nbd 0.056 0.086 0.306 0.037

ac2 nbd 0.009 0.022 0.102 0.065

ac3 nbd 0.000 0.134 0.127 0.000

Table 15: Summary of the measures of well-formedness.

Table 16 summarizes the well-formedness measures with group and post-hoc pairwise comparisons. 
Three of the four measures used to assess well-formedness of c-units suggested a group difference 
and following pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences between participants with non-
fluent aphasia and neurotypical speakers. The proportion of c-units with repetitions and reformula-
tions (retracing) did not detect any group differences.

variable Kruskal-Wallis (n = 14, df = 2) pairwise comparison

proportion sentence fragment χ2 = 7.154; p = 0.028; η2 = 0.469 nbd x non-fluent (z = 2.662; p = 
0.0234)

proportion interventions χ2 = 6.714; p = 0.0348; η2 = 
0.429

nbd x non-fluent (z = 2.51; p = 
0.0363)

proportion retracing χ2 = 2.417; p = 0.299

proportion errors χ2 = 7.796; p = 0.0203; η2 = 
0.527

nbd x non-fluent (z = 2.785; p = 
0.016)

Table 16: Group comparison of the measures of well-formedness.

4.2.3.1 Proportion of sentence fragments

Sentence fragments include c-units abandoned due to unsuccessful retrieval, single word c-units 
with no predication, and tokens that also occurred due to retrieval problems that resulted in clauses 
that do have a predication but the resulting structure is either incomplete, e.g due to a missing direct  
object of a transitive predicate, or the speaker attempts a reformulation that is unsuccessful, render-
ing the structure ungrammatical.

Figure 17 shows the proportion of sentence fragments in relation to the total number of c-units pro-
duced by participants. We see that the majority of ba4’s production were fragments. These were 
mostly single word utterances or listings of several nouns. aa2 and aa4 also produced a high number 
of fragments that were mostly single word utterances or structural fragments of the type illustrated 
in 11.a and b. The other participants in the non-fluent group produced less fragments but the propor-
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tion is still higher than for some of the more fluent speakers. We see again that aa3 and pa3 perform 
in a way comparable to the non-fluent group in that their frequent retrieval problems resulted in a 
high number of abandoned c-units and structurally ill-formed c-units. A similar pattern is also seen 
in ba3.

11. Single word utterance and sentence fragment

a. tady 1 závora ‘there 1 a latch’ (aa2: 101), this is an example of a c-unit without a full 
predication; the missing verb is most likely be

b. a je 0.2 za pět minut 0.5 ‘and it’s 0.2 five minutes to’ (ba2: 142), the speaker was trying 
to tell the time shown in one of the stimulus pictures, the utterance was left unfinished 
for no clear reason 

4.2.3.2 Interventions

The number of prompts and interventions produced during the interviews by the administrator to 
collaborate with participants on repairs and during word finding difficulties was overall relatively 
high for the non-fluent group with the exception of ba1, as can be seen in Figure 18. Note that pa2 
who in many of the discussed measures differed from the other non-fluent speakers, has a high pro-
portion of administrator interventions. This was driven by the fact that pa2 had a very hesitant pro-
duction pattern with long silent pauses indicative of a slow-down in processing. These were taken 
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Figure 17: Proportion of sentence fragments (upper panel) and number of fully formed and fragment c-units (lower 
panel).



by the administrator as a sign of retrieval problems. This was also commented upon by the partici-
pant during the interview:

12. H 0.5 dyž von počká 0.2 tak mu to řeknu / ale jak von H b- bude čeka- bude p- chvátat 0.2 
tak sem v prdeli ‘H 0.5 if he waits 0.2 I am able to say it / but if he H w- will wai- will w- 
rush 0.2 then I’m screwed’ (pa2: 182-183)

We again see a high proportion of interventions in aa3 and pa3. This pattern is related to the number 
of sentence fragments discussed above and was caused by collaborative repairs and prompts during 
word finding difficulties. This is particularly the case for participant aa3. In a representative situa-
tion the participant was prompted with the target word when lexical retrieval failed and his rela-
tively highly impaired repetition caused by his conduction aphasia oftentimes resulted in a series of 
repeated prompts during which the participant was trying to repeat the target.

4.2.3.3 Retracing

While the comparison of the proportion of c-units containing repetitions and reformulations did not 
reveal any group differences, there are interesting individual patterns. Figure 19 shows that partici-
pants aa3, ba3, and pa3 had a high proportion of retracing in their production which again reflects  
the same problems discussed with regards to sentence fragments and administrator interventions for 
aa3 and pa3. ba3 has a slightly different general language profile mainly driven by frequent repeti-
tions which are related to a symptom that was particular to this participants, i.e. frequent stuttering 
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Figure 18: Proportion of interlocutor interventions in relation to the number of c-units (upper panel); number of c-units 
according to whether they were followed by interventions (lower panel).



that was also described in the assessment of the participant’s SLT. 13 is representative of ba3’s pro-
duction. We see several word fragments and repetitions. aa2 is the only participant from the non-flu-
ent group with a high number of retracing units. This reflects a specific retrieval strategy of the par-
ticipant. In a representative situation, he produced a word that was close to the target word and re-
peated it while trying to reformulate it and retrieve the target expression. In context where the con-
tinuation of an utterance caused word finding difficulties, I interpret this as a strategy to keep the 
train of thought and help the participant in finding the desired continuation of the utterance. Partici-
pant ac1 is the reason why no group differences could be detected as we see that he produced a con-
siderable proportion of reformulations. The source of this was in the CHAPLIN task where the partici-
pant was trying to remember a part of the story which caused a distortion in his production.

13. t- 0.5 tomu te vy- té musi tady H 0.2 udělat vo- 0.2 volno prože n- nese vi- pivo  ‘h- 0.5 him 
her  ma-  to  her  they  must  H 0.2  make  w-  0.2  way here  becuase  she’s  b-  bringing  wi-  
beer’(ba3: 243)
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Figure 19: Proportion of c-units with retracing (upper panel) and number of c-units with and without retracing (lower 
panel).



4.2.3.4 Proportion of errors

The proportion of c-units produced with an error of any kind can be taken to indicate differences in 
the levels of severity within the fluent and non-fluent group. Participants aa2, aa4, and ba4 pro-
duced a higher number of errors than ba1 and pa1, as shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 breaks down 
the errors into four categories of phonemic paraphasias, word finding difficulties, paragrammatic 
and agrammatic errors, and discourse level errors.
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Figure 20: Proportion of c-units with errors (upper panel); number of c-units produced with and without errors (lower 
panel).



We see a high proportion of phonemic paraphasias and word finding errors in aa2, aa4, and ba4. It 
should be noted that aa2, aa4, and ba4 have oral apraxia which explains the high number of phone-
mic errors. aa3 and pa3 are another group with a high proportion of errors. These are mostly lexical 
retrieval errors. However, we also find a relatively high number of discourse level errors compared 
to other participants. These are mostly c-units with coherence problems caused by pronouns with no 
or unclear antecedents.

Grammatical errors were relatively rare in the sample. A higher number of grammatical errors was 
produced by aa3, ba1, ba2, ba3, and pa3. This agrammatic and paragrammatic production falls for 
the most part into two types. First, a number of cases involves a mismatch in gender and/or number. 
These were frequently repaired to target values as shown in 14.a. A larger number of unrepaired 
mismatches was only produced by aa3, as illustrated in 14.b. The very few instances of case mis-
match produced are in pa1 and pa3’s data. These two participants used the accusative word form ho 
‘him-ACC’ in the context where the dative mu would be expected, as shown in 14.c-d. The intended 
reading here is ‘She will open [the door] for him’. While the accusative used here marks the direct 
object and theme with the verb otevřít, the dative must be used to express the beneficiary. It might 
be the case that this is an idiosyncratic or dialectal feature. However, given the fact that pa1 pro-
duced the expected form in the immediately preceding c-unit and that pa3 is from a different region 
of Czechia, I would argue that these are paragrammatic errors. 14.d shows one additional case mis-
match produced by pa3 in relative pronoun. The nominative form kerá ‘which’ is originally pro-
duced which would introduce a subject relative, this is however immediately repaired to the accusa-
tive form as the head noun myšku ‘mouse’ is intended as the patient and direct object in the relative 
clause.

14. Examples of representative grammatical errors in the corpus:
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Figure 21: Proportion of c-units produced with phonemic errors (upper left hand panel), lexical retrieval errors (upper 
right hand panel), grammatical errors (lower left hand panel) and discourse level errors (lower right hand panel).



a. a H snažil se i do vedlejšího 0.2 do vedlejší klece utect H tou H těma dveřma ‘and H he 
was  also  trying  to  escape  to  the  adjacent-M.GEN 0.2  to  the  adjacent-F.GEN cage  H 
through the-F.SG.INS H the-F.PL.INS door’ (aa1: 42), note that two repairs were made 
here, first, the mismatched masculine adjective form is corrected to the appropriate fem-
inine form and then the singular demonstrative is repaired the plural form (door is a plu-
rale tantum in Czech)

b. a zase 0.2 spala dál 1 ‘and then 0.2 she was sleeping on’ (aa3: 186); the referent here 
was clearly a lion, a masculine noun in Czech

c. no 0.5 pak přiběhla 0.5 přiběhlo děvče 0.5 aby mu votevřela 0.5 / vona tam 0.5 <tut> 
misto aby ho vote- votevřela tak tam padla ‘and 0.5 then came-F 0.5 came-N a girl 0.5 to 
open (the door) for him-DAT 0.5 / there she 0.5 <tut> instead of ope- opening him-ACC 
she dropped down there’ (pa1: 27-28); note also the feminine form corrected to neuter 
(děvče ‘girl’ is grammatically neuter in Czech)

d. a vona na to přišla že jako je to votevřený a 0.2 že ho votevře ‘and the realized that like 
it’s open and 0.2 that she’ll open him-ACC’ (pa3: 55)

e. jo 0.2 aha 0.2 a tadydleta uvidí 0.2 H 0.2 tadydle 0.2 tu myšku kerá k- kerou <sigh> by 
si chtěla jako sníst 0.2 že by si ho sedla ‘right 0.2 yes 0.2 and this one sees 0.2 H 0.2 
this 0.2 there mouse that-NOM th- that-ACC <sigh> she’d want to eat 0.2 that would at 
him’ (pa3: 118); note also that the pronoun ho ‘him-ACC’ is ungrammatical here as it 
refers to the mouse (feminine in Czech), the form  sedla is paraphasic with the target 
most likely being snědla ‘eat up’

The other group represented by several examples in the data are reflexive pronouns. Several verbs 
are used in the corpus with the accusative reflexive pronoun form se where the dative form si is ex-
pected, such as 15.a. There are also a few cases where a reflexive pronoun is used with a verb that 
normally does not appear in the reflexive construction. These occurrences appear in retrieval prob-
lem contexts and may be interpreted as blends of the target verb and the retrieved one, such as 15.b 
where the target might be expected to have been se zvedl ‘(he) stood up’, but the verb vstal ‘got up’ 
was produced instead.

15. Substitution errors in reflexive pronouns

a. za chvíli se 0.2 H 5 (v)šiml že tam je lev ‘in a while REFL 0.2 H 5 he noticed that there 
was a lion’ (ba1: 21)

b. a (eště) ten l- lev se 1 vstal ‘and (also) the l- lion REFL 1 stood up’ (ba3: 66)

Lastly, there is a small number of cases that were coded as grammatical errors that concern word or-
der. A representative example is shown in 16 and concerns the placement of the accusative pronomi-
nal clitic ho ‘him-ACC’ which would be expected in the Wackernagel position, i.e. after the first con-
stituent of the clause which is the verb in this case (Wackernagel et al. 2020). While there are a few 
similar tokens in the subcorpus, it may well be the case that this word order pattern could be per-
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fectly acceptable, at least for some speakers.42 In any case it may be said that it is at least dispre-
ferred.

16. a 0.5 H 0.2 H 0.2 ho pustila ven 0.5 ‘and 0.5 H 0.2 H she him let out 0.5’ (ba2: 99)

4.2.4 Conclusion

I conclude this section with an overview of the general language profiles that emerge from the de-
scribed measures and a discussion of the groups and individual differences and similarities. In order 
to better understand the overall language profiles of the individual participants and their similarities 
and differences, I submitted the measures for which significant group differences were found to a 
hierarchical cluster analysis. The only exception was the mean number of modifiers which upon 
closer inspection proved to be of little descriptive value for this particular sample.43

The measures were scaled and a standard Euclidean distance matrix was computed and a hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm using the Ward’s method was performed. A solution with two clusters was 
selected as best representing the structure of the data using average silhouette width as criterion. 
The resulting cluster dendrogram is shown in Figure 22. The figure also shows distances between 
individual participants in two dimensional space.

42 The following is an example of the same pattern from oral: sem mysim řikala malemu ať to .. hodinu .. se neukazuje 
a ho nejde ani vidět ani slyšet. ‘I think I told the little one to .. for an hour .. not show himself and make himself not  
seen or heard’, where the expected order would be ... a nejde ho... with the accusative pronominal clitic placed after 
the verb. The fact that we find a similar construction is not surprising, since aphasic errors are not qualitatively dif-
ferent from what we find in neurotypical spontaneous speech as discussed, for instance, by Lehečková (2008).

43 To reiterate, the measures used for the clustering were the following: MLU, mean number of fluent trigrams, num-
ber of disfluent chunks per word, average zTTR scores from the three task, the proportion of multiclause c-units,  
mean number of verbs per c-unit, mean ratio of nouns to nouns and verb, the proportion of produced task story rele-
vant words, the proportion of sentence fragments, the proportion of interventions, and the proportion of c-units con-
taining errors.
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We see that all non-fluent participants are grouped in one cluster and the fluent speakers with apha-
sia are clustered together with neurotypical participants. This suggests that the selected measures 
can reliably identify speakers with non-fluent aphasia. The inner structure of the respective clusters 
suggests that participants aa2, aa4, and ba4 share a more similar profile within the non-fluent group. 
Similarly, we see that the neurotypical speakers are grouped together with aa1. The inspection of the 
two dimensional projection brings additional information in the picture. First, the x axis can be in-
terpreted as severity with the positive values indicating greater severity. The interpretation of the y 
axis is less clear, however, judging from the position of individual participants in the space and their 
language profiles, the y axis is most likely connected to productivity, particularly lexical diversity.  
Second, these groupings, based on the combined measures point at several relatively distinct lan-
guage profiles within the sample.
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Figure 22: Cluster dendrogram of a hierarchical cluster analysis performed on selected discourse production 
measures. The lower panel shows the distances between individual participants in a two dimensional space; 
percentages show the amount of variation accounted for by the dimension.



Starting with the non-fluent speakers, we have seen that ba4 has the most severe aphasia from the 
whole group based on the majority of the measures. His speech is characterized by single word ut-
terances or listings of nouns with very few verbs. Rather than narrating a story, ba4’s discourse is 
therefore characterized by enumerating objects and participants in the story. There is a large number 
of phonemic paraphasias connected to the participant’s having oral apraxia and also a high propor-
tion of anomic pauses.

Participants aa2 and aa4 are close to this profile but their aphasia is less severe. Both participants 
form very short c-units that typically do contain a predicate, although the average number of verbs 
is around 0.5. A large proportion of c-units with predicates are variations of the Czech existential-
presentative construction of the type ‘there be X’ (cf. also section 4.3.1). Their speech is character-
ized by lower lexical diversity and a great number of anomic pauses and abandoned c-units.

Both pa2 and ba1 are farther from the “core” non-fluent participants. The case of pa2 is interesting 
in that according to most of the measures he performed similarly to some of the less severely im-
paired fluent participants, as evidenced by the relatively short distance from participants pa1, ba2, 
and ba3. Note also that the position of pa2 in the two dimensional space is close to [0;0], suggesting 
that the participant is, as it were, an intermediary case, being not as severely impaired as aa2, aa4, 
and ba4, but also not as fluent as the speakers with mild-to-residual aphasia and the neurotypical 
participants. Subjectively, I assessed the linguistic behavior of the participant during the interview 
as highly non-fluent, but this is mainly reflected in the number of interventions and prompts on my 
part, which, as already mentioned, was caused by a marked slow-down in processing and a very 
hesitant production profile. This characteristic is also reflected in a low total number of c-units. A 
somewhat lower lexical diversity and a lower proportion of story relevant vocabulary reflect prob-
lems of noun retrieval. Lastly, ba1 is very far from the remaining participants. Her production is 
characterized by a smaller number of total c-units produced and a relatively high rate of disfluent 
chunks, resulting in a low number of fluent trigrams. These measures as well as a lower proportion 
of function words and a higher ratio of nouns to nouns and verbs place the participant in the non-
fluent group. On the other hand, she produced more multiclause units than the other non-fluent par-
ticipants and her speech has a higher lexical diversity.

When we look at the other cluster, we see participants aa3 and pa3 as one subgroup within the flu-
ent speakers. aa3’s severity is slightly higher, but other than that both participants share a distinct 
language profile discussed throughout this section. Their speech is characterized by relatively long 
c-units that contain a high number of highly frequent lemmas and have a low lexical diversity. They 
use a high number of pronouns and discourse markers which is reflected in a lower proportion of 
content words as well as a low ratio of nouns to nouns and verbs. We also find some discourse level 
errors in aa3 and pa3’s speech, caused by the use of pronominal reference without clear antecedents. 
Compared to MLU, these participants produced relatively fewer fluent trigrams. All of this suggests 
a relatively severe impairment of lexical retrieval of nouns, as also evident from a high frequency of 
retracing and administrator interventions.

ba2, ba3, and pa1 form a group that is fluent and whose speech is close to the neurotypical speakers. 
What sets these participants apart from the neurotypical group is mostly fluency. These three speak-
ers produced fewer fluent trigrams and their c-units contain more disfluent chunks. Their lexical di-
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versity is also lower compared to ac1, ac2, ac3, and aa1 and about 15 % of their respective c-units 
contain errors. While this number as such is relatively low, it is substantially higher than in the most 
fluent subgroup. Lastly, aa1 is grouped with the neurotypical speakers which is consistent with my 
subjective assessment. The participant frequently had word finding difficulties during the session, 
but his speech was relatively fluent with few reformulations or abandoned utterances and rich in in-
formation.

In conclusion,  I  hope to have provided a first  characteristic  of connected speech production in 
Czech speakers with aphasia. This characteristic has found patterns consistent with those described 
in the literature for other, typologically different languages which is in accordance with Prins and 
Bastiaanse (2004)’s review of discourse analysis in aphasia in which they claim that existing body 
of research has found no major language specific difference at this level of language production. 
The measures used in the present work were derived from the most frequently used micro-structural 
discourse indices in the literature and most of the measures successfully differentiated between non-
fluent aphasia and neurotypical speech. The failure to detect reliable differences between speakers 
with fluent aphasia and neurotypical participants was, by and large, caused by the specific profile of 
participants aa3 and pa3. Further analyses of larger samples of speakers are needed to establish if 
the proposed measures could also differentiate between neurotypical speech and anomic and resid-
ual aphasia. I also believe that the measures could be used in clinical practice with relative ease as 
they do not require advanced knowledge of linguistic theory and their coding is relatively straight-
forward and does not necessarily require a detailed token level analysis. The remaining three sec-
tions are dedicated to the demonstration of how the usage-based perspective can reveal patterns of 
linguistics behavior that may have implications for language assessment and therapy in aphasia.
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4.3 Verbs and nouns in the corpus
Having provided a detailed characteristic of the participant’s discourse production, I move on in this 
section to describe the uses of verbs and nouns in the corpus with special attention to frequency 
characteristics. In the first part I describe the production of verbs in the subcorpus with a focus on 
both grammatical and syntactic factors as well as cumulative lemma frequency. The analysis of 
nouns is concerned with possible effects of the relative frequency of individual word forms and 
paradigmatic cells of inflected nouns.

4.3.1 Lexical verbs in the subcorpus

The study of verb production and processing has been one of the focal points in the linguistic study 
of aphasia. Three main reasons can be formulated for this interest. Firstly, verbal predicates and 
their valency frames as well as the argument structure constructions they are correlated with are at 
the core of propositions and, consequently, clauses and utterances as the crucial buldings blocks of 
communicating the state of reality and the “inner world” of speakers and their beliefs and assess-
ments of external states of affairs.44 Secondly, it was already mentioned that the lingusitic research 
of aphasia has been, from a theoretical and methodological perspective, dominated by structuralist, 
rule-based approaches represented mainly by generative grammar. Generative grammar has been, in 
turn, mainly interested in syntactic structure and a point can be made that the syntactic structure of a 
given clause is by and large driven by the predicate and the configuration of the verb’s arguments 
with regards to constituents and grammatical relations. For instance a passive clause is “generated” 
based on the fact that a theme argument of a transitive verb is to be used in the subject position of  
the given clause. This “syntactocentric” view drives the interest to understand how verbs and clause 
structure function in impaired language. The third reason comes from clinical practice and the ob-
servation that verbs can be markedly more affected compared to other parts of speech in some apha-
sia  types.  It  has  long been  established that  speakers  with  non-fluent  aphasia,  particularly  with 
Broca’s aphasia produce discourses with fewer verbs, have difficulties in confrontational verb nam-
ing, and encounter problems in verb comprehension (e.g. Rossi & Bastiaanse 2008; or Flanderková 
2019). Numerous frameworks and theories have been proposed to explain these difficulties, such as 
the Argument Structure Complexity Hypothesis, the Trace Deletion Hypothesis, or the adaptation 
strategy proposals, discussed in section 2.2. Recall also that the few experimental studies conducted 
on Czech aphasia by Flanderková and collaborators have focused on verb processing (Flanderková 
et al. 2014; Hudousková et al. 2014).

The aim of this section is to describe verb production in the subcorpus and to explore any potential 
differences between participants with different aphasia types and language profiles. I focus on vari-
ables that are derived from argument structure, such as transitivity, number of arguments, or gram-
matical voice. These were selected because a body of research conducted has shown that speakers 
with agrammatic aphasia have more difficulties when processing verbs with more complex argu-
ment structure  (Thompson 2003) and verbs that can be analyzed as involving movement, such as 

44 The term argument structure construction is specific to Construction Grammar and refers to abstract clause schemas 
that are associated with the expression of certain types of events and actions (Goldberg 1995), e.g. the English di-
transitive construction would have a preverbal subject slot expressing a “transferrer”  and two postverbal slots with  
a NP expressing the transferred object and a to-PP expressing the “transferee”. Such a generalized construction 
combines with sematically compatible verbs such as give.
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passives or unaccusatives (Bastiaanse & van Zonneveld 2005). I was therefore interested to see if it 
was the case that some of the participants in the sample produced markedly fewer verbs falling 
within these categories, particularly the non-fluent participants aa2, aa4, and ba4 who presented 
with some traces of agrammatism during the interviews. Frequency of use is the other variable of 
interest in the present analysis. I already discussed in section 2.5 that one of the main contributions 
of linguistic analyses of aphasia employing the usage-based framework has been the finding that 
frequency-based constructional preferences of individual verbs modulate the processing of transi-
tive and unaccusative uses of verbs (i.e. the Lexical Bias Hypothesis (Gahl 2002)). Such an analysis 
is outside the scope of the present work and a more simple and coarse grained assessment of the in-
fluence of cumulative lemma frequency on ease of retrieval is presented in this section. I explore 
not only the number and type of verbs produced by participants but also disfluencies that occurred 
in the context of verb retrieval in the data. The occurrence of disfluencies such as hesitation sounds 
or silent pauses was used as a marker of increased processing load during word finding (see section 
4.4.2).

4.3.1.1 Data preparation

A total of 1291 tokens of lexical verbs, including phonemic paraphasias with clearly recoverable 
targets, were extracted from the subcorpus and further annotated to compare verb production of in-
dividual participants. The neurotypical speakers ac1, ac2, and ac3 were included in the analysis for 
reference. The verbs were annotated for the following variables.45

• semantic class: All of the verbs were grouped into semantic classes based on the basic Halli-
dayan  distinction  between  material,  mental,  and  referential  process  types  (Halliday  & 
Matthiessen 2014: chap. 5), behavioral and verbal types that also appear in Halliday’s classi-
fication were grouped with the mental type.

• verb lemma: Reflexive pronouns were included as part of the lemma such that reflexive and 
non-reflexive uses were counted as two unique types, e.g. vzbudit ‘wake someone’ and vzbu-
dit.se ‘wake’.

• presence of any disfluency preceding the verb: All silent pauses, hesitations, word fragments 
and “intrusive” markers were coded as disfluencies. Cases in which the disfluency appears 
in the “auxiliary” complex of the lexical verb or before a reflexive pronoun immediately 
preceding the verb were also included (17.d and e). Repetitions were treated such that only 
the last repeated token was included in the analysis. Retracing was treated as follows. If the 
repair targeted a phonemic paraphasia or a grammatical error, only the repaired token was 
included. In cases where a produced verb was repaired to a different lemma, both tokens 
were kept for analysis and this information was marked in the coding scheme.

17. Examples of different context coded as disfluent

a. a H 0.2 dělá takove baletní představení ‘and he’s H 0.2 doing sort of a ballet perfor-
mance’ (ac2: 193); this represent the standard and most frequent situation when the 
verb is preceded by silent and/or filled pauses

45 Note that some of the variables were already available from the subcorpus, e.g. lemma frequency.
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b. a byli spolu ššasny ‘and they were were happy together’ (pa3: 81); direct repetitions 
were counted as disfluencies

c. a řekl bych že tím to víceméně skončilo když potom s- teda slezl dolů ‘and I’d say 
that with that the story was more or less over after he c- well climbed down from 
the pole’ (ac1: 235); a small number of tokens contained a word fragment followed 
by a marker of repair, such as teda ‘well, actually’ or nebo ‘or’

d. von H tam H se usmál a ‘there H he H REFL smiled and’ (aa1: 71); disfluencies oc-
curring before the sequence AUX/REFL + verb were included in the analysis

e. takže tu logiku 0.5 H 0.2 sem nepochopil ‘so the logic I 0.5 H 0.2 didn’t understand’ 
(aa3: 232)

• whether the verb is part of a multiverb construction: Verb tokens occurring in a modal or 
phase verb construction were coded as multiverb (e.g.  mám to vyprávět celý znova jako 
‘should I tell the whole of it again, then’) to account for additional syntactic complexity.

• voice: Verbs were classified as active, anticausative and passive, medium and reflexive, and 
reflexive tantum.

• number of obligatory arguments: The number of arguments was decided according to Vallex 
4.0 (Lopatková et al. 2020). Verbs that lack an entry in this dictionary were annotated ana-
logically to semantically related entries (e.g.  zabouchnout ‘to slam shut’ was based on the 
frame of zavřít ‘close’).

• transitivity: Verbs were coded as transitive or intransitive based on the Vallex entries. Pas-
sive and anticausative uses were marked intransitive. Verbs that take either a direct object or 
a clausal complement were coded as transitive in the former situation and as having an in-
transitive frame in the latter.

• semantic roles in argument structure: A complete list of semantic roles of the given verb was 
coded based on its Vallex entry and the semantics of the verb. A simplified coding was de-
veloped with the roles summarized in Table 17.
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role characteristic

agent agent. volitional argument with control over the event expressed by 
the verb

patient patient or theme, stimulus

undergoer non-volitional argument affected by the verb

recipient recipient

spatial role any spatial role (goal, location, source, etc.) 

state or property prototypically a copular complement in the construction X is Y

verb used for lexical verbs that have a verbal complement (the verbs za-
čít/začínat ‘begin’ and přestat/přestávat ‘stop’)

Table 17: Overview of semantic roles used in the annotation.

• presence and type of direct object in transitive verbs: Transitive verbs were annotated for di-
rect object expression (NP, pronoun, clausal complement, no object), verbs that do not re-
quire a direct object were marked accordingly.

• Cumulative lemma frequency was extracted from spoken and written corpora and log-trans-
formed, lemmas without corpus attestation were coded as zero frequency and excluded from 
relevant analyses.

Using this annotation, I proceed to compare verb use by individual participants and groups.

4.3.1.2 Description of data

The analysis of the data has two main objectives. First, I explore individual profiles and differences 
with regard to the morphosyntax of the verbs, i.e. the use of tense and voice and argument structure, 
to the predicate classes produced, and to cumulative lemma frequency. I subsequently focus on the 
potential relationship of these variables with the occurrence of disfluencies.

Table 18 summarizes the total number of verb tokens produced by individual participants with the 
total number of c-units produced over the three tasks in the subcorpus and the mean number of 
verbs produced per c-unit repeated here from Table 11 in Section 4.2.1. Before I proceed to describe 
the verb production patterns in more detail, I would like to reiterate here the basic observation that 
the non-fluent speakers produced less verbs than both the fluent and the neurotypical group which is 
in line with previous research. 

participant group verb tokens produced c-units produced mean verb per c-unit

aa1 clinical 125 103 1.27

aa2 clinical 80 159 0.616
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aa3 clinical 144 168 1.03

aa4 clinical 34 77 0.468

ba1 clinical 32 41 0.805

ba2 clinical 139 122 1.18

ba3 clinical 120 114 1.15

ba4 clinical 10 89 0.135

pa1 clinical 95 87 1.11

pa2 clinical 48 51 0.941

pa3 clinical 135 106 1.38

ac1 nbd 142 108 1.47

ac2 nbd 120 108 1.21

ac3 nbd 67 63 1.14

Table 18: Overview of verb production of individual participants.

4.3.1.3 Tense and voice

Figure 23 summarizes the use of the past and non-past verb forms produced by the participants. No-
tice that the proportion of past and non-past tense uses is plotted for the three tasks individually. The 
reason for this is that CHAPLIN and COMIC aimed to elicit narrative discourse while descriptive dis-
course was expected for  LADA.  This is reflected by the distribution of past  and non-past forms 
across the tasks for the majority of participants, regardless of fluency. The only exceptions are ac2 
and, to an extent, ac3 who preferred the use of non-past across the tasks. We see an increase in non-
past uses in the COMIC task which may be explained by the fact that the elicitation of narrative dis-
course may have been less successful in this task compared to CHAPLIN. This may have been caused 
by the nature of the stimulus, i.e. three static pictures in a sequence and the relative difficulty of the  
task. The predominant proportion of non-past forms in LADA indicates a successful elicitation of de-
scriptive discourse. This comparison also suggests that there are no preferences for the past or the 
non-past in the individual speakers of aphasia regardless of diagnosis. The pattern of use of ac2 and 
ac3 can be explained in terms of idiosyncratic narrative style differences.
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However, two things do deserve a further comment. First, it should be kept in mind that the partici -
pants aa4 and ba4 produced a very small number of verb tokens, ba4 produced a total of nine finite 
verb tokens (4, 4, 1), while aa4 produced a relatively high number of tokens in the CHAPLIN task 
(23), but only a limited number of forms in the other two (four and five respectively). Secondly, an 
interesting case is the proportion of tenses produced by aa3 in the chaplin task. The proportion of 
both tenses is almost 1:1, which is very unusual compared to the other participants. The visualiza-
tion of past and non-past uses across aa3’s c-units in Figure 24 shows three “switches” between pre-
dominantly past and non-past verb turns, approximately around turns 70, 130, and 180. A closer in-
spection of the data shows that these switches were caused by sections of the narrative where the 
participant encountered greater problems with lexical retrieval and the present tense dominated par-
ts correspond to collaborative repairs and commentative utterances of the speaker.
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Figure 23: Proportion of past and non-past tense uses across the three tasks; number in column indicate token count.

Figure 24: Production of past and non-past tense by participant aa3 in individual c-units in the chaplin task.



Figure 25 shows the proportion of the active and “passive-reflexive” verb uses. Note that tantum re-
flexive verbs were grouped with active non-reflexives, while anticausatives were grouped with re-
flexive and medium uses. Again, we see an expected pattern of a high proportion of active voice 
uses.  A group comparison  between  fluent  (participants  with  aphasia  and  neurotypical  speakers 
grouped together) and nonfluent participants did not reveal any significant differences (U = 25, p = 
0.33). A look at individual production suggests that differences in the use of the active and passive-
reflexive voice are most likely driven by individual framings of the narratives and descriptions. An-
other contributing factor in participants aa2, aa3, pa3, and, to an extent, ba2 and ba3 is a lower lexi-
cal diversity and reliance on a lower number of highly frequent verbs, typically be, have, and go.

4.3.1.4 Transitivity and number of arguments

The next step was to focus on argument structure and transitivity as these have been reported to 
modulate verb production at least in agrammatic aphasia. When we look at transitivity first (Figure 
26), we see that the use of transitive and intransitive verbs is relatively similar across participants 
with the non-fluent speakers aa2, aa4, and ba1 having even produced an above-average proportion 
of transitive verbs. The similar may be said about the number of arguments that are indicated as 
obligatory in their valency frames, as shown in Figure 27. Participants produced a majority of two- 
or three-argument verbs. Note that these counts refer to verb tokens rather than types and that they 
include intransitive verbs with two arguments. With one of the most frequently used verbs in the 
subcorpus being být ‘be’ it might be hypothesized that these proportions are due to a generally high 
frequency of the copular construction. However, this turns out not to be the case. When this verb is 
excluded the pattern stays the same.
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In order to account for this possibility that it is not just transitivity and number of arguments but 
rather the syntactic complexity of the argument structure that influences verb production, I created 
an additional variable, argument complexity, based on the hypotheses of Thompson (2003) and Bas-
tiaanse and van Zonneveld (2005). Verbs were coded as being “argument-structurally” complex if it 
was used transitively, if it had the “passive-reflexive” voice label, or, to account of unaccusativity, if 
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Figure 26: Proportion of transitive and intransitive verbs; numbers in columns indicate token count.

Figure 27: The proportion of uses of verbs with one, two, and three obligatory arguments; numbers in columns indicate 
token counts.



the semantic roles in the verb’s argument structure included only a patient or an undergoer, defined 
for the purposes of the present work as a (potentially) sentient referent that has something happen to 
themself that the undergoer does not have any influence over. Figure  28 shows the proportion of 
uses of simplex and complex verbs across participants.

We see that participants aa4 and ba1 have a relatively high proportion of complex frames. This is 
due to a relatively high number of transitive verbs produced by aa4, while ba1 also produced a num-
ber of unaccusative verbs. However, in group comparison, the group of neurotypical speakers has a 
slightly higher statistically significant (U = 3, p = 0.0385) overall proportion of uses of verbs with 
complex frames. This difference is relatively small; the proportion of complex argument structure 
uses was above 0.5 in all three neurotypical speakers, while the values of participants with aphasia 
were on the whole below 0.45 (mean = 0.436 (sd 0.089), median = 0.425 (interquartile range 0.04)). 
Easier access to such verbs and constructions in non-brain-damaged speakers thus cannot be ruled 
out. However, one should be careful to interpret this difference too strongly given the size of the 
sample and further research would be needed.

An additional parameter that I explored in relation to argument structure and transitivity was the 
proportion of transitive verbs that lack an overtly expressed object in the data. As can be seen in 
Figure 29, this proportion is relatively high in participants aa2, aa3, and aa4. While some of the c-
unit produced with no object are effectively ungrammatical others are just cases of verbs with a 
contextually or lexically retrievable object or class of objects that are perfectly acceptable in Czech 
(cf. 18.a and b). However, it is important to keep in mind that the production of a verb with a direct  
object drop, such as 18.b is still an active choice on part of the speaker who could have opted for an 
utterance such as  maminka něco vaří ‘mom is cooking something’ and decided not to, based on 
their aims and communicative context.46 Thus, rather than interpreting this trend visible in some of 
the participants as having to do with a reduced capability to process predicates with more complex 

46 It also follows from this discussion that a majority of participants did opt for a strategy with an explicit object in 
similar contexts.
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valency structure, the increased frequency of predicates used without direct objects may be a form 
of adaptation strategy to reduce risk of cognitive overload in the sense of Kolk and colleagues (e.g. 
Kolk & Heeschen 1992; Kolk 1995; Hartsuiker & Kolk 1998).

18. Transitive verbs produced without direct object

a. maminka 1 hledá 0.2 H 0.5 H hledá 3 H ‘mom 1 is looking for 0.2 H 0.5 H looking for 
3 H’ (aa2: 245); a similar utterance would only be acceptable if the object was already 
mentioned and highly activated from preceding discourse, which was not the case here

b. maminka 3 vaří ‘mom 3 is cooking’ (aa2: 159); when focus is on the action of cooking 
as such, an object drop is perfectly acceptable in Czech

Figure  30 offers a summary of the proportions of Hallidayan process types used by participants. 
These are again plotted individually for each task because genre-based differences may be again ex-
pected. This is exactly what we find when we compare lada to chaplin and comic: there is a higher 
proportion of relational predicates which are, by and large, instances of the copular construction.
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Figure 29: Proportion of transitive verbs with direct object omission; numbers in columns indicate token counts.



When we look at individual differences, we see a relatively higher proportion of relational predi-
cates in the CHAPLIN task in participants aa2, aa3, aa4, ba3, and pa3. This high proportion of the ref-
erential predicates indicates that these participants produced a discourse with less narrative charac-
ter.  Moreover, participants aa2 and aa4 have a nonfluent aphasia with relatively higher severity 
compared to the whole group which is connected to an increased difficulty of verb retrieval and it is 
thus not surprising that a high proportion of their tokens are instantiations of the copular construc-
tion which has a very high frequency. In fact, four out of the 14 relational tokens and seven out of  
nine tokens, produced by aa2 and aa4 respectively, are instances of the existential-presentative con-
struction with two word order variant N tam byl and tam byl N ‘there was a N’ as exemplified in 19.

19. tam byl 0.5 H 0.5 židl- ne 0.5 ži- H 3 H 0.2 židle 0.5 ne 5 voda ‘there was 0.5 H 0.5 chai- no 
0.5 chai- H 3 H 0.2 chair 0.5 no 5 water’ (aa2: 82); note also that the verb form here is mas-
culine while both the produced nouns are feminine which might be interpreted such that the 
participant relies on this partially fixed pattern tam byl N in situations of increased utterance 
planning difficulty

A similar point may be made for aa3 and pa3. The language profiles of these participants can be 
characterized with a high number of relatively long c-units which are subjectively relatively low in 
information value due to a high frequency of pronouns and discourse markers and a relatively lower 
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number of lexically specific items. An overuse of the copula construction fits well within this pat-
tern. Recall also that Boye and Harder  (2012)’s theory predicts that speakers with fluent aphasia 
will have problems with the retrieval of lexical items. While the copula in Czech would by their cri-
teria be classified as lexical, one might argue that on the cline view of lexical and grammatical  
items copulas would be somewhere in a transitional zone between prototypical lexical and prototyp-
ical grammatical items. A closer look at participant ba3, who does not fit in either of the profiles de-
scribed, reveals that nine out of the 21 uses of být occur in commentative or retracing “meta”-con-
texts, such as 20, which are not part of the main narrative/discourse frame.

20. Commentative uses of be in ba3’s production (ba3: 26, 27, 29, 30)

a. no to to to není maringotka / to je něco něco jinýho no / to je něco jinýho / to (je) prostě  
klec 0.2 klec ‘well that that that isn’t a caravan / that is something something else / that 
is something else / that is simply a cage 0.2 a cage

4.3.1.5 Frequency and lexical diversity of verbs

The last two factors to be discussed are frequency and type:token ratio. Figure 31 shows the distri-
bution of log-transformed frequency of the verb lemma types produced by individual participants in 
oral. Reflexive and non-reflexive forms of verbs are treated as instances of the same type in this fig-
ure because these two uses are not differentiated in the corpus.

A comparison of the median values across the three groups using the Kruskal-Wallis test has shown 
a significant difference between the groups (χ2

(2) = 6.79, p = 0.03), however a post hoc pairwise 
comparison using Dunn’s test was not significant for any of the pairs. However, a comparison of in-
dividual profiles suggests that the fluent group produced verbs that are generally higher in fre-
quency compared to both the nonfluent participants and the neurotypical speakers. When one looks 
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at individual verbs, it is apparent that particularly participants participants aa3, ba2, ba3, and pa3 
produced a high number of tokens of the verb být ‘be’. This result is not surprising given the fact 
that fluent aphasia types are characterized by lexical retrieval difficulties. We also know that fre-
quency facilitates retrieval. The expected pattern for the group presented here would be such that 
there will be a lower number of verb tokens produced by the speakers with nonfluent aphasia, while 
the persons with fluent aphasia will produce more high frequency verbs, which is exactly the pattern 
that can be seen in the data.

This is further corroborated by lexical diversity of the verbs in the sample. As can be seen in Table 
19 the type token ratio of participants aa3 and pa3 in particular are substantially lower and partici-
pants ba2 and ba3 reflect a similar trend. On the other hand, the nonfluent participants have very 
high TTRs which is explained by the fact that they produced a low number of tokens overall. The 
only exception to this is aa2 who produced a relatively high number of tokens and only a few types. 
This is related to a specific style of the participant, already discussed. First, rather than a narrative,  
he produced a descriptive discourse resulting in a high frequency of the existential-presentative con-
struction. Second, there was a high number of persevering in the participant’s production combined 
with word finding difficulties, as can be seen in 21. Notice that the pattern in a way overlaps with  
the existential construction (there be N v. there run around N). The high TTR of ac3 is caused by 
the narrative style of the participant who used a very concise and brief narrative in which the indi-
vidual foregrounded component events of the story were stringed together without further elabora-
tion. 

21. Example of a persevering use of the verb ‘run’ in aa2’s production (aa2: 17-19):

a. H 0.2 a 1 tam 1 běal chaplin 1 no 0.5 / a 0.2 tam 0.2 běhal ne 0.2 H 0.2 aha 0.2 / a 0.5 
<sigh> 1 H 0.2 tam 1 běhal 1 H 1 H 0.2 tam běhal 1 chaplin 0.2 v kleci  ‘H 0.2 and 1 
there 1 was running around chaplin 1 well 0.5 / and 0.2 there 0.2 he was running around 
no 0.2 H 0.2 aha 0.2 / and 0.5 <sigh> 1 H 0.2 there 1 was running around 1 H 1 H 0.2 
there was running around 1 chaplin 0.2 in a cage’

participant token fq type fq ttr

aa1 56 37 0.661

aa2 44 19 0.432

aa3 84 33 0.393

aa4 24 15 0.625

ba1 21 17 0.81

ba2 88 47 0.534

ba3 60 32 0.533

ba4 4 4 1
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pa1 48 31 0.646

pa2 25 19 0.76

pa3 73 25 0.342

ac1 97 61 0.629

ac2 70 47 0.671

ac3 39 33 0.846

Table 19: Lexical diversity of verbs produced by participants.

There is one more interesting pattern related to frequency and the way it interacts with the structural 
variables. While it  has been discussed in the literature that patients with nonfluent,  particularly 
agrammatic, aphasia have more difficulties in the production of verbs that are transitive and have 
more arguments in their valency frame, which is not directly reflected in this data. There is a tenta-
tive explanation for this. A closer inspection of transitivity and number of arguments with respect to 
frequency revealed a visible tendency for the high frequency verb tokens to be either transitive or 
intransitive 2-argument verbs. When we look at the verb tokens produced by the nonfluent partici-
pants, there is a significant weak correlation between lemma frequency and number of arguments (r 
= 0.28, p = 0.00008, 95 % CI = 0.144 – 0.404). It may thus be the case that the non-fluent partici-
pants do not produce comparatively fewer transitive (and “multi-argument”) verbs overall because 
the transitive and thus, on some accounts, structurally more complex verbs produced are simultane-
ously high frequency words.

4.3.1.6 Disfluencies in verb production

In the remainder of this section I present an analysis of the relationship of verbs produced with dis-
fluencies with the characteristics of the verbs. Disfluencies are treated as a proxy to difficulty of re-
trieval. The usage-based analysis of language in aphasia adopts the premise that problems in lan-
guage processing are caused by a lack of processing resources/processing overload while the repre-
sentations remain intact. “Mainstream” accounts of the processing impairments in aphasia are based 
on syntactic complexity. This predicts that verb tokens that are more complex because their argu-
ment structure requires more complements to produce a grammatical clause or as a result of a va-
lency changing operation involving movement (under a generative analysis) will be more prone to 
error or disfluent production. On the other hand, the usage-based approach stresses the role of per-
formance factors, particularly frequency, and would predict that verbs with low lemma frequency 
will be produced less fluently. In order to explore the contribution of these two clusters of variables 
to the fluency of verb production, I used the variables discussed above to explore their role fluency. 
Table 20 summarizes the number of fluently and disfluently produced verbs in the sample. The table 
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shows an expected pattern based on the language profiles of individual speakers. Participants with a 
higher proportion of disfluent chunks overall also produced more verbs disfluently.

participant fluent tokens disfluent tokens proportion of disfluent tokens

aa1 108 17 0.14

aa2 37 43 0.54

aa3 104 40 0.28

aa4 19 15 0.44

ba1 15 17 0.53

ba2 77 62 0.45

ba3 80 40 0.33

ba4 3 7 0.7

pa1 83 12 0.13

pa2 37 11 0.23

pa3 113 22 0.16

ac1 121 21 0.15

ac2 96 24 0.2

ac3 61 6 0.09

Table 20: Number and proportion of verbs produced fluently and with disfluencies by participants.

Figure  32 show the proportion of  fluent  and disfluent  production of verbs  with more complex 
frames and unaccusative and unergative verbs. We see that both types of verbs have very similar 
patterns and no influence of argument structure complexity can be concluded.
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When we turn to lemma frequency, a pattern begins to emerge. Figure 33 shows the distribution of 
fluent and disfluent production in relation to log-transformed ORAL frequencies. These figures re-
veal an interesting group pattern. We see a difference between the fluent and nonfluent participants 
such that the fluent participants have higher proportions of disfluent production in verbs with lower 
frequency. On the other hand, the participants from the nonfluent group have comparable propor-
tions of fluency regardless of frequency.
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Figure 32: Proportion of fluent and disfluent production in verbs with complex (upper panel) and simplex (lower panel) 
argument structure; columns indicate token counts.



In order to explore this relationship further, I conducted a classification and regression tree analysis, 
using the following variables. Mean length of utterance, mean number of fluently produced tri-
grams, and mean number of disfluency chunks per word were used as a proxy for fluency. The log-
transformed oral frequency of the lemma was used as a frequency measure and argument complex-
ity was entered along with the annotation of multiverb construction occurrences to account for 
structural factors. I also included the Hallidayan process type as a combined characteristic of lexical 
semantics and valency. Two additional variables were included in the model: the position of the 
verb token in the c-unit and the total number of fully-formed words produced in the c-unit. The re-
sulting model had the following structure: disfluency occurrence ~ MLU + mean trigram count + 
difluency per word + oral log frequency + argument complexity + occurrence in multiverb con-
struction + Hallidayan process type + position of token within c-unit + length of c-unit in words. 
Participant ba4 was excluded from the analysis because he only produced ten verb tokens. The re-
sulting solution is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 33: Raincloud plot of log-transformed lemma frequencies of verb tokens produced with disfluencies (upper 
panel) and tokens produced fluently (lower panel).



We find the mean number of disfluencies per word as the most important factor in node 1. This is  
not very surprising given the fact that the dependent variable is the occurrence of disfluency. The 
nonfluent group delimited by the split in node 1 includes participants aa2, aa3, aa4, ba1, ba2, ba3,  
and pa3.

Focusing on the nonfluent group first, we see that the Hallidayan process type plays a role in node 7 
differentiating between material verbs on the one hand and mental and relational verbs on the other.  
The split in material verbs in node 15 is based on the position of the token in the c-unit which shows 
that verbs that occur in the onset of the c-unit are on the whole more fluent, indicating that the far-
ther the target word in the utterance is the higher the probability of disfluency is. It should be noted, 
however, that disfluencies and other para-linguistic phenomena were taken into account while num-
bering the sequences of tokens in c-units, i.e. first position of a verb in a c-unit necessarily implies  
its having been produced fluently. Seven out of 27 material verbs produced in position 2 are pre-
ceded by a disfluency in the sample out of the total 37 tokens in node 16. We see that material verbs 
produced by the nonfluent participants that are in position 3 or farther in the c-unit have on the 
whole a high proportion of disfluently produced tokens.  No additional factor in the model was 
found to play a role in disfluency occurrence. Turning to the mental and process verbs under node 7, 
we find the number of disfluencies per word to play a role, differentiating between the more fluent 
participants aa3, ba3, and pa3 (node 9) and the less fluent participants (aa2, aa4, ba1, ba2). Node 12 
supports the finding that position within c-unit plays an important role in this group with verbs oc-
curring towards the onset of the c-unit. The split under node 9 differentiates between mental and re-
lational verbs which are on the whole more fluent. The relational group is mostly comprised of the 
tokens of být ‘be’ and several tokens of mít ‘have’ which are both extremely frequent verbs, while 
the group of mental tokens has a high number of instances of  nevím ‘I don’t know’ followed by 
neumím ‘I don’t know how to’ and nepochopil ‘(I) didn’t understand’. These are all highly formu-
laic expressions and account for a substantial number of fluently produced tokens.47 However, one 

47 It should be noted that particularly nevím occurs frequently as a discourse management device rather than a fully 
lexical verb. Such cases along with tokens such as vidíte ‘you see’ or počkej ‘wait’ which also function as pragmatic 
markers were excluded from the analysis and only “literal”, non-pragmatic uses of nevím were kept in the sample.
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also finds cases of disfluently produced nevím, such as 22. However, these disfluencies can be inter-
preted as connected to a failed retrieval of a target word which is signaled by this token.

22. no 0.2 nevím hm ‘well 0.2 I don’t know hm’ (ba3: 171)

If we focus on the more fluent participants, we see a clear effect of lemma frequency under node 2 
with verbs with cumulative log-frequency over 3.123 (i.e. approximately 23 pmw) resulting in more 
fluent production. Finally, node 3 shows an effect of argument complexity which, however, suggests 
that verbs with simplex frames were produced with more disfluencies than the ones with complex 
frames. This simplex group under node 4 consists of tokens produced by the neurotypical partici-
pants and by aa1 and pa1.48 On closer inspection, a number of the disfluently produced tokens in 
this group includes reformulations and repairs, such as 23.

23. Representative examples of disfluent prodution of verbs with simplex frames

a. no 0.5 pak přiběhla 0.5 přiběhlo děvče … ‘well 0.5 then came-f 0.5 came-n a girl-n …’ 
(pa1: 27); the disfluency is not caused by the retrieval of the verb as such but rather by 
an agreement error caused by a mismatch between biological and grammatical gender 
of the subject noun (cf. example 14.c on page 84)

b. ch- doch- přichází tam 0.5 ženská s H 1 nádobou … ‘g- arri- is coming there 0.5 a 
woman with H 1 a container …’ (aa1: 152); the participant has activated several com-
peting verbs and is trying to select the appropriate for the context (the word fragments 
suggest the verbs chodit ‘go-IMPF’ and dojít ‘arrive’)

We can thus see that rather than structural complexity, it is frequency (and fixity) and other perfor-
mance factors, such as the position of the target verb within a c-unit which explains some of the dis-
fluencies preceding verbs in the sample.

4.3.1.7 Conclusion

In this section I described the production of verbs by individual participants with respect to struc-
tural complexity and frequency. This exploratory analysis has revealed no systematic group differ-
ences in tense use, individual differences most likely reflect personal narrative styles. When we 
look at verb production in participants with lower levels of fluency and frequency is also accounted 
for, an interesting pattern emerges. These participants do not on the whole prefer intransitive or one-
argument verbs. However, there is a correlation between transitivity and number of arguments on 
the one hand and lemma frequency on the other such that this group produced transitive verbs with 
an overall higher frequency, underlining the importance of including this variable in analyses of 
aphasic (verb) production. These participants also tend to produce more transitive verbs with direct 
object elipsis which may be interpreted as an adaptation strategy to decrease processing load. We 
also see an overuse of the existential-presentative construction X být tam which is in line with the 
general assumptions of the usage-based framework as this  construction may be predicted to be 
highly entrenched and easily accessible which in turn would mean that more processing resources 
may be allocated to noun retrieval. The data also show that neurotypical speakers produced more 
verbs with complex argument structure as defined by Thompson  (2003) and Bastiaanse and van 

48 A single token was contributed by pa2.
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Zonneveld (2005). Participants aa3 and pa3 produced verbs with an overall higher lemma frequency 
and with low lexical diversity which is consistent with their general language profile as described in 
section 4.2.4.

The analysis of the distribution of disfluencies with regards to argument structure complexity and 
frequency did not indicate that verbs with complex argument frames induce more difluencies. On 
the other hand, lemma frequency does predict the occurrence of disfluencies in more fluent partici-
pants. The Hallidayan process type is a predictor in the non-fluent group such that referential predi-
cates, mostly be and have, which are incidentally also highly frequent, induce less disfluencies. 
Mental predicates were also produced more fluently which can be explained by the use of tokens 
that were used in a commentative function outside the actual narratives and descriptions, such as ne-
vím ‘I don’t know’.

In conclusion, the production of verbs in the subcorpus has shown effects of lemma frequency and 
the interplay of the distributional characteristics of verb lemmas with argument structure. Despite 
the fact that this was not the objective of this particular analysis, there is also some indication of the 
role of (partially) lexically specific constructions. These findings stress the importance of account-
ing for these factors which are an integral part of the usage-based approach.

4.3.2 Nominal inflection

The remainder of this section is concerned with a similar, albeit much shorter, description of noun 
inflection in the subcorpus. Czech is a morphologically complex, highly inflecting language which 
is one of the reasons it may be of interest for usage-based aphasia research. The research on aphasia 
in morphologically complex languages similar to Czech has reported a tendency for the use of unin-
flected/citation/unmarked word forms (Lehečková 1986). The grammar of Czech noun inflection is 
of a substantial complexity. Nouns are inflected for gender, number, and case. There are three gen-
ders with several inflectional classes and case syncretism (grammatical homonymy) is widespread 
as evidence by #table with an overview of two feminine inflection classes. Importantly, particular 
word forms and paradigm cells do not have equal probability of occurrence in texts. A substantial 
proportion of occurrences of individual lemmas is typically accounted for just by two to four word 
forms/number-case combinations. This is to a large extent driven by lexical semantics of a given 
lemma, as evidenced in Table 21 which lists the first four most frequent number-case uses in a cor-
pus of spoken Czech for the lemmas  knedlík ‘dumpling’,  vlak ‘train’,  byt ‘apartment’,  and  pes 
‘dog’.

Based on the functions and meanings of cases, one can assume that an apartment is something one 
has (accusative) or lives/stays in (locative), a dumpling is something one makes or eats in greater 
quantities (plural accusative), a dog as a living creature appears frequently as an agent in events 
(nominative) or is something people own (accusative), and train is something people travel on (in-
strumental) or wait for (accusative).

byt knedlík pes vlak

num case rel fq num case rel fq num case rel fq num case rel fq
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sg acc .605 pl acc .321 sg nom .369 sg ins .348

sg loc .126 pl nom .183 sg acc .216 sg acc .216

sg gen .1 sg acc .172 pl ins .097 sg loc .111

sg nom .073 sg nom .086 pl nom .081 sg gen .097

Table 21: Grammatical profiles of the lemmas byt 'apartment', knedlík 'dumpling', pes 'dog', and vlak 'train' expressed 
as relative frequency of paradigmatic cells; num = number, rel fq = relative frequency.

This nature of Czech may be of particular interest to a usage-based study of aphasia, since some of 
the nouns have a high frequency of use in number-case combinations that differ morphologically 
from the citation form which may cause a  tension between morphological  complexity and fre-
quency. The aim of this analysis was to explore the production of inflected forms by individual par-
ticipants  and their  distributional  characteristics.  A very  general  expectation  may be  formulated 
based on the usage-based assumptions. One might predict that participants with reduced levels of 
fluency will produce a lower number of inflected forms and that they will produce a lower number  
of inflected items with low relative frequency. In a way, this analysis follows up on the findings of 
Lehečková  (1986; 2001; 2009) who describes that speakers with agrammatic and paragrammatic 
symptoms tend to use the nominative, i.e. the citation form, instead of other, context appropriate 
case form. The present description is to the best of my knowledge the first to explore the relation-
ship between relative frequency and the use of nominal inflectional morphology.

4.3.3 Data preparation

I extracted all 1181 fully formed noun tokens from the subcorpus and annotated those for the fol-
lowing variables. Both the speakers with aphasia and the neurotypical participants were included in 
this analysis.

- Gender, number and case of the token.

- Whether the produced word form was phonemically paraphasic.

- Whether the noun is a proper or a generic noun.

- Whether the word form differs from the citation form.

- Relative frequency: Using the lemmas, I consequently extracted full grammatical profiles, 
i.e. all noun-case combinations and their relative frequencies, for the nouns, using frequency 
data from ORAL and  SYN2020. Rank order and relative frequency of the paradigmatic cell 
were computed for noun tokens.

Using these variables, I compared inflected and uninflected word forms produced by individual par-
ticipants with regards frequency.
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4.3.3.1 Description of data

Table 22 summarizes the token frequencies of generic and proper nouns produced by individual par-
ticipants as well as the mean number of nouns per c-unit in relation to the total number of fully-
formed words, number of c-units, and MLU (cf. Table 11).

participant group.clin
generic 
nouns

proper 
nouns

mean nouns / c-
unit mlu tokens c-unit count

aa1 fluent 115 12 1.23 7.515 790 103

aa2 nfluent 116 2 0.74 2.830 508 159

aa3 fluent 84 4 0.52 5.381 957 168

aa4 nfluent 66 0 0.86 2.714 225 77

ac1 nbd 130 4 1.24 8.065 915 108

ac2 nbd 108 5 1.05 5.611 621 108

ac3 nbd 73 4 1.22 5.571 360 63

ba1 nfluent 47 0 1.15 3.780 157 41

ba2 fluent 105 6 0.91 5.254 663 122

ba3 fluent 99 3 0.89 5.991 759 114

ba4 nfluent 47 3 0.56 2.000 178 89

pa1 fluent 61 4 0.75 5.414 488 87

pa2 nfluent 35 1 0.71 4.235 221 51

pa3 fluent 45 2 0.44 7.057 806 106

Table 22: Production of generic and proper nouns by participants

We see that the numbers follow the general language profiles of the participants. Participants aa3 
and pa3 stand out in this respect compared to the rest of the participants. These two participants 
share a profile characterized by relatively long utterances and a high number of tokens produced but 
a simultaneous low number of noun tokens. This is due to the high number of pronouns, adverbials,  
conjunctions, “particles”, and interjections, resulting in a pattern of relatively long utterances and 
discourses with low information load.

Table 23 shows lexical diversity of nouns across participants. Notice the difference between partici-
pants aa3 and pa3 who both produced a lower number of noun tokens while their TTR values are 
markedly different. One of the reasons for this is the clinical profile of aa3 who has conduction 
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aphasia. One of the hallmark symptoms of conduction aphasia is inability/impaired ability to repeat 
words or phrases. There are several places in the transcript of the aa3 session where the participant 
encounters lexical retrieval problems and, when prompted with the target word by the administrator, 
attempts to produce the word repeatedly which results in a series of phonemically paraphasic words 
(conduite d’approche). When these tokens are excluded from the TTR computation, the value rises 
to .559, which is still considerably lower than the TTR of pa3.

participant type frequency token frequency type token ratio

aa1 74 127 0.583

aa2 50 118 0.424

aa3 39 88 0.443

aa4 26 66 0.394

ac1 76 134 0.567

ac2 79 113 0.699

ac3 53 77 0.688

ba1 27 47 0.574

ba2 62 111 0.559

ba3 62 102 0.608

ba4 31 50 0.620

pa1 42 65 0.646

pa2 28 36 0.778

pa3 35 47 0.745

Table 23: Lexical diversity of nouns produced by participants.

With the general properties of the nouns having been described, I focus on the use of inflected 
nouns by individual participants in the subcorpus. Only generic nouns were included in this part, for 
two reasons. First, only very few tokens were proper nouns and, second, 29 of a total of 50 proper 
noun tokens were instances of Chaplin and Charlie who the main character of the chaplin task and 
is almost exclusively used in the nominative (as the main “acting force”), while nine of the 16 in-
flected tokens are comprised by the name Josef Lada, the painter of the picture used in the lada task. 
While it is reasonable to assume that expressions such as  Josefa Lady ‘of/by Josef Lada’ will be 
highly fixed and represented as chunks, the specific properties of proper nouns, particularly person 
names, make a comparison of corpus frequencies a little problematic. Given the small number of 
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mostly uninflected proper noun tokes, I decided that it would be better to exclude this group from 
the analysis without skewing in the data. While trying to produce the target noun tygr ‘tiger’, partic-
ipant aa3 used spelling as a supporting technique. The individual phonemes were tagged as nouns in 
the corpus. However, corpus frequencies are not available for obvious reasons and these tokens 
were also excluded from the analysis. The final sample thus included 1126 noun tokens. The pro-
portion of uses of inflected forms, defined here as word forms different from the citation, is summa-
rized in Figure 35.

As can be clearly seen in Figure 35, participants aa2, aa3, and aa4 produced a markedly lower num-
ber of inflected tokens, while ba4 produced only a single token. The proportion in the remaining 
participants ranges from 0.33 to 0.53 (mean = 0.44 (sd 0.069), median = 0.46, inter-quartile range = 
0.117). This pattern can be explored further by looking at the uninflected tokens with regards to 
case. Apart form the citation form, i.e. the nominative, the most frequent case with a form syncretic 
with the nominative is the accusative although some paradigms include more cells with uninflected 
forms, with the neuter class of nouns ending in -í represented mostly by verbal nouns such as vaření 
‘cooking’ being the most extreme with only four cells different from the citation form. When we 
look at the distribution of uninflected nominative and accusative tokens, we find that the three par-
ticipants with low inflection rates produced a substantially lower number of accusatives. This points 
to the fact that these three patients produced a higher number of nouns either in isolation or as sub-
jects which in turn can be linked to an overuse of the existential-presentative construction. This sug-
gest a qualitatively slightly different production pattern or strategy that can be said to be less de-
manding in terms of processing resources.

I subsequently explored the relationship of the inflected tokens with relative frequency. As noted 
above, high relative frequency of an inflected form is expected to make it more accessible and eas-
ier to retrieve. It is thus predicted that if the participants use an inflected form it will be more likely 
a high frequency one. While it might be a trivial thing to say, it is important to note that this predic-
tion does not mean that speakers will generate inflected forms stochastically based on their mental 
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tallies  rather  than  by the  extra-linguistic  context  and the  communicative  needs  and goals  of  a 
speaker. The scenario evoked by this general prediction may be conceptualized in two ways. Let us 
take the chaplin task as example. Say that a speaker is describing a scene where Charlie Chaplin 
sees a lion in a cage. A model sentence describing this might be something like Chaplin viděl v kleci 
lva. ‘Chaplin saw a lion in the cage’ with a PP with an inflected complement.

However, a person with aphasia may produce a less complex description, such as 24. Both the refer-
ents are expressed in independent existential-presentative constructions as subjects, i.e. nominative 
NPs. This construction may be assumed to be very frequent, especially in spoken Czech. A simple 
query of the spoken corpus shows that the combined frequency of the chunks tam byl ‘there was’ 
and  byl tam ‘was there’ is 351 pmw. 24.a and b then shows that the information about the back-
ground of the scene, i.e. the cage, which is highly contextually available, may be omitted altogether 
without decreasing coherence and informativeness. 24.c is a hypothetical example of a further elab-
oration of the existential-presentative strategy which employs the same construction to communi-
cate this backgrounded information.49 These results should be approached with precisely this in 
mind.

24. Possible strategies for avoiding complex structures: 

a. Chaplin tam byl a lev byl tam ‘Chaplin there was and lion was there’

b. Chaplin tam byl a lev (byl tam) v kleci ‘Chaplin there was and lion (was there) in cage’

c. Chaplin tam byl a lev byl tam a tam klec ‘Chaplin there was and lion was there and 
there cage’

All inflected tokens were used for the analysis, i.e. some word forms occurred multiple times and 
these were treated as individual usage events. It should be noted that in such cases when a given in -
flected word form occurs twice or multiple times within a single turn or in two or more adjacent  
turns, priming will be at play, facilitating the production of subsequent word forms. I decided to 
keep such cases in the sample. I also kept tokens that were produced with phonemic paraphasias 
that had clearly reconstructable targets. A total of 12 paraphasic tokens was included with mean edit 
distance to target 1.33 (median = 1). There was one nonword in the sample which was excluded as 
well as two tokens for which the word form and the context did not allow for unambiguous identifi-
cation of number and case.50 Tokens with no attestation in either corpus were treated as follows. Us-
ing the relative frequencies of the number-case combinations and word form, I also obtained rank 
frequencies of the tokens. The relative frequencies of word forms warrant one additional method-
ological remark. I wanted to account both for case-number combinations and word forms because 

49 Note that these examples were created for the sake of the argument, but are based on the patterns observed in the  
corpus.

50 The nonword štoudlík had the target štoudev ‘vat, cask’ and was produced by ba3, it is possibly a blend of the target  
with another colloquial variant with similar meaning  štandlík. While the target word was clearly identifiable, the 
neologistic token was excluded because of the large edit distance between the two and also based on the fact that  
štoudev is feminine in Czech, while the nonword štoudlík is unambiguously masculine due to its ending in -lík (cf. 
balík ‘parcel’ or králík ‘rabbit’; all of the lemmas in syn2020 ending in -lík are masculine). The ambiguous word 
forms were two aa2’s instances of tyče ‘pole’, one of these produced with a paraphasia as čiče. The context here 
was that the participant was describing Charlie Chaplin on a pole. The word form as such is syncretic between sin -
gular genitive and plural nominative and accusative. Since none of these fit well with the context, I decided to ex-
clude these tokens. 
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Czech nominal morphology is highly syncretic and a single word form can have several different 
functions depending on the context. In addition to this fact, there is a substantial amount of variation 
in inflectional paradigms between standard (mostly written) and colloquial Czech, meaning that a 
single standard written form can have several variants in the spoken language. Since the spoken cor-
pus understandably accounts for this variation in its transcription rules, which might skew the data, 
I decided to use the following procedure to obtain a good approximation of word form frequencies. 
The word forms in the sample were converted to their respective standard Czech orthographic vari-
ants and only the data from syn2020 was used for the analysis of word form frequencies, while both 
spoken and written frequencies were used for number-case combinations. A total of 425 inflected 
tokens were analyzed after these processing steps. Table 24 provides summaries of the relative fre-
quencies for individual participants.
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partici-
pant

number 
of in-
flected 
tokens

num-
case 
rel. fq 
(oral)

num-
case 
rel. fq 
(oral)

num-
case 
rank fq 
(oral)

num-
case 
rel. fq 
(syn20
20)

num-
case 
rel. fq 
(syn20
20)

num-
case 
rank fq 
(syn)

wf rel. 
fq 
(syn20
20)

wf rel. 
fq 
(syn20
20)

wf rank fq 
(syn2020)

median 
(MAD)

mean 
(sd)

median 
(MAD)

median 
(MAD)

mean 
(sd)

median 
(MAD)

median 
(MAD)

mean 
(sd) median (MAD)

aa1 54
0.111 
(0.122)

0.143 
(0.155)

4 
(2.965)

0.169 
(0.16)

0.177 
(0.126)

2.5 
(2.224)

0.262 
(0.188)

0.251 
(0.162) 2 (1.483)

aa2 27
0.186 
(0.118)

0.159 
(0.101)

3 
(2.965)

0.158 
(0.086)

0.158 
(0.074)

2 
(1.483)

0.259 
(0.109)

0.233 
(0.086) 2 (1.483)

aa3 15
0.232 
(0.212)

0.331 
(0.297)

2 
(1.483)

0.261 
(0.136)

0.28 
(0.195)

2 
(1.483)

0.334 
(0.099)

0.38 
(0.185) 1 (0)

aa4 14
0.158 
(0.163)

0.163 
(0.118)

2.5 
(0.741)

0.15 
(0.09)

0.117 
(0.079)

3 
(1.483)

0.15 
(0.109)

0.133 
(0.098) 3 (1.483)

ac1 63
0.156 
(0.15)

0.212 
(0.214)

3 
(1.483)

0.137 
(0.059)

0.172 
(0.128)

3 
(1.483)

0.225 
(0.13)

0.261 
(0.196) 2 (1.483)

ac2 57
0.137 
(0.14)

0.173 
(0.188)

4 
(2.965)

0.145 
(0.114)

0.183 
(0.132)

2 
(1.483)

0.236 
(0.146)

0.247 
(0.158) 2 (1.483)

ac3 32
0.168 
(0.127)

0.194 
(0.165)

3.5 
(2.224)

0.147 
(0.085)

0.191 
(0.126)

3 
(1.483)

0.224 
(0.127)

0.263 
(0.196) 2 (1.483)

ba1 17
0.227 
(0.164)

0.278 
(0.249)

2 
(1.483)

0.202 
(0.105)

0.21 
(0.16)

2 
(1.483)

0.208 
(0.149)

0.289 
(0.21) 2 (1.483)

ba2 49
0.14 
(0.14)

0.183 
(0.175)

3 
(1.483)

0.137 
(0.096)

0.167 
(0.136)

3 
(2.965)

0.229 
(0.122)

0.241 
(0.16) 2 (1.483)

ba3 36
0.156 
(0.162)

0.198 
(0.202)

3 
(2.965)

0.14 
(0.129)

0.181 
(0.143)

3 
(2.965)

0.295 
(0.166)

0.275 
(0.156) 2 (1.483)

pa1 20
0.158 
(0.119)

0.157 
(0.097)

3.5 
(2.224)

0.179 
(0.112)

0.18 
(0.088)

2 
(1.483)

0.223 
(0.128)

0.213 
(0.126) 2 (1.483)

pa2 16
0.101 
(0.131)

0.173 
(0.217)

3.5 
(3.706)

0.122 
(0.141)

0.16 
(0.159)

4 
(4.448)

0.155 
(0.192)

0.246 
(0.245) 3 (2.965)

pa3 24
0.226 
(0.101)

0.222 
(0.197)

2 
(1.483)

0.166 
(0.108)

0.188 
(0.152)

3 
(2.965)

0.209 
(0.139)

0.226 
(0.172) 3 (1.483)

Table 24: Mean and median values of the frequency of inflected nouns produced by participants.

Participant ba4 is excluded from Table 24 because he only produced one inflected token, vetyny, a 
paraphasic form of a target word form květiny ‘flowers’. This word form has a very low number-
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case relative frequency in oral (0.067) which is very different from the syn data where it has a rela-
tive frequency of 0.167. A closer look at this difference provides a simple explanation. There are 
only 15 occurrences of the lemma in ORAL and four tokens of the word form květiny are tagged as 
singular genitive. However, a look at the contexts reveals that these are all mislabelings and the 
form has in fact the function of plural nominative or accusative. When one accounts for this fact, 
the values become much similar (relative frequency of 0.13 for plural nominative). In addition, a 
look at the word form shows that it is by far the most frequent word form of the lemma, accounting 
for over 45 % of all occurrences in SYN2020 and 53 % in oral. As a plural dominant lemma, it is not 
surprising that this is the word form that was produced by ba4 rather than the singular citation form 
květina.

When we compare individual participants we see a general pattern that goes in the predicted direc-
tion, i.e. all the participants produce number-case combinations and word forms that are frequent 
overall combined with a few items with a very high relative frequency and a varying number of 
items that are used relatively rarely in the produced word forms. This suggests that there are no 
qualitative differences in the sample and that all participants with aphasia present a similar behavior 
to the neurotypical speakers and individual differences are rather quantitative in nature such that in-
dividual participants produced different numbers of tokens from the particular relative frequency 
“bands”. In other words, even in the speakers with comparatively lower proportion of inflections, 
we do not see participants who would only produce word form with very high relative frequencies  
that are (parts of) fixed, formulaic expressions, such as the forms pořádku ‘order-sg.loc,  podstatě 
‘nature, essence-SG.LOC,’, or chvíli ‘while-SG.ACC’, the former two appearing almost exclusively in 
the PPs v pořádku ‘in order, all right’ and v podstatě ‘basically, in fact’, while the letter has a func-
tion of a temporal adverbial (na) chvíli ‘(for) a while’. However, some of the participants with apha-
sia did produce a limited number of infrequent word forms as discussed below. This general pattern 
is clearly visible in Figure 36 which shows the relative frequency of word form in SYN2020 for all 
the inflected tokens produced by each participant.
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When we compare the measures of central tendency for the number-case combinations in ORAL and 
SYN2020, we see some differences between the corpora.  Individual differences are less extreme 
with regards to the SYN2020 frequencies. This can be partially explained by possible mistagging in 
ORAL (cf. the discussion of ba4’s token květiny) and, primarily, by the fact that some of the expres-
sions of the type v podstatě which are highly frequent appear on the whole are strongly associated 
with spoken language and, understandably, the broader range of topics, contexts, and constructions 
that appear in syn2020 increases the probability of a lemma’s occurrence in certain word forms and 
number-case combinations. For instance, the word forms zvířat ‘animal-PL.GEN’ or džbánkem ‘jug-
SG.INS’ have considerably higher relative frequency in SYN2020. This is driven by the way in which 
the written corpus is assembled as well as its size (ca. 100 M tokens v. 5 M tokens in ORAL). This 
clearly shows the importance of the selection of reference corpora or the need to consider different 
corpora in analyses within the usage-based framework.

We can now turn to the group identified above by a considerably lower rate of the production of in-
flected tokens, i.e. aa2, aa3, and aa4. A comparison of these three participants renders three distinct 
profiles. First, aa3’s production is characterized by a high number of tokens with high relative fre-
quency and a lower number of low frequency items. This holds both for oral and syn2020 data and 
for number-case and word form frequency. As can be seen in Figure 37, which shows the number of 
tokens with a relative word form frequency below 5 % produced by participants, aa3 produced no 
such token. The word form with the lowest relative frequency in aa3’s data is znaku ‘sign, logo, 
coat of arm-sg.loc’ with a relative frequency of 12 %. 
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This pattern is consistent with aa3’s language profile characterized by numerous anomias, an overall 
use  of  high frequency word and an overuse of  pronouns,  discourse management  particles,  and 
pronominal and adverbial demonstratives. It should be notice that participants pa3 and ba3 who 
have a similar general profile are also characterized by an overall higher relative frequencies such 
that pa3 has a median relative oral frequency of number-case of 0.223 and ba3 has a median relative 
syn2020 word form frequency of 0.275. Similarly, the production of ba1 is characterized by a low 
number of low frequency tokens (a single use of a word form with relative frequency below 5 %) 
and a relatively higher relative frequency overall (median oral number-case frequency of 0.227).51

We find a very different profile for participant aa4 who has nonfluent, relatively more severe apha-
sia (TMA). The median values of relative frequency on all three presented measures is 0.15 (0.158 
for oral number-case frequency). When we look at the individual tokens, we find that these numbers 
are driven by five low frequency tokens, four of which are instances of the dative case which is one  
of the case with the lowest overall frequency in the corpora. The dative almost exclusively functions 
to express the recipient role in ditransitive verbs or as the case governed by the allative preposition 
k ‘to(ward)’. This points to two things: one, this participant has access to the Czech transfer argu-
ment structure construction as well as the “allative” construction k N-DAT, which, when success-
fully retrieved, have a strong enough signal to facilitate access to these otherwise infrequent word 
forms, which are, however, strongly associated with these two constructions. A similar pattern can 
be observed for another nonfluent participant, pa2, who also produced a relatively high number of 
low frequency inflected tokens with the median values ranging from 0.101 for the oral number-case 
frequencies to 0.155 for SYN2020 word form frequencies. An inspection of the produced tokens re-
veals that three of the low frequency tokens are instances of the instrumental case. These all appear 
in adjacent c-units and all are governed by the preposition  před combined with the verbs  prchat 
‘flee’,  schovat  se ‘hide’,  and  utéct ‘run away’.  The multifunctional  preposition has  an ablative 

51 Median is used as the preferred measure of central tendency for the corpus data because it is more resistant to ex -
treme values.
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‘from’ meaning in these contexts. Given that all these instances can be taken to pertain to a single  
frame of escaping and the fact that they appear in close vicinity of each other, the successful pro-
duction of these word forms can again be explained by a combined effect of a specific argument 
structure construction and priming.

The last pattern I want to discuss is aa2. Participant aa2 has language profile similar to aa4, recall 
that both participants cluster together based on the discourse production measures used in section 
4.2.4. Their speech is characterized by short c-units with a minimum of verbs, frequent anomias and 
a high rate of disfluencies. A look at the summary in Table 24 shows a low number of inflected to-
kens in total, although the absolute number is higher than both aa3 and aa4 as well, being similar to 
pa1 and pa3. We also see relative frequencies that are comparable or slightly above the averages of 
the whole sample and the neurotypical participants. The median values for aa2, the neurotypical 
speakers, and all the participants combined is summarized in Table 25.

measure aa2 neurotypical participants all participants

number-case rel fq (oral) 0.186 0.152 0.158

number-case rel fq (syn2020) 0.158 0.15 0.144

word form rel fq (syn2020) 0.259 0.229 0.225

Table 25: Median values of selected frequency measures of inflected nouns for participant aa2, the neurotypical group, 
and all participants; rel fq = relative frequency.

A closer inspection of the individual tokens reveals an interesting pattern. As already discussed, aa2 
had a high number of anomic pauses and errors in noun retrieval and these were oftentimes resolved 
in cooperative repairs with the administrator during the recording session. These repairs proceeded 
such that the administrator suggested a possible target which was either accepted or rejected by the 
participant. Accepted prompts resulted in the repetition of the suggested word. Figure 38 shows the 
relative frequencies for oral number-case and syn2020 word form. Interestingly, a number of the 
low frequency tokens are the ones that were prompted by the administrator rather than sponta-
neously retrieved.
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There is one additional factor that may play a role in this pattern and would also be relevant for the 
other participants. Three additional low frequency tokens produced by aa2 are plural nominative 
forms. There is a possibility that the pluralization construction [[R]-ɪ] facilitates the retrieval of such 
forms. This construction has the highest type and token frequency of all pluralization patterns. [[R]-
ɪ] is the default for masculine and feminine nouns, while neuters do not appear in this construction, 
the category default being [[R]-a].52 Figure 39 shows the distribution of plural nominative tokens in 
relation to oral number-case frequency.53 When both of these factors are taken into account, we see 
that the majority of tokens spontaneously produced by aa2 are markedly above average (eight to-
kens with a median value of 0.264 for oral number-case and 0.216 for syn2020 number-case respec-
tively).

52 Note that a structuralist analysis might arrive at a similar conclusion based on the fact that number is an inherent in -
flectional category, while case is a relational category governed prototypically by verbs and prepositions, but also  
by numerals and nouns in Czech.

53 Word form frequency data is not available in this case since some of the inflectional classes in Czech have form  
syncretic between singular and plural.
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unprimend tokens produced by participant aa2.



Two important points can be concluded based on the analysis presented in this section. First, we 
saw that the non-fluent participants aa2 and aa4 produced a markedly lower number of inflected 
nouns, a similar pattern also occurred in aa3. This can be explained by a qualitatively different pro-
duction strategy in these participants who rely on the existential-presentative construction. When 
relative ferqeuncy of number-case combinations and word forms is accounted for, we saw that all 
participants produce a high number of items with higher relative and rank frequency. However, 
there is also a trend in the expected direction such that participants with lower level of fluency and 
lower noun retrieval capacities produce comparatively lower numbers of tokens with low relative 
frequency and the case may be made that they rely more on high frequency items. Simultaneously, 
when such participants do produce rare forms it is in the context of particular constructions, such as 
the argument structure construction of escaping with the preposition před ‘from, lit. in front of’ and 
the tokens are found in close vicinity of each other, suggesting also the role of priming. Moreover, 
both low frequency inflected types produced by aa4 and pa2 have arguably salient forms ending in -
ovi, used for masculine animate referents, in the dative and -(e)m in the instrumental, which is used 
for all masculine and neuter nouns. The ease of retrieval of the dative masculine animate forms may 
be further facilitated by the transfer argument structure construction in which recipients, prototypi-
cally sentient animate beings are marked by the dative. All of these findings again demonstrate the 
importance of the assumptions of the usage-based framework about language representation and 
processing. I hope to have provided in this section an example of the way in which a usage-based 
analysis can approach aphasic data and point to novel predictions and potential explanations with 
possible clinical implications.
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Figure 39: Relative frequencies of case-number combinations in oral of inflected tokens. Plural nominatives are marked 
in green.



4.4 Disfluencies as potential markers of chunkhood
Disfluencies, particularly silent pauses and hesitation sounds constitute an integral part of neurotyp-
ical spoken language. A body of mainly psycholiguistic research (but cf. Gilquin 2013 as an exam-
ple of corpus linguistic approaches to this topic) focused mainly on silent pauses starting from the 
1950s has repeatedly demonstrated that disfluencies are a marker of language planning. Researchers 
have focused on the distribution of disfluencies mainly in relation to clause structure but early on 
there has also been interest in the role of frequency and probability of (co)occurrence. For instance, 
Goldman Eisler has demonstrated in a series of pioneering studies that the predictability of words 
measured as transitional probability is correlated with pause occurrence and length (for representa-
tive examples see, e.g., 1958; 1961; or 1964).54 Similarly, Lounsbury (1954) has hypothesized that 
the occurrence of pauses is strongly correlated to predictability and uncertainty. To provide a recent 
example, Kapatsinski (2010) has focused on the frequency characteristics of words in the context of 
replacement repairs, i.e. situations when speakers replace a word that has just been produced or 
whose production has commenced with a different word. He found that low frequency words are 
more prone to such repairs which he interprets in the usage-based framework as evidence for the 
claim that words with higher frequency are produced more automatically. Fraundorf and Watson 
(2014) analyzed the narratives of 15 English speakers and found that the occurrence of silent pauses 
was predicted by word frequency, while filled pauses (hesitations) were connected to the planning 
of whole utterances and occurred frequently before the introduction of a new plot point within the 
story. In a study that bears the most relevance to the present work, Schneider (2016) analyzed the 
distribution of silent pauses and hesitations in a corpus of spoken American English within the us-
age-based framework. Schneider focused on prepositional phrases as well as the elements preceding 
them and tested the hypothesis that the occurrence of disfluencies is indicative of chunking. Chunks 
are strings of words that can, but necessarily need not overlap with constituents and constructions 
and that are used frequently together which results in their being directly represented in language 
memory making them more accessible in processing (Zeschel 2008; Kapatsinski & Radicke 2009; 
Bybee 2010: chap. 3). Schneider used absolute frequency of cooccurrence of prepositions and noun 
complements as well as several association measures (forward and backward transitional probabil-
ity, mutual information, and lexical gravity, a measure of how likely a specific combinations of 
words is among all possible combinations of words in a given bigram). She found that combinations 
that are more strongly associated have indeed a lesser  probability of disfluency occurrence which 
can be interpreted as evidence of “chunkhood”.

The role of pauses in particular and disfluencies in general has naturally been also studied in apha-
sia which is characterized by an increased frequency of disfluencies. However, the bulk of research 
has focused on the differences in pausing patterns between neurotypical speakers and speakers with 
aphasia.For instance, Feyereisen and colleagues (1986) showed that silence duration can be used as 
a measure of fluency in aphasia that is correlated to other measures in use. Similarly, Ellis and 
Rittman (2009) show that persons with aphasia following subcortical stroke produce more disfluen-
cies than neurotypical speakers even several years post onset. In an analysis of connected speech of 

54 Transitional probability is essentially the probability that when a speaker hears or sees the word A it will be fol-
lowed by a given word B. Backward transitional probability which is also used in the present work expresses the  
probability that a given word B is preceded by the word A. This measure has been demonstrated to play a role in  
language acquisition and processing as an integral part of statistical learning and language prediction (e.g. Thomp-
son & Newport 2007; Pelucchi, Hay & Saffran 2009; Onnis & Huettig 2021).
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people with primary progressive aphasia (PPA), a neurodegenerative disease that selectively affects 
language, Mack and collaborators  found that both neurologically healthy adults as well as persons 
with different PPA subtypes have a higher pause rate before low frequency words. Recently, An-
gelopoulou and colleagues  have provided a detailed analysis of qualitative, quantitative, and distri-
butional properties of silent pauses in Greek speakers with aphasia and neurotypical participants 
and found quantitative differences between the two groups. They describe two pause types, short 
and long pauses, that appear in both groups and have comparable distributions but differ in thresh-
olds.55 The aim of this section is to apply the usage-based framework on the disfluencies that ac-
company PPs in the corpus and to explore the role of frequency in this context.

4.4.1 Overall distribution of disfluencies in the corpus

Before I present a detailed description of disfluencies in the context of prepositional phrases with 
regards to possible effects of frequency and probabilistic processing, I describe a very general gen-
eral picture of disfluent production in the subcorpus. The data presented in this section includes 
only the production of speakers with aphasia with the exclusion of participant ba4 based on the fact 
that this speaker produced a great number of single word utterances which logically implies that the 
majority of disfluencies produced by ba4 is located at c-unit boundaries.

4.4.1.1 Data preparation

The transcripts from the subcorpus were processed to string adjacent disfluencies (silent pauses, 
hesitations, and word fragments) into “disfluency chunks” such that, e.g., the sequence <tut> a 0.5 
<hes> s- 0.2 za nim se zavřely dveře (aa1, c-unit 26) ‘<tut> and 0.5 c- 0.2 the door closed behind 
him’ was transformed into dfl a dfl za nim se zavřely dveře.56 Transformed in this way, the data was 
used to obtain a general picture of the distributional pattern of disfluencies within individual c-units. 
This analysis was only performed on the production of participants with aphasia. Participant ba4 
was excluded from this analysis based on the fact that a substantial proportion of his c-units are sin-
gle word utterances and thus not suitable for the analysis presented in this section.

Each disfluency chunk was annotated for preceding and following word including their grammatical 
characteristics. Two additional variables were added to this:

• place of disfluency: The locus was annotated as c-unit boundary when it occurred at the be-
ginning or end of c-unit or a clause boundary when it occurred between a main clause and a 
subordinate clause or between two coordinated subordinate clauses. Disfluency chunk was 
classified as phrase boundary when it occurred between two phrases that were not in the re-
lationship of a head and a dependent. A phrase internal chunk was coded when the disflu-
ency occurred between a head and its immediate dependent. This coding was only used for 

55 There is also a group of studies that have focused on pausing patterns in aphasia employing the Conversation ana -
lytical framework (Lesser & Milroy 1993; Smolash 1997; Sophie, Croteau & Tremblay-Beausejour 2007). This re-
search has addressed the role of pauses in turn taking in conversations between speakers with aphasia and their sig-
nificant others and found that particularly long pauses may result in turn loss in this context in contrast to conversa -
tions between neurotypical speakers.

56 The information regarding the different types of disfluencies in the chunk was retained, as will become apparent be-
low.
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directly adjacent phrases which effectively ruled out VPs. Verb-complex-internal disfluen-
cies were annotated instead, marking such cases where the disfluency occurred between an 
auxiliary or a modal verb and a non-finite lexical verb or between a reflexive pronoun and 
the verb. 

• success of target retrieval: Fully-formed word tokens were classified according to the suc-
cess of retrieval such that abandoned clauses/c-units and repairs and reformulations were 
marked. Tokens without any clear indications of retracing were treated as successfully re-
trieved targets.

4.4.1.2 Data description

The aim of this section is to describe the general distributional characteristics of the disfluency 
chunks. I briefly summarize the position of disfluency chunks in c-units and the number of success-
ful continuations following disfluencies. I then proceed with a detailed analysis of the relationship 
between  disfluency  occurrence  and  usage/performance  factors  in  the  context  of  prepositional 
phrases.

Table 26 provides an overview of the number of disfluency chunks for each participant, total num-
ber of c-units as well as the mean number of well-formed words in a c-unit and the mean number of 
disfluencies and fluent trigrams are repeated here from Section 4.2.1 for reference.

partici-
pant fluency

number 
of disflu-
ency 
chunks

number 
of c-units

number 
of tokens MLU

mean number 
of fluent tri-
grams

disfluency chunks per 
word

aa1 fluent 135 103 790 7.515 3.427 0.178

aa2 nfluent 282 159 508 2.830 0.208 0.702

aa3 fluent 302 168 957 5.381 1.345 0.352

aa4 nfluent 105 77 225 2.714 0.286 0.560

ba1 nfluent 89 41 157 3.780 0.463 0.594

ba2 fluent 292 122 663 5.254 1.189 0.485

ba3 fluent 224 114 759 5.991 1.746 0.346

pa1 fluent 110 87 488 5.414 1.713 0.236

pa2 nfluent 51 51 221 4.235 1.196 0.241

pa3 fluent 192 106 806 7.057 2.311 0.270

Table 26: Summary of the total number of disfluent chunks produced by participants with regards to the measures of 
fluency.
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Note that the fluent participants produce a considerable number of disfluency chunks. These are 
mostly connected to lexical retrieval problems and include silent and filled anomic pauses as well as 
retracing contexts in which the ongoing repair increases processing load. As already mentioned in 
#section, rather than the overall mean number of disfluency chunks per c-unit, it is the mean num-
ber of disfluency chunks per word that sets apart the nonfluent speakers where in the nonfluent 
group a disfluency on average occurs every two words as is also evident in the mean number of flu-
ent trigrams per c-unit. As already discussed an exception in this regard is participant pa2 who is 
grouped together with the other nonfluent participants mainly based on reduced c-unit length.

When we look at the place of occurrence of disfluencies, this was categorized as c-unit boundary, 
subordinate clause boundary, phrase boundary, or phrase internal. The remaining disfluency chunks 
appear mostly in the context of unsuccessful retrieval and retracing. c-unit boundary position also 
includes cases where a disfluency chunk occurs between a c-unit-initial connective or discourse op-
erator and the following clause as such/per se. Similarly, disfluencies located between a clause final 
word and a following discourse marker which is the final word of the c-unit were also coded as c-
unit boundary positions. These cases are illustrated in 25.a and b respectively. Disfluencies that oc-
cur between a head and its immediate dependent as well as disfluencies in the “verb complex” were 
coded as phrase-internal (25.c). Cases where a disfluency occurs before or after a subordinating 
connective are marked as located on the subordinate clause boundary (25.d) and, finally, disfluen-
cies that occur between two independent phrases are coded as phrase boundary in the sample, as 
shown in 25.e.

25. Examples of various disfluency positions within c-units

a. H 0.5 ale 0.5 ten lev 0.5 se zbudil 1 ‘H 0.5 but the lion 0.5 woke up 1’ (ba2: 81); note 
that a disfluency appears at both boundaries of the c-unit

b. tygr asi 0.2 jo 0.2 jo ‘a tiger probably 0.2 yeah 0.2 yeah’ (pa1: 17)

c. tajdle sou 1 (p-) štyrý z- 3 pánové 0.2 ‘there are 1 (m-) four z- 3 men 0.2’ (pa2: 149); 
the token of interest here is the NP with a disfluency between the quantifier čtyry ‘four’ 
and the head noun muži ‘men’

d. tady 0.2 kluk s holčičkou koukaji 0.2 co se teda bude dít 0.5 ‘here 0.2 a boy with a girl 
are watching 0.2 what is going to happen 0.5’ (pa1: 128); a disfluency occurs between 
the verb koukat ‘watch’ and the complement clause introduced with the connective co 
‘what, that’

e. a 0.5 H protože ten lev 0.2 byl takový 0.5 plachý ... ‘and 0.5 H because the lion 0.2 was 
sort of 0.5 shy ...’ (ba2: 91); here the disfluency occurs between the adjectives forming a 
single adjective phrase takový ‘such, sort of’ and plachý ‘shy’
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Figure 40 shows the number and proportion of disfluency loci. We see that, across participants, the 
majority of disfluency chunks is spread more or less evenly between c-unit boundary, phrase bound-
ary, and phrase internal position, while the proportion of clause boundary positions is very low. This 
follows from the fact there a relatively low number of subordinate clauses appears in the sample. c-
unit  boundary disfluencies are  simultaneously more frequent  than the phrase level  disfluencies. 
Both c-unit-initial and -final position may reflect sentence planning due to the transcription scheme 
adopted in the design of the corpus. Where a (structurally and semantically) complete c-unit was 
followed by a silent pause which in turn was followed by a continuation of the participant’s turn, 
such a pause was segmented as part of the former of the two consecutive c-units. c-unit-final disflu-
encies also include abandoned sentences, left unfinished by the participant, typically due to failed 
lexical retrieval. c-units which present a continuation within the turn and where a connective or a 
discourse marker appears at the onset and is followed by a disfluency chunk, may be interpreted as 
an interactional strategy of sort, albeit relatively infrequent, where the participant follows up on a c-
unit with an immediate connective (most frequently the conjunction a ‘and’ or the discourse marker 
tak ‘so, well’) in order to keep the floor and only then plans the subsequent c-unit (26).

26. ano smeták a 0.5 a 1 / tam 1 byl H ano H smeták ‘yes a broom and 0.5 and 1 / there 1 was H 
yes H a broom’ (aa2: 257-258)

Two slightly different profiles seem to emerge in the data. On the one hand, we see a relatively 
lower proportion of phrase internal disfluencies in participants aa4 and pa2 with a proportion of 
0.143 and 0.137 respectively, while sample mean of the remaining participants is 0.265 (sample 
mean = 0.24). This may have to do with the fact that both these participants produced relatively 
short c-units with below average number of backgrounded, modifying elements (mean number of 
modifiers for the group included in this analysis is 0.602, while aa4 produced on average 0.377 and 
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Figure 40: Proportion of disfluency placement with respect to clause structure; numbers in columns indicate counts.



pa2 0.49 modifiers). This suggests that the syntactic complexity of these two participants’ c-units is 
lower and there are fewer relevant places in which such a disfluency can occur. This is comple-
mented by the proportion of phrase boundary disfluencies which is also slightly above average in 
both participants (aa4 = 0.267, pa2 = 0..294, mean of the remaining participants = 0.221, sample 
mean = 0.233). A similar profile would be expected in participant aa2 based on his similar overall  
language profile, whereas there is a considerable number of phrase internal disfluencies. However, 
on closer inspection, these are in the majority retracings of nouns and verbs marking lexical re-
trieval difficulties and a different strategy of word finding. We find a mirror image of sorts for par-
ticipants aa1, aa3, and, to an extent, ba3 and pa3 who share a general language profile of longer c-
units with an average to above average use of modifying elements, as summarized in Table 27. Fur-
thermore, we see slightly higher proportions of disfluency occurrences in the “other” category in 
participants aa2, aa3, aa4, and pa3. This is an expected pattern given that aa2 and aa4 have a largely  
reduced level of fluency on the one hand and aa3 and pa3 share a language profile characterized by 
a reduced content load and a high number of lexical retrieval problems.

participant mean modifiers proportion phrase boundary (n) proportion phrase internal (n)

aa1 0.932 0.156 (21) 0.356 (48)

aa3 0.589 0.185 (56) 0.288 (87)

ba3 0.763 0.237 (53) 0.295 (66)

pa3 1.02 0.193 (37) 0.245 (47)

Table 27: Proportion of pre-phrasal and phrase-internal disfluencies with respect to the number of modifiers produced 
by selected participants.

When we turn to the success of retrieval following a disfluency chunk, there are three broad cate-
gories that were already discussed above: successful retrieval, retracing, and no retrieval. It should 
be noticed that disfluencies that occurred on c-unit or clause boundary were not coded for success 
of retrieval with the exception of c-unit-final disfluency chunks in abandoned sentences. Figure 41 
summarizes the counts and proportions of these three types for individual participants.
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The observed patterns are expected based on the general language profiles of the individual partici-
pants. We see a relatively higher proportion of failed retrieval in participants aa2 and aa4 as well as 
a higher proportion of failed retrieval and retracing in aa3 and aa4. The production of aa2 and aa4 is 
characterized by a high number of sentence fragments and lexical retrieval errors/problems predicts 
this pattern where word finding difficulties frequently result in abandoned sentences, i.e. sentence 
fragments. Interestingly, aa3 and pa3 share this profile of frequent retrieval errors and sentence frag-
ments with aa2 and aa4. However, their comparatively higher level of fluency results in more fre-
quent retracing which brings them closer in this respect to aa1 and pa1. As noted, these two partici-
pants with anomic aphasia are subjectively the mildest cases in the sample and it is thus not surpris-
ing that when word finding difficulties were encountered by these participants they were more suc-
cessful in repairs than the other participants.

4.4.2 A closer look: Prepositional phrases

The group of prepositional phrases was selected to examine the distribution of disfluencies in more 
detail, employing the usage-based perspective. This decision was in part motivated by Schneider 
(2016)’s study of PPs in spoken American English discussed above. Furthermore, there were two 
other reasons for selecting this group of constructions. Firstly, the majority of Czech prepositions 
governs cases that have word forms different from citation form and, as already discussed in section 
4.3.2, this may be expected to require extra processing resources. Secondly, PPs were chosen for the 
analysis for practical reasons, since they are easily delimited and extracted from the corpus. Thirdly, 
PPs in Czech are oftentimes used in non-core semantic roles and as adjuncts which again can be 
loosely connected to increased syntactic complexity and, consequently, increased processing load. 
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Figure 41: Proportion of disfluencies with respect to success of retrieval of the target word; numbers in columns 
indicate counts.



Disfluencies may thus be expected to occur in the production of these forms. This is also what we 
see when we look at the occurrence of disfluency chunks in phrase boundary and phrase internal po-
sition in relation to part of speech and phrase type. Figure 42 which summarizes these distributions 
shows that all participants produced a number of disfluencies both before a preposition and within 
prepositional phrases. The aim of the analysis was to explore the role of frequency and syntactic 
probability in the occurrence of disfluencies in the context of these constructions.

The data from the subcorpus included a total of 278 PPs out of which 197 had a nominal comple-
ment, including three proper noun tokens that were excluded from the analysis. Similar to the analy-
sis of nominal inflections in the previous section, all paraphasic word forms with clearly recon-
structable targets were kept for the analysis as long as the paraphasic token shared the inflectional  
marker/paradigm with the target. The PP v tomectom <frag> 0.2 štoudlíku ‘in this <frag> 0.2 vat’ 
produced by ba3 was the only token excluded for these reasons. The distribution of complement 
part of speech is summarized in Figure 43. Only 15 cases include unsuccessful production of a PP 
with no complement retrieved, which is spread across seven of the ten participants (ba4 was ex-
cluded from the analysis as he did not produce any PPs in the subcorpus tasks). Four tokens had a 
non-nominal and non-pronominal complement which comprised two PPs with an adverbial comple-
ment: aa2’s na tam ‘on there’, which is ungrammatical in Czech, and pa1’s za dřív ‘during earlier 
times, lit. during once, earlier’, which is borderline acceptable at least. It is thus apparent that while  
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Figure 42: Number of disfluencies produced pre-phrasally (upper panel) and phrase-internally (lower panel) with 
respect to phrase structure.



the PPs in the subcorpus did induce disfluent production, participants were overall relatively suc-
cessful in their production. To allow for a more comprehensive/reliable analysis, the subcorpus data 
was complemented with data from the other part of the corpus which contributed additional 511 PP 
tokens such that the resulting sample included a total of 704 PPs with generic nominal comple-
ments;  this  sample  consists  of  510 unique combinations  of  prepositions  and complement  word 
forms.

These PPs were annotated for a suite of variables that were expected to have a potential role in/con-
tribute to disfluency occurrence.

- complement lemma and word form

- complement number and case

- preposition lemma

- whether the word form is different from the citation form

- fluency: Silent pauses, hesitation sounds, word fragments, and repetitions and reformula-
tions were counted as disfluencies

- place of occurrence of disfluency: Disfluencies were coded as pre-phrasal if the disfluency 
preceded the preposition, a phrase-internal disfluency was used for occurrences between the 
preposition and the complement, a disfluency was classified as mixed when it occurred in 
both places. In cases where a modifier was present, position relative to the modifier was fur-
ther noted.

- presence of any prenominal modifier:  Prenominal modifiers were classified according to 
function into following categories: adjective, demonstrative, possessive, indefinite, and in-
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Figure 43: Number of PP complements in the corpus.



terrogative. Where multiple modifier were used, all categories were marked. PPs with post-
nominal modifiers were also marked.

- whether the PP is an argumnet of the clause predicate: Where the head of the PP was a verb,  
its  argument status was annotated according to the valency dictionary of Czech. The entries 
in Vallex (Lopatková et al. 2020) differentiate between argument on the one hand and typi-
cal and optional non-argument complements and modifiers. These categories were also used 
in the annotation with one additional category for copulas

- frequency of the preposition

- cumulative lemma frequency of the complement noun

- frequency of complement word form

- frequency of complement number and case combination

- relative frequency of word form and number-case combination

- frequency of the PP bigram

- relative frequency of the PP out of the total frequency of the paradigmatic cell

- forward and backward transitional probability of the seqeunce P N: To account for the prob-
ability of cooccurrence of the preposition and the complement, forward and backward tran-
sitional probability was computed based on the corpus frequencies of the prepositions, the 
nouns, and the P N bigrams.

The frequency data was obtained from three corpora of Czech, a corpus of written language, a spo-
ken corpus, and a corpus of movie subtitles. An exception to this was the word form frequency in 
the spoken corpus. This count was excluded because of the phonetic and morphological variation in 
spoken Czech. Word forms were regularized to orthographic variants before querying the corpora.

4.4.2.1 Assessment of item difficulty/processing demand

While the individual frequency measures might be expected to play a role in the representation and 
retrieval of the PPs, it is also to be expected that these measures may interact, under the usage-based 
model, since “coalitions” of features the effects of which may be relatively weak in individually but 
have a strong effect on the way language is used when combined have been demonstrated to be 
prevalent in language. Furthermore, different corpora have been demonstrated to produce more or 
less different predictions. In order to account for this, I devised a method to assess the potential dif-
ficulty or processing demand of the PPs for language production.

Under the assumptions of the usage-based model, high lemma frequency, high relative frequency of 
a given word form, and the strength of association/frequency of cooccurrence of a given noun with 
a particular preposition all contribute to the strength of memory trace and ease of retrieval. Nouns 
that have a high cumulative frequency have been indeed repeatedly demonstrated to be retrieved 
more easily and faster. There is also ample evidence that relative frequency of inflected forms facili-
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tates processing. Moreover, inflected forms that are used more often are predicted to be stored as 
ready made chunks  rather  than  retrieved as  a  superimposition  of  two partially  filled  sub-word 
schemas. The same is true about a multiword expression such as a particular preposition combined 
with a noun. While prepositions as such are “promiscuous” in the sense that there are only very gen-
eral combinatorial restrictions with regards to semantics, e.g. k ‘toward’ is prototypically used with 
spatial nouns with an allative meaning. On the other hand, some nouns are used with particular 
prepositions with a relatively high frequency.57 This is also reflected by the transitional probabilities 
in the data in that the third quartile is 0.001 for forward transitional probabilities based on the subti-
tle corpus, the same value is 0.141 for backward transitional probability. It could be hypothesized 
that there would be no strong associations between a particular preposition and lexically specific 
noun complements in a cloze task, while it would be much easier for Czech speakers to “guess” a 
preposition given an inflected noun. It follows from these assumptions that target PPs that have a 
higher frequency/probability may be expected to be easier to produce and result in fewer disfluen-
cies.

In order to identify complement nouns and PPs that would have an advantage in production I used 
hierarchical clustering to obtain a corpus driven grouping of the PP items. This was done rather than 
focusing on the contribution of the individual frequency measures. The frequency measures were 
first submitted to principal component analysis and a hierarchical cluster analysis was subsequently 
performed on principal components. This analysis identified four clusters of PP types. Table  28 
presents basic characteristics of these clusters, the clustering solution is shown in Figure 44. We see 
a partial overlap of PP types assigned to clusters 1 and 3. Cluster 2 is a small, clearly delimited 
grouping of just six noun lemmas with a very high frequency such as den ‘day’ or rok ‘year’ that are 
combined with different prepositions. In cluster 3, we see a number of PP types that lie close to 
clusters 1 and 3. There is also a group of, in a sense, outlier items that consist of extremely frequent  
and strongly associated PPs with a lower degree of compositionality, such as v podstatě ‘in fact’ or v 
sobotu ‘on Saturday’. Clusters 2 and, in particular, 4 are potentially the most interesting with re-
gards to the assumptions of the usage-based model.  As already mentioned, cluster 2 is  defined 
mostly by complements with very high cumulative lemma frequencies, it can also be seen that these 
combinations include prepositions with comparatively lower frequency. While the frequency of the 
prepositions that appear in the PP types in cluster 2 are relatively lower, we see that the forward 
transitional probability of these P N combinations is slightly higher in this cluster with the mean and 
median being almost an order of magnitude higher compared to the other clusters. Cluster 4 con-
tains P N combinations which are characterized by a high number-case relative frequency of the 
complement and very high backward transitional probabilities. It also follows from these two mea-
sures that a very high proportion of the total frequency of a given number-case paradigmatic cell is 
accounted for by the corresponding PP in this cluster. Clusters 1 and 3 contain the intermediary PP 
types with cluster 1 being characterized by a relatively lower frequency of prepositions and cluster 
3 having higher cell relative frequencies as well as backward transitional probabilities.

57 For instance, the three most frequent complements of the preposition k account for only about 6 % of total occur-
rences of all PPs headed by k. Conversely, when one looks at the group of prepositions that govern the genitive case 
and their complements, there are nouns/word forms that occur almost exclusively with just a single preposition, e.g. 
důchod ‘pension’ occurs in the genitive form důchodu almost exclusively with the preposition do ‘in, to’ (93 %).
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cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3 cluster 4

P N count 251 15 185 57

N lemma fq (mean; 
median) 98; 24 1373; 1329 113; 24 122; 42

P lemma fq (mean; 
median) 4027; 4789 3058; 1544 13285; 14055 10843; 11259

cell rel fq (mean; me-
dian)

0.137; 
0.103 0.176; 0.127 0.195; 0.188 0.449; 0.397

PP of cell (mean; me-
dian)

0.283; 
0.176 0.306; 0.097 0.442; 0.405 0.813; 0.915

tpB (mean; median)
0.0326; 
0.0149

0.0355; 
0.0122 0.0789; 0.0533 0.3466; 0.3082

tpF (mean; median)
0.000807; 
0.000103

0.022496; 
0.007217 0.000482; 0.000079 0.004783; 0.001238

Table 28: Basic characteristics of the clusters of PP types; lemma frequency in pmw was rounded to whole numbers. 
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Figure 44: Clustering of individual PP tokens based on frequency measures.



The data based clustering method was complemented by an additional index. Using the frequency 
data from the subtitle corpus, which was used as a compromise between ORAL and SYN2020,58 I ob-
tained the standard measures of central tendency and dispersion for the measures that were also sub-
mitted to the cluster analysis and coded all values above the third quartile as high frequency. All 
values below the first quartile were similarly coded as low frequency. Category memberships across 
measures was then summed such that, for example, the PP z konve ‘from a kettle/can’ has one low 
frequency point for cumulative lemma frequency and three high frequency points for number-case 
relative frequency, proportion of PP within paradigmatic cell, and backward transitional probability.

We can now turn to the production of the PPs in the corpus and the distribution of disfluencies in  
this sample. Before I proceeded with the analysis, I removed additional 41 tokens for two reasons. 
One aa2’s and two aa3’s tokens were combinations of a preposition with a word form in an ungram-
matical case, as shown in Table 29. Additional 38 tokens were removed because they were immedi-
ate direct repetitions of administrator prompts and their  having been produced fluently is  more 
likely explained by priming effects rather than successful spontaneous retrieval. The majority of 
such tokens was produced by aa2 (21), while the remainder was distributed evenly across all partici-
pants except for pa3.

participantt PP produced gloss target PP gloss

aa2: 355 s cukr with sugar-sg.nom/acc s cukrem with sugar-sg.ins

aa3: 19 vo začatek about beginning-
sg.nom/acc

od začátku(?) from beginning-sg.gen

aa3: 578 v češtinou in Czech-sg.ins s češtinou / v češt-
ině

with Czech-sg.ins / in 
Czech-sg.loc

Table 29: Agrammatic PPs in the sample. Two target PPs for aa3: 578 present the appropriate complement form given 
the preposition that was produced and a preposition that governs the case produced with the noun respectively.

Table 30 summarizes the total number of PP tokens produced by participants as well as the number 
of fluently and disfluently produced tokens. These numbers correspond to the profiles discussed 
throughout the present work. Participants with reduced levels of fluency, aa2, aa4, ba1, and pa2 pro-
duced low numbers of PP tokens. aa2, aa4, and ba1 produced less than 50 % tokens fluently. The 
group of fluent patients aa3, ba3, and pa3 is again characterized by a lower number of total PPs pro-
duced with a relatively high proportion of disfluencies, consistent with their language profiles. The 
participants with anomic aphasia high numbers of PPs which are relatively fluent in the case of aa1 
and pa1. However, there is also a number of disfluencies, consistent with a considerable number of 
word finding difficulties expected based on their diagnosis.

58 See also Brysbaert and New (2009) who show that frequency data based on a corpus of movie subtitles better pre-
dicts standard psycholinguistic measures of word recognition.
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participant fluent disfluent total proportion fluent tokens

aa1 154 91 245 0.629

aa2 5 15 20 0.250

aa3 32 24 56 0.571

aa4 2 6 8 0.250

ba1 14 17 31 0.452

ba2 33 69 102 0.324

ba3 11 28 39 0.282

pa1 65 43 108 0.602

pa2 15 6 21 0.714

pa3 11 22 33 0.333

Table 30: Summary of PPs produced by participants fluently and with disfluencies. 

As discussed in the description of data processing steps and annotation scheme, the main goal of 
this analysis was to explore the role of both structural and usage factors in the distribution of disflu-
encies. Structural complexity is represented by the number-case value of the complement as well as 
“inflectedness” of the word form, i.e. whether it differs formally from the citation form. In addition,  
the presence of any prenominal modifiers occurring between the preposition and the complement as 
well as the role of the PP in the argument structure of a given c-unit were also considered. Cluster 
membership and the high frequency scores represent usage/performance factors.

These factors were not only explored in relation to fluency as such but also the place of occurrence 
of disfluency pre-phrasally or phrase-internally. This was motivated by the assumption of the usage-
based model with respect to chunking and probabilistic processing. In simplified terms, words that 
occur frequently together may form chunks or prefabs that may but need not overlap with con-
structs, similar to morphologically complex words the retrieval of which is modulated by frequency. 
If a PP is produced with a prephrasal, rather than phrase-internal disfluency, this might be taken as a 
sign of stronger association between the preposition and the complement and, consequently, their 
forming a chunk and being retrieved as a whole. Figures 45 and 46 show the number of pre-phrasal 
and phrase-internal disfluencies overall and for individual participants. The number of pre-phrasal 
disfluencies is relatively high. This pattern is particularly interesting when compared with the litera-
ture using neurotypical speech. For instance, Maclay and Osgood (1959) analyzed the distributional 
properties  of  different  types  of disfluencies  in  samples  of spontanous speech of English native 
speakers and found that phrase-internal filled and silent pauses were approximately twice as fre-
quent as pre-phrasal disfluencies for PPs. Similarly, in his typologically based study of the suffixa-
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tion preference in the languages of the world, Himmelmann  (2014) shows on spoken data from 
English and German that disfluencies tend to occur more frequently between a function word and a 
host, i.e., in the present work, a preposition and a complement noun. For instance, of has only four 
pre-phrasal disfluencies out of 26 and in five out of 30 (Himmelmann 2014: 938). The pattern found 
in the present analysis is, on the other hand, similar to Schneider  (2016)’s study that investigated 
PPs specifically and found a comparable number of disfluencies in the pre-phrasal and phrase-inter-
nal position, however Schneider did not focus on possible differences in disfluency placement. The 
data will be presented as fluent and pre-phrasally or phrase-internally disfluent in the remainder of 
the section in order to explore potential differencies between these two types.
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Figure 45: Number of PP tokens with respect to fluency.



Figure 47shows the distribution of disfluencies with regards to argumenthood, “inflectedness”, and 
case and number configuration of the complement for the whole sample. Particular number-case 
combinations were also complemented by an auxiliary variable contrasting the accusative and the 
genitive as more “syntactic” cases with the “semantic” cases.59 It is clearly visible that the distribu-
tion of disfluencies is comparable for all these factors. This does not change when individual differ-
ences are included/taken into account. Slightly higher fluency rate visible for the plural dative and 
locative, for instance, is explained by the fact that the majority of such tokens was produced by the 
most fluent participant aa1 and pa1.

59 The genitive was grouped with the accusative as it serves to express possessors (auto kamarádky ‘car of a friend’) 
and also core arguments in nominalizations as in, e.g., příchod kamarádky ‘arrival of a friend’ or prodej auta ‘sale 
of a car’
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The remaining structural variable is modifier presence. Table 31 summarizes the number and type 
of modifiers occurring in the sample across all participants. Approximately 40 % of all tokens in-
clude a prenominal modifier with demonstrative pronouns accounting for the majority of all occur-
rences (ca. 63 %). This is not surprising given the fact that demonstratives have been argued to be in 
the process of grammaticalization in definite articles (Zíková 2018).

modifier type frequency

none 404

demonstrative 164

adjective 43

multiple 23

indefinite 14

interrogative 11

possessive 4

Table 31: Distribution of prenominal modifiers in the sample.

 

Figure 48 show the distribution of disfluencies in relation to modifier presence. #figure shows the 
relationship between disfluencies and modifier presence and type; modifiers are non-demonstrative 
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Figure 47: Proportions of disfluency placement in PP tokens with respect to argumenthood (upper left hand panel), 
inflectedness of complement (upper right hand panel), number-case values (lower left hand panel), and grammatical 
and semantic cases (lower left hand panel).



modifiers are grouped together. The aggregated data shows that PPs with no modifiers have a higher 
fluency rate (57 %) as well as a lower proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies (13 % phrase-inter-
nally and 30 % pre-phrasally). The presence of a modifier makes the PP more complex and longer  
which creates more “slots” for potential disfluency. On the other hand, there is no difference be-
tween demonstratives and all the other modifiers, suggesting the more grammaticalized are in this 
case not less demanding during processing. One might, conversely, argue that adjectival modifiers 
might produce more disfluencies since they are more lexical and contentful and, moreover, an over-
whelming majority of adjectives agrees in gender, number, and case. This pattern is, however, not 
supported by this particular sample as the proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies is similar (42 % 
for adjectival and 40 % for pronominal modifier respectively). #figure shows that this pattern holds 
when individual differences are taken into account. We see a higher number of fluently produced 
PPs in absence of modifiers and, conversely, a higher rate of phrase-internal disfluencies in modi-
fied PPs. A small exception to this pattern is participant aa2. However, he produced only two modi-
fied tokens and no conclusions can thus be drawn from this. Furthermore, one of these tokens is na 
státní silnici ‘on the state road’ which is a technical term referring to a specific type of roadway. The 
adjective státní has the same form in all genders and across the paradigmatic cells.     

I turn now to the role of the frequency measures, splitting the data between modified and unmodi-
fied PPs. Figure  49 shows a general distribution of disfluencies for the modified and unmodified 
PPs in relation to their membership in the clusters described above. PPs belonging to clusters 2 and 
4 that were predicted to facilitate production are grouped and compared to clusters 1 and 3.
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Figure 48: Number of unmodified tokens and tokens modified by a demonstrative or a 
different modifier with respect to fluency.



While it was already established that modified PPs are on the whole less fluent and have a higher 
rate of phrase-internal disfluencies, this figure suggests an added effect of frequency of use. When 
we look at the fluency rates in the unmodified PPs (upper panel), the PPs in the high frequency 
clusters are generally more fluent; 59 of 87 (67.82 %) PPs in clusters 2 and 4 were produced flu-
ently, while 171 of 317 (53.94 %) PPs in clusters 1 and 3 were fluent. Furthermore, if we focus on 
the disfluency location, only four of the 28 (14.29 %) disfluently produced PPs in clusters 2 and 4 
occur phrase-internally, whereas  49 of the 146 (33.56 %) disfluent PPs in clusters 1 and 3 contain a 
phrase-internal disfluency. A similar pattern is found in modified PPs: There are 31 fluent PPs of the 
total 46 (67.39 %) belonging to clusters 2 and 4, while only 81 out of 213 (38.03 %) PP in clusters 1 
and 3 were produced fluently. These patterns suggest that PPs that are used more frequently are on 
the whole easier to retrieve and induce fewer disfluencies in the corpus. However, it is also impor-
tant to take potential individual differences into account, given that the participants have very differ-
ent language profiles.
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Figure 49: Disfluency placement in modified and unmodified PPs produced by individual participants.



Beginning with the unmodified data, the distribution of disfluencies overll is shown in Figure  50 
while the numbers for individual participants is presented in Figure 51. The number of tokens be-
longing to the respective pairs of clusters produced by some of the participants makes comparisons 
at individual level very difficult. This is particularly the case for participants aa2, aa4, and pa3. 
However, a visual inspection of the data shows that where comparison is possible, the general trend 
is to an extent visible also at individual level. The disfluency rate is on the whole relatively higher 
for tokens in clusters 1 and 3, especially when one focuses on the proportion of pre-phrasal and 
phrase-initial occurrences, we see that phrase-initial disfluencies are also more frequent in clusters 1 
and 3.
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Figure 50: Disfluency placement in modified and unmodified PPs with respect to cluster membership.



Table 32 summarizes the production of PPs with regard to cluster membership for participants aa1, 
aa3, ba1, ba2, ba3, and pa1. We see that fluency rates are generally higher for tokens from clusters 2 
and 4. Furthermore, the proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies is higher for clusters 1 and 3 in all 
participants. However, it is important to stress again that some of the numbers are very low and 
these really are to be conceived of as suggesting a trend rather than a strong pattern. It is also worth 
mentioning that the single disfluent tokens produced by participants aa2  and pa3 belonging to clus-
ter 4 were produced with a pre-phrasal disfluency and, similarly, the four cluster 4 tokens of pa2 
were produced fluently. aa2 produced one fully fluent and one pre-phrasally disfluent token of  v 
kleci ‘in the cage’, pa3 produced two fluent instances of v pořádku ‘in order, all right’ and one dis-
fluent token of v pondělí ‘on Monday’; pa2’s fluent tokens were ve vsi ‘in a village’, v zimě ‘in win-
ter’, z konve ‘from a can’ and v pondělí ‘on Monday’.
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Figure 51: Disfluency placement of PP produced by participants with respect to cluster membership.



clusters 1 and 3 clusters 2 and 4

fluent pre-phrasal phrase-in-
ternal

% fluent fluent pre-
phrasal

phrase-inter-
nal

% fluent

aa1 69 18 11 70.41 17 5 0 77.27

aa3 12 8 2 54.55 14 3 0 82.35

ba1 8 3 5 50 5 4 1 50

ba2 16 12 15 37.21 6 4 2 50

ba3 2 10 3 13.33 3 4 1 37.5

pa1 45 24 4 61.64 7 2 0 77.78

Table 32: Distribution of disfluencies and fluency rate of selected participants with respect to cluster membership.

A comparison of frequency effects with the modified PPs can, effectively, only be made for partici-
pants aa1 and aa3. As shown in Figure 52, other participants produced only very few modified PPs 
from clusters 2 and 4 or no such tokens at all. The three disfluent cluster 2/4 tokens produced by aa3 
have a pre-phrasal disfluency. aa1 has a high fluency rate for cluster 2/4 PPs with four pre-phrasal  
and three phrase-internal disfluencies. The majority of the fluent items in this group are expressions 
of time that have either a demonstrative modifier (e.g. v tý době ‘at that time’) or an adjective de-
rived from a numeral used to express a year, such as do šedesátýho roku ‘til 1960, lit. til the sixtieth 
year’.
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Figure 52: Disfluency placement in modified PPs produced by participants with respect to cluster membership.



While this general trend observed in the data is interesting, it is also possible to focus on the tokens 
in clusters 1 and 3 and potential differences between those. The frequency index that was described 
above and used to enhance or complement the cluster analysis can be used for this purpose. While 
cluster membership is a categorical variable, it is important to bear in mind that the measures per se, 
used to cluster the data, are indeed continuous and differences between individual tokens cannot be 
accounted for while using cluster memberships. The scoring index, on the other hand, may be used 
as an intermediary level of granularity between cluster assignments and individual “configurations” 
of measures. For this purpose, the PP tokens were labeled with an overall high score index if three 
or more of the five measures used in the scoring received a high score and no more than one of the  
measures and, conversely an overall low score label was used if the token received at least three 
partial low score and no more than a single partial high score. The remaining tokens were classified 
as mid-range in this procedure. Table 33 shows the distribution of scores between the four clusters 
for all PPs.

overall score cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3 cluster 4

high 26 16 44 90

low 71 0 25 0

mid-range 210 16 154 11

Table 33: Relationship between cluster membership and score for individual PP tokens.

Before I focus on cluster1/3 unmodified PPs, I would like to discuss the relationship between scores 
and disfluencies for the whole sample as well as at individual level, similarly to the characteristic 
using cluster membership. Figure 53 shows this relationship for modified and unmodified PPs for 
the corpus. We see that the pattern observed in the cluster-based account is visible here as well, it  
might even be said that it is to an extent clearer. If we look at the unmodified PPs first, the high  
score tokens are more fluent (67.2 %) and have a lower proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies 
(19.51 %) than both the mid-score (52.79 % fluent, 33.64 % phrase internal disfluencies) and the 
low-score (50 % fluent, 34.78 % phrase-internal disfluencies) PPs. The situation is also similar for 
the modified PPs, where the high score items have a fluency rate of 60.78 % and the mid and low 
score tokens have fluency rates of 37.97 % and 42 % respectively. We also see a lower proportion of 
phrase-internal disfluencies in high score PPs and a lower proportion of pre-phrasal disfluencies in 
the low score group. 
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The performance of individual participants for modified and unmodified tokens together is summa-
rized in Figure 54. The general picture is again very similar to Figure 53. Table 34 shows the distri-
bution of disfluencies across the three scoring categories for participants aa1, aa3, ba2, ba3, and pa1 
as a group that produced a number of tokens in all three score ranges and has comparable results 
when only unmodified PPs are considered.
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Figure 53: Overall distribution of disfluencies in modified and unmodified PPs with respect to frequency scores.



high 
score

mid 
score

low 
score

fluent pre-
phrasal

phrase-
internal

fluent pre-
phrasal

phrase-
internal

fluent pre-
phrasal

phrase-internal

aa1 52 10 6 81 27 31 21 2 15

aa3 13 6 1 17 11 3 2 1 2

ba2 13 7 4 16 14 33 4 2 9

ba3 4 5 1 5 6 12 2 3 1

pa1 14 2 0 44 28 6 7 5 2

Table 34: Distribution of disfluencies with regards to overall score for selected participants.

We see again that particularly the high score group has higher fluency rates for all these participants 
and that phrase-internal disfluencies are less frequent in these tokens. Taking pa1 as an example 
representing this pattern, we find that 87.5 % of high score PPs were produced fluently and that 
there are no phrase-internal disfluencies in this group, while the mid and low score tokens have 
lower fluency levels (56.41 % and 50 % respectively) and that phrase-internal disfluencies occur.

When we look at  the disfluency patterns in unmodified cluster 1/3 tokens with regard to these 
scores, we see again some tendencies in the expected direction, suggesting that some of the remain-
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Figure 54: Disfluency placement in all PPs produced by participants with respect to frequency scores.



ing variation may be explained by the frequency characteristics of individual tokens. First, when 
one looks at the partial score counts in these tokens, we find that the mean count of high scores is  
slightly higher for fluent PPs (1.345) as opposed to pre-phrasal and phrase-internal disfluencies 
(1.155 and 0.918 respectively) and the reverse is true for the mean number of low scores (0.994 for 
fluent tokens, 1.052 for pre-phrasal and 1.245 for phrase-internal disfluencies). The distributions of 
these scores are summarized in 55. The counts of 0 through 3 are of particular interest here as these 
contain relatively higher numbers of PPs overall. When we look at the upper panel in the figure, we 
see that tokens with no high score have a lower proportion of fluent productions (45.61 %) and a 
higher proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies (20.18 %). Fluent production increases with in-
creasing scores (60.23 % for scores of 1, 51.56 % for scores of 2, and 64.71 % for scores of 3) and  
the proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies simultaneously decreases (14.77 %, 14.06 %, and 5.88 
%  respectively). The lower panel shows a somewhat reverse pattern in phrase-internal disfluencies 
that increase from 13.21 % at 0 and 12.31 at 1 to 25.53 % at scores of 2 and 19.05 % at score of 3.  
However, it should be noted that the pattern is not as clear here as fluency does not markedly de-
crease with increasing number of low scores.

When we include the high, mid, and low overall scores in the picture, we see a similar pattern of in-
creased fluency in the high score tokens (84 %) accompanied with a lower proportion of phrase-in-
ternal disfluencies (22.22 %). Conversely, the low score group has an overall fluency rate of 50 % 
and the proportion of phrase-internal disfluencies is 34.78 %. These distributions can be seen in 
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Figure 55: Distribution of disfluencies in clusters 1 and 3 with respect to particular frequency scores. 



Figure 56, while Figure 57 depicts the same for individual participants. We see that the picture here 
is not as clear. However, an overall high score seems to play a greater role than low scores here,  
particularly when we look at the production of participants aa1 and pa1 where we see higher flu-
ency rates for these tokens. All of these suggest that some amount of variation within clusters 1 and 
3 is due to the distributional characteristics of the individual PPs.
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Figure 56: Distribution of disfluencies in unmodified PPs in clusters 1 and 3 with respect to frequency scores.

Figure 57: Distribution of disfluencies in unmodified PPs in clusters 1 and 3 produced by individual participants with 
respect to frequency scores.



The aim of this section was to describe the occurrence of disfluencies in the context structural and 
usage variables. The results have shown that the syntactic and argument structural status of the PPs 
in the sample did not influence the fluency of PP production. PPs with prenominal modifiers in-
duced on the whole more disfluent production. This can be due to a greater inner syntactic complex-
ity of the phrases or simply caused by the fact that there are more words in the sequence, since these 
two factors overlap. There were 19 tokens of postnominally modified complements of which 11 
were fluent, all produced by aa1. Five of these tokens are from cluster 2/4. One of the remaining 
disfluent tokens belonging to cluster 4 had a pre-phrasal disfluency, while the other seven come 
from clusters 1/3. This is similar to the pattern observed for the completely “bare” PPs, suggesting 
that it is the length of the PP in words that induces more disfluencies. On the other hand, a similar 
frequncy-based pattern was also found in the modified phrases and syntactic complexity cannot thus 
be ruled out.

When it comes to frequency, I suggested a novel approach to assessing its role by integreting distri-
butional data from different corpora and all the potentially relevant measures into a single index of 
“difficulty” based on the characteristics of the discussed PPs by using unsupervised hiearchical 
clustering as well as a scoring method grounded in the measures of central tendency. Both of these 
indices suggest that PPs that contain high frequency complements and combinations of prepositions 
and nouns that occur frequently in the language are produced more fluently with either no disfluen-
cies or a disfluency before the whole phrase. Under the usage-based model, this would be taken as 
an indication that such word combinations are more likely directly retrieved from memory as ready-
made chunks (Zeschel 2008; Bybee 2010: chap. 3; Schneider 2016). Figure 58 proposes a simple 
model with four different types of PPs. First, there are collocations with extremely high association 
measures, represented by v pohodě ‘alright, lit. in ease’ in the figure. These are highly lexicalized 
expressions whose semantic as well as structural compositionality can be taken to be questionable at 
best. These expressions can be assumed to be retrieved as chunks more akin to single word units 
leaving little space for intrusive disfluencies. Secondly, there are case represented in the figure by v 
kleci ‘in a/the cage’. The klec lemma appears in approximately 30 % of all its uses in this PP. While, 
the high level of association between the preposition and the noun may also cause a direct retrieval 
of this bigram. However,  the higher compositionality of this PP in comparison to v pohodě makes a 
disfluency slightly more likely to occur phrase-internally, as suggested by the dashed line in the fig-
ure. The phrase k lvovi ‘to a/the lion’ represents the next situation where there is no strong associa-
tion between the preposition and the complement. This is visualized by showing that the PP is com-
posed of a slot for the preposition which is combined with an inflected noun. In more detail, we can 
conceptualize this such that there is a PP construction with a lexically specific preposition induced, 
e.g. by an argument structure construction of coming/arriving, and an open slot for a noun in the in-
flected form governed by the preposition. This PP construction is superimposed with the Inflected 
noun construction in language production and it is precisely this step that can be assumed to pro-
duce more phrase-internal disfluencies. The last schema in the figure shows on the example of  s 
vařicí vodou ‘with hot water’ how an additional step that concerns the combination of the comple-
ment noun with a prenominal modifier opens up more space for retrieval problems indexed by dis-
fluencies.

One should keep in mind that the frequency effetcs discussed here must be framed in terms of ten-
dencies rather than clear strong patterns. There are individual differences as well as a large amount 
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of unexplained variation and additional research is needed, preferably under more controlled condi-
tions. However, this analysis has found a trend qualitatively similar to Schneider (2016)’s study of 
neurotypical production in English providing additional support for the appeal formulated by Gahl 
and Menn (2016) who argue for the potential and importance of probabilistic processing and fre-
quency effects above word level in aphasia research. These results also have implications for the as-
sessment and therapy of language in aphasia, as discussed in the concluding remarks.

5 Conclusions
The present work had two main sets of aims. In the first part, I described the process of assembling 
a corpus of Czech aphasic speech. The corpus consists of samples of descriptive, narrative, pro-
cedural, and conversational discourse of eleven speakers with different aphasia types with the total 
size of almost 17000 words produced by speakers with aphasia. Using the data from the corpus, I 
performed an analysis of aphasic discourse production.  The majority of the microstructural mea-
sures selected for this analysis successfully differentiated between neurotypical speakers and partic-
ipants with non-fluent aphasia. Furthermore, the combination of these measures used to visualize 
the structure of the sample with hierarchical clustering was able to identify subgroups of partici-
pants with similar language profiles. To follow up on these two outcomes, the corpus will be made 
available for researchers and clinicians.60 A simple protocol containing the stimulus materials used 
to collect the data for the corpus as well as a transcription manual and an ELAN template file to en-
able other specialist to contribute their own data. The measures presented in this work may be con-

60 As of now, both the whole corpus and the subcorpus with detailed annotation are available for specialists in an os -
f.io repository (TODO). A publication under the LINDAT/CLARIAH-cz infrastructure is planned in the future.
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Figure 58: A schema of retrieval of different PP types as modulated by frequency measures.



verted into a tool for discourse analysis that could be used to help SLTs in assessment. However, the 
validation of the measures is needed on a larger sample.

The application of the usage-based framework on the corpus data and the results of the analyses 
presented in the second part have implications both for linguistics and for the study of aphasia. I 
hope to have shown the importance of various frequency measures in the analysis of language pro-
cessing in aphasia. Cumulative lemma frequency was used for the analyses of verb production in 
the corpus. High frequency was found to increase the probability of fluent production. It was also 
apparent  that  persons with more severe lexical retrieval problems rely more on high frequency 
verbs. There was also a weak correlation between transitivity and frequency in the group of speak-
ers with nonfluent aphasia, showing the importance to account for frequency and similar variables 
in the analysis of structural phenomena.

The results of the analyses of nominal inflection and disfluency placement in prepositional phrases 
is of particular interest both for linguistic theory and clinical practice. Both of these analyses sug-
gest that the relative frequencies of particular inflected word forms are related to ease of access and, 
consequently, success of retrieval in aphasic language production. This is in line with previous re-
search that has shown that the effects of probabilistic processing are present in both neurotypical 
speakers and persons with aphasia and the differences between the groups are qualitative rather than 
quantitative in nature. The fact that cooccurrence frequency and association strength between partic-
ular prepositions and nominal complements can be associated to fluent or disfluent production of 
prepositional phrases provides additional evidence for the usage-based model. Turning to clinical 
practice, the present work provides arguments for a tighter cooperation between linguists and clini-
cians and, in particular, for the introduction of corpus linguistic data in clinical practice. If we take 
the patterns observed in the analysis of nouns, these have the potential to be directly applied in SLT.  
When working with a patient in therapy on nominal morphology in Czech, a SLT can focus on spe-
cific high frequency word forms in typical usage contexts rather than using more standard protocols  
that focus on citation forms or whole paradigms.

In conclusion, I hope to have contributed to the growing body of literature that shows that the us-
age-based framework has potential benefits for the study of language in aphasia.The present study 
has several limitations and follow up studies with more participants and more controlled elicitation 
are necessary. However, my objective was to demonstrate the potential of the usage-based frame-
work to discover interesting trends and patterns in the data that generate research questions and, if 
corroborated, have important clinical implications. It is precisely these new avenues of research that 
are subjectively the most important contribution of the present work.
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7 Appendix 2: Informed consent form

7.1.1 Informovaný souhlas se zařazením do projektu “Příprava korpusu afatické 
řeči”

Michal Láznička

Ústav obecné lingvistiky

Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy

Náměstí Jana Palacha xy, 11000 Praha

michal.laznicka@ff.cuni.cz

731414997

Kdo jsme?

• Badatelský tým studentů obecné jazykovědy na FF UK: M. Láznička, V. Diatka, T. Papayová, K. 

Vaníčková

• Nás projekt podporuje program vnitřních grantů FF UK

O co nám jde?

• V rámci projektu pořizujeme nahrávky osob s afázií.

• Vytvoříme elektronickou databázi textů.

• Nahrávky zpracujeme a vložíme do databáze.

• Databázi zpřístupníme přes webové rozhraní dalším specialistům

Proč to děláme?

• Chceme zlepšit naše poznání češtiny v afázii 

• Chceme toto poznání zpřístupnit odborníkům a studentům

• Chceme pomoci ve výuce a terapii

• Chceme prohloubit naše chápání jazyka obecně

Jak nám můžete pomoci?

• Účastí ve výzkumu přispějete ke vzniku databáze

• Vaše účast je zcela dobrovolná

• Pokud se nezúčastníte, nehrozí žádný postih

Co bude vašim úkolem?
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• Zúčastníte se dvou rozhovorů

• Každý rozhovor bude trvat asi 30 minut

• K rozhovorům se setkáme u vašeho terapeuta

• Rozhovory proběhnou v různé dny

• Rozhovory budu nahrávat videokamerou

• Během našeho rozhovoru se vás budu ptát na různé věci

• Na mé otázky nemusíte odpovědět, když nebudete chtít

• Pustím vám také krátké video a ukážu vám několik obrázků

• Dám vám otázky k videu a k obrázkům

• Vaše odpovědi nebudu nijak hodnotit

Co se bude dít s nahrávkou dál?

• Nahrané rozhovory přepíšeme do textových souborů

• Přepisy a zvukové nahrávky umístíme do databáze

• Databáze bude přístupná pouze registrovaným uživatelům

• Přístup umožníme pouze odborníkům a studentům

• Nahrávky budou k dispozici pro účely výzkumu a výuky

• Do přepisů nezahrneme vaše jméno, ani jména vašich blízkých osob

• Přepisy však budou obsahovat některé vaše osobní údaje:

• věk

• pohlaví

• region, z kterého pocházíte

• nejvyšší dosažené vzdělání

• informace o vašich obtížích

• V databázi bude slyšet váš hlas

Nechci, aby byl můj záznam v databázi, můžu se přesto zúčastnit?

• Ano, i v takovém případě můžete pomoct

• Rozhovor bude probíhat stejně

• Rozhovor budu nahrávat na kameru

• Rozhovor nepřepíšeme a nezařadíme do databáze

• Nahrávku si ponechám pro účely svého vlastního výzkumu

• Pokud nahrávku využiju, budu z ní citovat pouze krátké úryvky textu

• V ukázkách nebude vaše jméno, ani jména vašich blízkých osob

• Zvuk ani obraz nebude nikde přístupný

• Pokud nahrávku použiju, budu citovat některé vaše osobní údaje:

• věk

• pohlaví

• informace o vašich obtížích
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Jsou nějaká rizika?

• Účast ve výzkumu vás nijak neohrozí

• Pokud se unavíte, rozhovor přerušíme

• Pokud vám budou otázky nepříjemné, nemusíte odpovídat, nebo můžeme rozhovor ukončit

Čemu to prospěje?

• Pomůžete ve výzkumu

• Pomůžete zlepšit naše chápání jazykových poruch

• Pomůžete nám pochopit, jak funguje čeština

• Nejde o terapii, účast ve výzkumu nepřispěje k dřívějšímu zlepšení

Co když si to rozmyslím?

• Pokud si svou účast rozmyslíte, rozhovor můžete kdykoli ukončit

• Pokud rozhovor ukončíte, nehrozí vám žádný postih

• Pokud budete chtít vyjmout svou nahrávku z databáze, kontaktujte mě

• Pokud budete chtít svou nahrávku odstranit, nehrozí vám žádný postih

Co když budu chtít o výzkumu zjistit více?

• Pokud se chcete dozvědět více, kontaktujte mě

Souhlasím se zařazením nahrávky do databáze?

• ano

• ne

Já, …………………………………….., potvrzuji svým podpisem, že rozumím výše uvedeným informacím 

a souhlasím se svou účastí v tomto výzkumu.

V ………………………………….. dne………………………………….

………………………………………………….

podpis
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